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Lina Alameddine is the Director of the Partnership Center for Development and
Democracy (PCDD) in Lebanon, which promotes a cultural approach to development
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society practitioners throughout the Arab world and is a champion of women’s rights.
Her most recent publication book is entitled “Advocacy and the WTO Liberalization
Policies and their Economic and Social Impacts.  

Cristina Mansfield has been researching and teaching advocacy since 2004 when she
published her manual on Advocacy in Cambodia: Increasing Democratic Space. She
has conducted training in countries as varied as Kyrgyzstan, Uganda, Honduras,
Lebanon, Palestine and Haiti.  

THE ABC'S OF ADVOCACY presents the principles, strategies and techniques of
effective advocacy campaigns in an easy-to-read format. The section on advocacy case
studies from Jordan, Lebanon and Palestine offers a close-up look at real-life
advocacy examples taken from the region.  

The publication of the first edition was funded by the Danish Church Aid based on the
Advocacy Expert Series developed by Pact Cambodia in 2004. Special thanks to the
Advocacy and Policy Institute of Cambodia and in particular Victoria Ayer for designing
a tremendously successful advocacy training program. Thanks also to Colin Bunn who
developed the original graphics.  

Publication of the second edition, funded by OTI/USAID through the Lebanon Civic
Support Initiative (LCSI), brings additional case studies along with contextual analysis
on advocacy initiatives led by Jordanian and Lebanese NGOs. The Lebanese case
studies that were added in this edition of the book were co-authored by Nebojsa Radic,
Advocacy Component Leader of the LCSI project.

We encourage you to copy all or part of this guide and to share it with others.

An electronic version of this publication can be downloaded at www.pcdd.org. 

III
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dvocacy is a dynamic process that relies heavily on the local cultural and
political context. While it is not possible to apply techniques indiscriminately,

some of the basic principles – such as ensuring that those on whose behalf we
advocate are included in the process – are relevant to all contexts.

The ABCs of Advocacy aims to provide an audience of Middle Eastern advocates with
an introduction to advocacy enriched with real-life case studies. This manual was
created in response to growing interest on the part of MENA civil society for
materials designed for the region not by outsiders but by an activist familiar with the
needs of society. The first section begins by examining the role of civil society in
advocacy, power issues, and principles needed for successful initiatives. This is
followed by a review of campaign planning where the reader learns to identify and
analyze problems and define the advocacy issue. As part of the planning process,
advocates learn to set objectives and indicators, analyze stakeholders, and identify
targets. They also learn message development, analyzing strengths and weaknesses
and mobilizing resources for the campaign. At the implementation stage three major
advocacy strategies are reviewed in detail: lobbying, working with the media and
building coalitions. Finally, the reader receives an introduction to the emerging field
of electronic advocacy and the basics of advocacy evaluation. 

The final section of the manual presents a dozen case studies from Jordan and
Lebanon. The topics range from local-level advocacy efforts to reopen a municipal
library in Jordan to a national campaign in Lebanon to improve access to polling
stations for the disabled. 

This new edition includes a range of updated case studies from Jordan and Lebanon
that are centered on youth-based advocacy and citizen engagement. The case
studies are not necessarily success stories; rather, they aim to faithfully narrate the
process that the activists went through. For that reason, they are valuable as
learning tools. Together, the case studies provide a wealth of resources on creative
tactics as well as critical analysis of the challenges encountered by advocates and
the lessons they learned. 

INTRODUCTION

A

V
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I. INTRODUCTION

Everyone is talking about advocacy these
days, but what is it?

In the simplest terms, advocacy is a:

STRATEGIC = deliberate, planned, takes the context and current events into
account.

SET OF ACTIONS = coordinated activities.

DESIGNED TO PERSUADE = sound arguments, based on solid research,
presented in convincing way.

SOMEONE ELSE = decision-makers or individuals who can influence them.

That what YOU want = specific change objective.

Is what THEY want = understand their needs and interest and show that you
have needs and interests in common. 

13

If you have ever asked this question, this book is for you. We explain the concept in the
simplest terms so that you, as someone working to improve society, can use advocacy
skills to advance your issue. 

There are many ways to describe 'advocacy' – just as there are many shades of the
color 'blue' – but they all have in common a set of skills and actions to influence
powerful people to make decisions that benefit those with less power or fewer
resources.

While decision-makers do not always have to be people working in government, they
often are. Thus, advocacy is usually about influencing public policies. These can
include introducing or amending laws and regulations that influence government
budgets, programs and services. We can also advocate for changing a practice that is
not a policy or a law, such as the practice of early marriage in some countries.

Millions of small streams would never make

it across a desert; their waters would

disappear in the depths of the sands. But, put

together, they make a river big enough to get

across.

Gibran Khalil Gibran

11
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D Advocacy aims to build
consensus for an idea, not to
impose it on others.

D Advocacy aims to change how
decisions are made, not to solve
a single case. This can include
national legislation, local
regulation, programs, practices,
appropriations, processes, and
systems. Any time you want to
change the rules of the game –
and not just the outcome of one
case – advocacy is a useful tool.

D Advocacy requires a call to action, not just raising awareness. An information
campaign seeks to increase individual knowledge and change behavior.
Advocacy seeks to change policy and asks individuals to join a campaign. Thus
we must constantly raise the question: what is our campaign asking people to
do? 

D Advocacy is about defending a right or exposing a problem and proposing
a realistic solution.

Advocacy does not only target
government decision-makers.
We can advocate for changing policies
in our organization or company. When
we try to influence managers in
a company to hire more women or to
give men and women equal pay, we are
doing advocacy.  

Advocacy can take a long time
because it seeks to change
attitudes and behavior. For
example, women in the United
States began seriously organizing
to get the vote in 1850. They were
successful only in 1920.

The ABCs of Advocacy
12

Now we understand what advocacy is, but why should we care? Let us begin by
reviewing why advocacy is important. 
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Why is Advocacy Important?

As development actors, community workers or concerned citizens we are always
working for change. If our mission is to help marginalized groups, we can provide
services for them. However, in the long-term, a situation will only improve if we can
change the way decisions are made – and we can ensure that those who are affected
by decisions have a voice. 

This is the lesson that development actors around the world learned during the 1980s
and 1990s. Today there is a growing emphasis on changing how decisions are taken
rather than solely providing services to help people. 

Advocacy is about learning the skills to build support for better decisions by influential
people. 

Advocacy has other important functions. In addition to solving specific problems,
advocacy contributes to promoting civic engagement, empowering civil society, and
strengthening democracy. It is about exercising and protecting rights and increasing
awareness of problems at the community level. In this sense, advocacy is a tool for
increased citizen participation in decision making by government and other powerful
bodies.  

WHAT is the Role of Civil Society in Advocacy?

Civil society has four main roles, to: 

1. Deliver social services.

2. Partner with government in development planning and promote an
understanding of a decentralized system of government. 

3. Act as a watchdog over government and the private sector. 

4. Advocate for the interests of their constituencies.

Introduction

13
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What obstacles may affect the work of civil society in advocacy in the Middle
East and North Africa (MENA) region?  

Context Factors

The following factors within the context present obstacles to advocacy: 
• Government monitors or limits activities of civil society. 
• Absence of peace and security, which impacts policy reform. 
• Absence of civil society participation in the policy process.
• Predominance of service mentality within civil society organizations

rather than advocating for rights of citizens.
• Absence of independent media.
• Limited access to information. 
• Difficult laws imposed on NGOs.

Internal Organizational Factors

The following internal organizational factors
also present obstacles to advocacy: 

• Absence of strategic plan in NGOs.
• Campaign objectives not clear to all

members of the group.
• Lack of expert human resources in

designing and implementing an
advocacy campaign. 

• Weak governance and resource
management within the NGOs. 

• Weak networking among NGOs:
• competitive spirit/non-cooperation 
• weak commitment to the issue
• funding difficulties
• weak documentation and sharing of information

Avoid thinking of the
government as a natural
adversary. Often there are many
benefits to working in
partnership with government. 
At other times pressure is
necessary. Let the context
dictate your approach. 

The ABCs of Advocacy
14
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WHY Do We Need To Know About Power?

Successful advocacy campaigns can lead to changes in power relationships in
society. To be effective, our advocacy campaign will require a different
approach according to the type of power relationship we encounter. If we
understand the power relationships well, we can design a more effective
campaign. But first we need to learn a bit more about power... 

WHAT Do We Need To Know About Power?

Power is the ability to control or influence people and events. All relationships
between individuals, groups and institutions represent a balance of power that
affects decision-making. 

That balance of power may be:i

• Equal/Unequal. Example: When one person makes all the decisions and
the other person does not, the relationship is characterized as unequal.

• Fair/Unfair. Example: Imagine a large established company and a new
enterprise competing in a competitive market. The two companies do not
have the same amount of power, but if the system is fair, the new
company has a chance to compete and grow by providing good products
or services at a reasonable price. 

• Expected/Unexpected. Example: A newborn infant depends completely
on its parent. The relationship is expected to change over time.

Power relations are different for each person in the relationship. 

Introduction

15

i WaterAid. Advocacy: What's It All About? A Guide To Advocacy Work in the Water and Sanitation Sector.
November 2001.
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ii John Gaventa (1999). Citizen Knowledge, Citizen Competence and Democracy Building, Chapter IX.

HOW Do Power Structures Affect Our Choice 
Advocacy Strategy?ii

Power can be analyzed according to whether people are included or excluded
from decisions that affect them. Three categories can be used to characterize
power structures: open, closed, or invisible. 

OPEN

POWER STRUCTURE
In an open system of power,
those affected by a decision
are included in decision-
making. Everyone has equal
opportunity to advocate for
their issue. 

CLOSED

POWER STRUCTURE
In a closed system of power,
those affected by decisions are
e x c l u d e d f r o m d e c i s i o n
making. Those who control
decision-making only allow
certain issues and groups to
be recognized.

INVISIBLE

POWER STRUCTURE
In an invisible system, those
affected by decisions are
controlled by powerful entities
that use in format ion to
manipulate perceptions and
n o r m s . R e l i g i o u s a n d
educational institutions as
well as the media can mold
perceptions and maintain
social traditions.

Public Interest Approach
In an open power structure,
our advocacy strategy will
f o c u s o n o r g a n i z i n g a
convincing campaign based on
s o u n d r e s e a r c h a n d
arguments.

Citizen Action Approach
In a closed power structure,
our advocacy strategy will
focus on increasing the
power of the affected group.
This can be done by building
grassroots leadership and
forming coalitions.

Transformative Approach 
I n a n i n v i s i b l e p o w e r
structure, our advocacy
s t r a t e g y w i l l f o c u s o n
increasing awareness of and
empowering the affected
group. This can be done
by deve lop ing pol i t i ca l
awareness, confidence, and
s e n s e o f r i g h t s a n d
identifying urgent issues that
challenge structures.

What is our
strategy?

What is our
strategy?

What is our
strategy?

The ABCs of Advocacy
16
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These categories refer to

power relationships, not

systems of government.

To summarize: In an Open system of power advocacy
will depend heavily on presenting convincing
arguments. In a Closed system, advocacy will depend
on mobilizing the power of the people. In an Invisible

system, advocacy will focus on raising awareness and
creating a sense of rights. 

Now that we have understood power, we can begin to
discuss our role as an advocate.

Introduction

17

WHAT Is Our Role As An Advocate?  

After analyzing power relationships, we need to reflect on what our role should
be as an advocate. This is important because our campaign is likely to fail if we
move too far away from an appropriate role. 

When advocating for an affected group there are many different roles we can
play to help us achieve our goal. It is important that we be sensitive to the needs
and desires of the affected group so that we can select a role that best fits the
situation. Our role can include the following activities: 

NEGOTIATE Bargain for something.

ACCOMPANY Speak with the people.

EMPOWER Enable the people to speak for themselves.

REPRESENT Speak for the people.

MEDIATE Facilitate communication between people.

MODEL Demonstrate behavior to people or policy makers. 

NETWORK Build coalitions.

Note !
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WHAT Do We Need To Be Successful?iii

Even when we understand our role clearly, there is no way to guarantee our
campaign will have the desired outcome. Experience shows, however, that our
chances of success increase considerably when we apply the following good
practices: 

iii Gordon Graham (2002). Understanding Advocacy. Tear Fund. 

Involve as many people as possible
in the decision-making during our
advocacy campaign. Each
participant will bring different
skills, contacts, resources and
ideas. When we encourage
participation we give the affected
group a sense of ownership over
the process and ultimately
increase the likelihood of success.

E
N

C
O

U
R

A
G

E PARTICIPATION

To be legitimate, all advocacy
campaigns must earn the trust
of the people and communities
they represent. This is done by
respect ing the var iety of
opinions and experiences of the
individuals in the affected
group. Organizations obtain
legitimacy in various ways.

E
N

S
U

R
E

LEGITIMACY

How does an organization gain
legitimacy? 
• We provide services to affected

group.

• We count the affected group in
our membership, staff or board of
directors.

• We are asked by the affected
group to represent them.

• We have conducted research on
the issue.

• We are building capacity of the
affected group.

• We have experience working on
this issue.

• We have a good reputation and
high credibility.

The ABCs of Advocacy
18

Note that there is no role of 'advocate as implementer' or 'advocate as star.'
A good advocate always accompanies the affected group in one way or another
and never perceives himself/herself as the central actor. 
It is not enough to understand the role of an advocate, it is also necessary to
understand the five things we absolutely must do to be successful in advocacy...
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We are accountable when we
openly and honestly discuss the
campaign’s progress (and
problems) with the affected
group. This process will also
reduce temptations we face to
abuse power and will help avoid
corruption in our advocacy
campaign. 

B
E

ACCOUNTABLE

Introduction

19

Now that we have a basic understanding of advocacy concepts, we can start to
develop our campaign.

Do not use violence to achieve
your advocacy goals. Violence is
never a sustainable, long-term
solution. Once violence begins,
it is impossible to control.
Peaceful advocacy will earn the
trust and respect of both your
supporters and your opponents. 

A
C

T

PEACEFULLY

the affected group. Listen to the affected group, develop a strategy
with them, inform them of any risks or challenges and take action
together. Whenever possible, build their capacity to advocate on their own
behalf.

These principles sound easy. The truth is that we often say we are
applying them when we are not. Since our success depends heavily on
these principles, it is important to keep asking ourselves if we are really
applying them.

REPRESENT

In this section we are discussing the internal factors of success. External
factors also matter greatly, such as:

• openness to democracy

• social, economic, and cultural equality

• government power not held in the hands of a few 

• government officials explain how decisions are made

• the media is not controlled by a few powerful figures.
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II.
PREPARING YOUR ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN
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WHAT are the steps of an 
Advocacy Campaign?   

Advocates all over the world use a similar model to design effective campaigns.
The main steps are:

STEP 1. IDENTIFY THE ISSUE

STEP 2. RESEARCH AND ANALYZE

STEP 3. PLAN

STEP 4. IMPLEMENT

STEP 5. EVALUATE 

II. PREPARING YOUR ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN

23
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The ABCs of Advocacy
24

The first step in preparing our advocacy campaign is to identify the problem
and educate ourselves about its causes and effects. We need to be sure that we
are working on the right problem. An excellent tool for this task is the problem
tree.

PROBLEM TREE

Problems often resemble the
structure of a tree. If we
imagine that the most
important problem is the
trunk of the tree, we can
then see all of the
related effects
growing out like
branches. Our
problem tree will
most certainly have
deep, root causes
which feed the
trunk and branches.

We can create a problem
tree by asking ourselves “But
why?” when examining every
aspect of a problem.  

After we have identified the
effects (branches) and
causes (roots) of our problem
we may discover there are

STEP 1 Define the Issue/Identify the Problem  
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When as NGOs we decideto take up an advocacyissue, we need internalinstitutional supportfrom the highest to thelowest level.

25

II. Preparing Your Advocacy Campaign

q IDENTIFY
PROBLEM

Problem Tree

q Public 
Opinion Poll

q RESEARCH
Desk review

Research methods

q PLAN
Goal and objectives

Indicators
Stakeholders

Targets
Strategy
Message

Strengths/weaknesses
Resources

q IMPLEMENT
Lobbying strategy

Media strategy
Coalition strategy

Activities

q EVALUATE

PUBLIC OPINION POLL

Once we have identified a problem, we need to verify that
the affected group considers it a priority, for example by
conducting a brief public opinion poll. One of the causes of
failure of an advocacy campaign is that we have not
understood the real needs and interests of the affected
group. 

other problems to address. It
will not be possible for us to
address all problems, for this
reason it is important for us to
prioritize and decide what
problem is more important and
realistic for us to tackle first.

Problem Tree created by participants.
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What is a public opinion survey?

Not in-depth analysis of policy but rather a snapshot of how the public feels. 

If people are not interested in our issue, this does not mean that it will not be
a good cause. It simply means that we will have to do much more preparation
work. For example, women affected by domestic violence may not be interested
in joining a campaign until they are aware of their rights and feel empowered.

The ABCs of Advocacy
26

Why should NGOs use a public opinion survey?
• To see how people think and feel about your issue;

• A first step in choosing the focus of an advocacy campaign;

• To see how different parts of society feel about your issue
(important for choosing targets, shaping your message, etc);

• To track changes in public opinion over time;  

• To persuade politicians that there is public backing for your
position (especially effective if you conduct the survey in
a politician’s district);

• To gain media attention for your issue.
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STEP 2 Research

Once we have identified the problem and defined the issue,
our next step is to conduct more thorough research about
the issue. 

We must be fully informed about the problem if we expect to
persuade people and institutions to change policies for the
better. Careful, objective research will educate us and our
supporters about the causes and effects of the problem.
Many campaigns make the mistake of implementing
advocacy activities before researching the problem.
Remember: information is a type of power and research will
provide the information we need! 

DESK REVIEW

It is important to build on
the work of others and
not start from zero.
There is already a wealth
of information on issues
available to us on the
internet, in libraries,
government departments, and NGOs, and it is important to
start with a desk review of existing literature. If data on our
advocacy issue is not readily available for our area, we can use
data from similar situations in other regions or even other
countries to support our arguments. Statistical data is
particularly useful in convincing decision makers about the
number of people affected.  

There is no substitute, however, for hearing directly from the
affected group. We can learn much about the problem by
conducting surveys, interviews, and focus group discussions.
Simply observing how the affected group manages and lives
with the problem will greatly inform our research and our
proposed solution. 

27

II. Preparing Your Advocacy Campaign

Research findings should be
integrated into every step of our
campaign. Research findings
should be summarized in
a reader-friendly format that can
be easily used by political decision
makers and journalists – never
longer than 1-2 pages!

q IDENTIFY PROBLEM
Problem Tree 

Public Opinion Poll

q RESEARCH
Desk review

Research methods

q PLAN
Goal and objectives

Indicators
Stakeholders

Targets
Strategy
Message

Strengths/weaknesses
Resources

q IMPLEMENT
Lobbying strategy

Media strategy
Coalition strategy

Activities

q EVALUATE
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METHOD

Questionnaires
and Surveys 

Informal
Interviews

Documentation
Review

Observation

Focus Groups

ADVANTAGES

Easy to administer
to many people 

Flexible and
intimate

Comprehensive

View operations as
they occur,
adaptable

In-depth
examination of
a problem 

RESEARCH METHODS

CHALLENGES

Impersonal

Time intensive and
difficult to
objectively analyze

Time intensive and
inflexible

Subjective and
complex

Produces qualitative
information about
preferences and
beliefs that may not
be representative of
the entire group
surveyed, making it
difficult to draw
general conclusions

DEFINITION

A form containing
a set of questions,
given to a statistically
significant number of
people, as a way of
gathering
information

A conversation in
which facts or
statements are
discussed and noted

Review literature
about the problem
and examine
international best
practices

The process of
gathering
information about
how a problem looks
in a community

Assemble small
groups of people to
discuss the problem
and explore potential
solutions

The ABCs of Advocacy
28
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q IDENTIFY
PROBLEM

Problem Tree 
Public Opinion Poll

q RESEARCH
Desk review

Research methods

q PLAN
Goal and objectives

Indicators
Stakeholders

Targets
Strategy
Message

Strengths/weaknesses
Resources

q IMPLEMENT
Lobbying strategy

Media strategy
Coalition strategy

Activities

q EVALUATE
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II. Preparing Your Advocacy Campaign

GOALS articulate the desired
change in policies or practices
that we want to achieve over
a set period of time. This is
u s u a l l y e x p r e s s e d a s
improving the quality of life of
a particular group. A clear
goal will help us define the
advocacy campaign.  

STEP 3 Plan

Preparing a plan in one of the most important steps in an
advocacy campaign and must be done very carefully. In this
section, we look at:

a. Setting goals, objectives and indicators
b. Analyzing stakeholders
c. Identifying targets
d. Deciding on a strategy
e. Developing your message
f. Analyzing strengths and weaknesses
g. Mobilizing resources for the campaign.

a. Setting Goals and Objectives

SAMPLE GOAL
“Make domestic violence
recognized and treated as
a crime and a violation of

basic rights by society and
the legal system.”

OBJECTIVES def ine the
desired change: what will be
accomplished, with whom,
how, and in what period of
time. Objectives should be
stated in such a way that their
performance can be clearly
measured. They should include both the quantitative (how
much) and qualitative (how well) aspects. Good objectives
should be SMART: 

SMART OBJECTIVE
“In one year, 75% of

police demonstrate a 50%
increase in knowledge of
domestic violence law.”
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b. Setting Indicators

Once we have set our objectives, we need to identify indicators for those
objectives. Indicators are signs that let us know that we are making progress
toward our objectives. They can be quantitative or qualitative. 

Is it clear whose
behavior must change
and what that behavioral
change will be?

The ABCs of Advocacy
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S pecific

M easurable

Will you be able to
raise money or other
resources to support
our work on the
objective? Does our
organization have the
internal resources to
achieve this objective?

A chievable

Is it clear by how much
the behavior must
change?

T ime-bound
Does the objective have
a clear and realistic
time-frame or deadline?

R ealistic
Considering the current
social and political
conditions, can we
achieve our objective?

Watch out for activities

disguised as objectives.

Activities are tasks that

we must do in order to

achieve an objective.

SMART

It is worth spending time writing clear objectives. If
you do, you will find you are able to write the rest of
the advocacy strategy much more quickly. 

Note !
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SAMPLE GOAL
“Make domestic violence
recognized and treated as
a crime and a violation of

basic rights by society and
the legal system.”

SMART OBJECTIVE
“In one year, 75% of

police demonstrate a 50%
increase in knowledge of
domestic violence law.”

INDICATOR
Scores of police

officers on
a questionnaire
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c. Identifying Stakeholders

Now that we have our objectives and indicators, we can
start to think about whom our campaign should target. We
do this by first identifying all the possible stakeholders and
narrowing them down according to their level of influence. 

Definition: Stakeholders
A stakeholder is anyone who has a direct interest in the
outcome of our campaign. Stakeholders include people
directly affected by the problem, groups responsible for
creating the problem, and groups interested in solving the
problem. 
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Identifying indicators for advocacy activities can be difficult for
two reasons. Firstly, campaigns can take decades. Secondly,
the ultimate goal is to change political will, which is difficult to
measure. Nevertheless it is possible to identify indicators that
help us know if we are making progress.
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Stakeholders will have a low or high degree of influence or control over the
problem. Understanding their power over the problem is a critical part of the
planning process. A good way to analyze their power is to prepare a power map.

d. Mapping Stakeholders

When identifying allies and opponents, consider the degree of influence each
stakeholder has over the problem. The people affected by our advocacy issue
are certainly stakeholders but they often have little ability to directly change
policy and whether they have a positive, neutral or negative view of our
advocacy position: 

The ABCs of Advocacy
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Stakeholders can be separated in three groups: allies, neutrals and opponents.

Allies
Allies are people and
organizations that support
our advocacy campaign.
Typically they are
individuals and institutions
sympathetic to our cause
such as opinion leaders,
present and former
politicans, media
personalities, NGO’s,
community groups,
professors, and of course,
the members of the
affected group. They will
contribute time, technical
expertise, financial and
material resources and
influence to our advocacy
campaign.

Neutrals
Neutral stakeholders are
people and organizations
who have not yet formed
a strong opinion on an
issue. Neutrals are
important to our advocacy
campaign because they
can often quickly become
allies or opponents.

Opponents
Opponents are people and
organizations who oppose
our advocacy campaign.
Advocacy often challenges
existing imbalances of
power in a society and
such a challenge often
provokes a negative
reaction from those
currently in power or
people with different
values. Our opponents can
range from people who
disagree but do not take
action to aggressive or
violent enemies.
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D Any stakeholders listed with high influence over the
problem, regardless of their level of agreement with
our position, is a target.

D Avoid spending too many resources targeting
opponents. While we cannot avoid opponents, we are
much more likely to succeed in convincing neutrals to
join our campaign. They in turn can assist us in
convincing our opponents. 

D Sometimes stakeholders appear powerless because
they are not organized. Once organized, they may wield
considerable influence. For example, primary school
students appear powerless but if they organize
a demonstration they will likely gain the ear of school
administrators. 
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D Do not limit your list of stakeholders to people who are already interested
in the problem. You may convince powerful actors who are not affected by
the problem to join your campaign.

e. Identifying Targets

Identifying the correct targets is a crucial step in preparing an advocacy
campaign. We have established that an advocacy campaign aims influence
decisions. We need to be sure we are targeting the people who have most
influence over those decisions.

We distinguish two types of targets: primary targets and secondary targets. 

Definition: PRIMARY target
A primary target is the person (or persons) with the most power to influence
a decision. 

Definition: SECONDARY target
A secondary target is a person (or persons) who cannot solve the problem
directly but has the ability to influence the primary target. If we can influence
this person, they can influence the primary target. 

We need to educate ourselves about these targets in order to find common
ground or counter their arguments. Our factual research, ability to understand
their interests, and persuasion skills will provide them with the motivation to
change their position. Creating a chart is an easy way to identify primary and
secondary targets:

For example, if our advocacy objective is that within two years, the government
will adopt a policy to provide greater protection to those affected by
resettlement then our target table might look like this:

Targets are people
not institutions.

The ABCs of Advocacy
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PRIMARY
TARGET
(PERSON)

INSTITUTION WHAT DO
THEY KNOW 
ABOUT THE
PROBLEM?

WHAT IS
THEIR
ATTITUDE 
ABOUT THE
PROBLEM?

WHAT IS
IMPORTANT
TO THEM?

WHO HAS
INFLUENCE
OVER THEM?

Minister
of
Planning

Ministry of
Planning

Aware of 
problem but
it is not a 
priority

See
development
as a means of
economic gain

Implement-
ing vision.

Parliamentarians
General public
The Media
International
donors

We will then develop a secondary target table based on the secondary targets
identified above:

SECONDARY TARGET TABLE

SECONDARY
TARGET
(PERSON)

INSTITUTION WHAT DO THEY
KNOW ABOUT
THE PROBLEM?

WHAT IS THEIR
ATTITUDE
ABOUT THE
PROBLEM?

WHAT IS
IMPORTANT
TO THEM?

Parliament-
arians

Parliament Not aware of
the problem

Do not give it
importance

Getting
Elected

General
Public

Moderately
aware of the
problem

Does not give it
importance

Fairness

Reporters,
Producers,
Editors

Media
Outlets

Moderately
aware of the
problem

Do not give it
importance

Selling news

International
donors

Aware of the
problem

Give it
importance

Sustainable
pro-poor
development
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PRIMARY TARGET TABLE
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f. Deciding on a Strategy

So far we have analyzed the problem, defined our advocacy objective and
identified stakeholders and decision-makers. Now we must ask ourselves, 

What is the best strategy to influence decision-makers?

If we think we can influence them directly by presenting good arguments and
sound information, we will focus primarily on lobbying. Lobbing refers to face-
to-face meetings with decision makers. 

Or maybe we need to focus on the secondary target – a person who can
influence the decision-maker – or we need to build pressure for change by
educating and mobilizing a specific group within society or the general public.
In that case we will need to focus on a media campaign. 

Finally, perhaps we need to mobilize organizations, individuals, or enterprises
to join our campaign as a means of increasing our ability to influence decision
makers. In that case, our strategy will be to build a coalition or a network. 

Advocates hold different views on what makes an advocacy strategy. Some
include public education, community mobilization and application of pressure
as separate strategies. Nevertheless,

D Most advocates agree that the three most important strategies are
building relationships with government (lobbying), working with the
media, and building coalitions or networks. Every campaign usually uses
a combination of these three strategies. 

We will look at these three main advocacy strategies in
greater detail in the next chapter. For the moment, we
will continue with our planning. The next task is to
develop our campaign message.

People often confuse
advocacy and lobbying.
In fact, lobbying is one
type of advocacy
activity.

The ABCs of Advocacy
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g. Developing Your Advocacy Message

Whatever our advocacy strategy, we will need to develop
a message for our campaign and be ready to transmit that
message at all times and in all situations. 

Definition: the advocacy message is the main idea that we
want to transmit to stakeholders and targets. 

To communicate our message effectively we need to
carefully select the content and language our message.
A message will not be effective unless it is quickly and
easily understood. Messages need to be repeated over and
over again and should be tailored to specific targets. 

Now that our objectives are clear and we have developed
an effective message, we need to choose appropriate
activities. For this to occur, we need to make sure that the
campaign organizers are working with the right capacity
and resources and under favorable conditions. A good tool
to help us with this task is the SWOT/BEEM analysis.
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The content of our advocacy messages must be:

Simple. Our advocacy campaign should have one main message and no
more than three supporting messages - if we have any more, we will lose
the attention of our targets.

Short. Messages are ideas that can be explained in a sentence or two. If we
need to use a paragraph or more, we should shorten our message.

Relevant. Our message should always support our organization's main
advocacy goal.

Clear. The most effective methods of communication are those that cannot
be misinterpreted. 

For example:
a baby might cry because the baby is tired or hungry...

a motorcycle might not start because it is out of gas, or the battery has died...
a red traffic light, however, can only mean stop - it cannot be

misinterpreted. Our advocacy message should be as clear as a traffic light.

You have three minutes to deliver
your message to a decision maker.
Practice what you will tell them:
D What do you want to achieve?
D Why is it important? 
D How can you achieve it?

The term Lobbying was used to
describe when people waited in
the lobby of a hotel for the U.S.
President to emerge so that they
could put requests to him.

Contradictory messages are
HHAARRMMFFUULL to your campaign!
A campaign should have a single
message. Advocates must agree
on one message before meeting
with decision makers! 

The ABCs of Advocacy
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h. Analyzing Strengths and
Weaknesses (SWOT/BEEM Analysis)

The success of our advocacy efforts will be affected by the
internal capacity of the campaign and the situation
presented by the external environment. The aim of
a SWOT/BEEM analysis is to analyze these factors so that
we can build on our strengths and eliminate our
weaknesses.

A SWOT Analysis looks at four categories: Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. Strengths and
Weakness are internal to the group. Opportunities and
Threats are external to the group and concern the working
environment.

SWOT BEEM

Strengths: institutional
expertise, resources, and
experience as well as
established relationships
with other organizations.

How to Build on them?

Weaknesses: gaps in
expertise, resources,
experience and networking
with other organizations.

How to Eliminate them?

Opportunities: possibilities
to accelerate the campaign.

How to Explore them?

Threats: events or
circumstances that act as an
obstacle to our campaign.

How to Minimize them?
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In conducting a SWOT/BEEM analysis, we should focus on various aspects of
our campaign: 

Organizational perspective: positioning of our organization, legitimacy,
leadership, ability to mobilize others, institutional support for advocacy, general
communication skills.

Technical perspective: knowledge of the issue or ability to engage technical
experts in the campaign; ability to do lobbying, research or media work or to get
others to do it; capacity to implement and evaluate a campaign. 

Networking perspective: ability to build relationships with government, with
media, and with affected group; ability to cooperate with allies.

i. Mobilizing Resources

Our plan is not complete until we have secured adequate resources to
implement the campaign. A successful campaign requires technical skills,
ability to mobilize supporters, and funds to cover expenses. 

However, sometimes we will find that we cannot mobilize all the resources
necessary from within our organization. This will motivate us to build alliances
because they allow us to leverage more resources for a campaign.

The ABCs of Advocacy
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Managers should include
advocacy in the annual planning
and budgeting process. This
means that advocacy activities
may need to be anticipated
a year ahead of time.

Note !
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Advocacy cannot be successful
when it is motivated solely by
funding: it must be rooted in
a perceived community need
and propelled by committed
activists and engaged
supporters.

At this point we are ready to prepare a preliminary action plan. The table on the
following page provides an example of an action plan, taking into consideration
the risks and assumptions of each activity, assigning responsibility and
identifying necessary resources within a specified timeframe: 
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OBJECTIVES

Within 2
years, the
government
adopts
a sound
policy to
provide
greater
protection to
those
affected by
resettlement.

MEANS OF
MEASUREMENT

Copy of
government
policy

Media report
giving details of
the government
policy

TARGET

Relevant
ministry

Humanitarian
and relief
organizations

Donors

Media

INDICATORS

The
government
adopts 
a national
resettlement
policy

ALLIES

NGO
Network
members

World Bank

ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN ACTION PLAN

The ABCs of Advocacy
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ACTIVITIES

Develop
strategy
among
coalition
members

Lobby
government
officials
through
direct
meetings
and
workshops

Organize
media
campaign
to mobilize
the public 

ASSUMPTIONS

Media will be
supportive of
the campaign.

No strong
opposition to
this campaign
will be
organized

RESPONSIBLE

Coalition
steering
committee

Coalition
member(s)
with contacts
in high places
and lobbying
experience

Coalition
member with
media
experience
and contacts

Coalition
members
with
community
ties

RISKS

If ongoing
drought
continues
and harvest
is affected
government
officials may
be too
preoccupied
to work on
land
resettlement
policy

RESOURCES

Lobbying
and media
expertise

Educational
materials
for decision
makers and
for public

Broadcast
time for
radio and
television (if
necessary)

Time, effort
and logistics
to mobilize
public

TIMEFRAME

Years 1-2
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STEP 4 Implement   

Once we have decided to act, there are three main advocacy strategies: 

• Strategy I: Working directly with government officials (lobbying), 

• Strategy II: Working with the media, and 

• Strategy III: Building coalitions. 

Let us review these strategies in greater detail.

STRATEGY I: LOBBYING

When the best way to influence decision makers is to meet with them directly,
we need a lobbying strategy. Since most of our lobbying will be directed at
government policies, our targets will be government officials. 

Government officials, legislators, and their staff hold tremendous power over
the success of advocacy campaigns. Their support or opposition can
considerably influence the direction of a campaign. This section explores how
we can build strong relationships with members of the government and
persuade them to implement our proposed solution.

The topics that follow include:
a. What is the Legislative Process?

b. Where De We Start Lobbying? (The Entry Points) 

c. What Else Do We Need to Know about the Legislative Process?

d. How Do We Analyze Legislators?

e. How Can We Prepare Convincing Arguments for Legislators?

f. How Can We Create Opportunities to Meet with Legislators?

Let us move to the first topic.

The ABCs of Advocacy
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a. What is the Legislative Process?

In order to use our power to persuade the members of government to
implement our advocacy goals, we need to understand the structure of
government and the legislative process.

p Government Structure of Lebanon

The Republic of Lebanon is a parliamentary democracy based on a confessional
framework in which key offices are proportionally assigned to various religious
communities. (Note that discussion of government structures in Jordan and
Palestine can be found on page 57 (Jordan) and page 58 (Palestine).)
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What is democracy? Democracy is
a system of governance where the
people, either directly or through
elected representatives, have the
right and power to change policies
or practices to improve society.

In a democracy, members of civil
society have the right and duty to
tell government officials how a
government is functioning. It is the
role of civil society to encourage
fair legislative and election
processes and monitor them both
closely.

The ABCs of Advocacy
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Judicial Power

Supreme
Judicial
Council

Constitutional
Council

Lebanese Judicial
System

Administrative Court
System

Judicial Court System

Criminal Courts Civil Courts

Military 
Courts

Court of 
First Instanse

Court of 
Cassation

Ordinary
Criminal Courts

EXECUTIVE POWER 
The executive branch includes the President, Prime Minister and the
Council of Ministers (Cabinet). The President promulgates the laws
approved by the Parliament and undertakes negotiations for concluding
and ratifying international conventions, in agreement with the Prime
Minister. The President submits the draft laws presented to him by the
Cabinet to the Parliament. The Cabinet is headed by the Prime Minister
and sets the general policy of the Government in all fields, prepares bills
and organizational decrees and makes the decisions necessary for
implementing them. The Cabinet sets draft laws and decrees and takes the
necessary decisions to implement them. The Cabinet watches over the
execution of laws and oversees the work of all state entities.  
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LEGISLATIVE POWER
The Parliament of Lebanon is a unicameral body made up of 128
members, proportionally assigned to the various religious sects and
elected through direct popular vote for a four-year period. The primary
role of the Parliament is to adopt laws that will govern Lebanon. The
Parliament has 17 permanent committees and can establish temporary
committees for any project or study it is implementing that would expire
upon the expiration of the project. The Administration and Justice
Committee is responsible for dealing with draft bills. 

JUDICIAL POWER  
The Supreme Judicial Council is headed by the first president of the Court
of Cassation and is in charge of judicial appointments and disciplinary
actions.  The Court of Cassation receives appeals from the Appellate
Courts. This court also includes a Public prosecution department. It also
adjudicates disputes between regular and appellate courts. The
Constitutional Council is an independent constitutional body with judicial
quality. Its role is to control the constitutionality of the laws and different
texts that have the power of laws and to settle disputes and challenges
stemming from presidential and parliamentary elections. It is constituted
of ten members, half of whom are designated by the parliament and half
by the cabinet. 
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Civil society plays an important role
in fighting injustice and inequality
by using the legislative process in
two key ways:
Drafting Legislation and Lobbying
government officials

There are three types of
problems that are linked to
laws. The first is that the words
in the law are discriminatory.
The second is that a law may
not be enforced at all or not
enforced fairly. Finally, even if
there is a law, the public may
be unaware of it or traditions
may make it difficult to enforce.

Committee 1

Committee 2

Committee 3

Joint C
om

m
ittee

Cabinet

Parliamentarians 
(1-10)

Minister

Speaker of
Parliament

A Minister prepares
a draft bill (mashroua
qanoun)

Option #1
Draft bill is
introduced by
a Minister

Option #2
Draft bill is
introduced by
a Parliamentarian

One Member of Parliament or more
(but not exceeding 10) can introduce
a proposed law (iqtirah qanoun)

Most legislation in Lebanon is 
introduced this way.

The Cabinet votes to
submit the draft bill
to the Speaker of the
Parliament.

The Speaker forwards the
draft bill or proposed law
to one or more
committees. If necessary,
the Speaker can set up
a joint committee.

p The Legislative Process in Lebanon

The legislative process describes how a draft proposal becomes a law. All
democratic nations have their own legislative process.  Imagine we wanted to
pass a law in Lebanon:

1a 2 3

1b
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When conducting research on
legislation it is often helpful to
examine legislation from other
governments to get an
international perspective on the
problem. 

The Speaker then calls
General Assembly of
Parliament for a vote.
The bill must receive
50% + 1 majority vote
to pass.

The President signs the bill into
law. The law is then published
in the official gazette.

A 2/3 majority vote
is needed to
override
a presidential
veto. 

The President has
the right to veto
a bill and return it
to the Speaker of
Parliament.

General
Assembly

President

4 5a

6 5b
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Speaker of
Parliament)

Minister
Cabinet

Parliamentarians 
(1-10)
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b. Where De We Start Lobbying? (The Entry Points) 

Once we understand how to draft or assess legislation, we need to figure out
where to start our lobbying efforts. In order to do this, we need to identify
entry points. The diagram below describes various points in the legislative
process in Lebanon when members of government are more likely to consider
our proposals for change.

LOBBY HERE!
Members of the Ministries and their staff initiate the
legislative process. The Ministry may open the legislative
process to civil society through workshops, forums, and
public debates.

LOBBY HERE!
Most bills in Lebanon are introduced by Parliamentarians.
Find one who will champion your cause and help you
identify 10 Parliamentarians needed to introduce a bill.
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Committee 1

Joint C
om

m
ittee

Committee 2

Committee 3

For information on legislative
drafting, we suggest the following
resource: Ann Seidman, Robert
Seidman and Nalin Abeysekere.
Assessing Legislation: A Manual
for Legislators. Boston MA. 2003.
Available at: http://www.iclad-
law.org (English only).

General
Assembly

President

LOBBY HERE!
The Speaker of Parliament is one of the
most powerful people when it comes to
passing legislation.

LOBBY HERE!
The Parliamentary Committee(s) reviewing the bill will
greatly influence how the bill is worded. The Committee
may open the legislative process to civil society through
workshops, forums, and public debates.
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p Government Structure in the Hashemite

Kingdom of Jordan

The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is a hereditary constitutional monarchy with
the King as its head of state.

The ABCs of Advocacy
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Agriculture
and Water

Educational,
Cultural, and
Media Affairs

Environment,
Health and

Social
Development

Finance and
Economy

Foreign
Affairs

Legal 
Affairs

Population and
Development

Tourism and
Heritage

Cabinet

Prime Minister
Speaker of the House of
Representatives

Speaker of the
Senate

Committees Committees
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Judicial Branch

Court of
Cassation

Regular 
Courts

Court of
Appeals

EXECUTIVE BRANCH 
The King is the head of the state, commander-in-chief of the armed forces
and protector of the Constitution. Executive power is vested in the King and
the Council of Ministers (Cabinet). The King appoints the Prime Minister who
in turn selects the Ministers, usually in consultation with the King. The
Prime Minister and the Cabinet are entrusted with the conduct of all affairs
of state.

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH 
Legislative power is vested jointly in the
National Assembly and the King. The
National Assembly consists of the House of
Notables (or Senate) and the House of
Representatives. The Senate, including its
Speaker, is appointed by the King. The
number of senators should not exceed one
half of the members of the House of
Representatives. The term of office of
Senators shall be four years and can be
renewed. The House of Representatives
consists of 110 members (according to
current electoral law) elected through direct
secret ballot for a term of four calendar
years. This term can be prolonged for
a period of not less than one year and not
more than two years if the King wishes. The
House of Representatives elects its own
speaker. Some seats in the House are
reserved for minority groups and six seats
are reserved for women.

JUDICIAL BRANCH 
The civil court system has three levels. Cases are first heard in either
primary or magistrate courts according to their seriousness. Appeals for
both courts are heard by the Court of Appeals. The Court of Cassation
hears appeals from the Court of Appeals. The High Court of Justice hears
all administrative cases. There are also specialized courts for technical
matters (e.g. taxation and customs) and religious courts, which hear
personal status cases. 
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p The Legislative Process in Jordan

The legislative process describes how a draft proposal becomes a law. All
democratic nations have their own legislative process. Imagine we wanted to
pass a law dealing with domestic issues in Jordan:

Prime Minister
refers proposal
to the House 

1a

The Speaker of the House
announces the proposal
to the House, which votes
to accept, reject or
amend it.

2

The House votes on the
bill article by article and
votes on committee
recommendations. If
necessary, the House can
refer to Cabinet for
further drafting.

4

Ten House Representatives
can submit a proposal for
a bill. This mechanism is
used less often.

1b

10
Representatives

Proposal is forwarded to
House committee for
consideration and
recommendations.

3

Cabinet

House
Committee

House of
Representatives
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King

Senate
Committee

Joint 
House/Senate
Parliamentary

Whether accepted or
rejected, the bill is
forwarded to the Senate
for deliberation.

5

Senate

If Senate rejects bill
approved by House, it is
returned to the House for
revision and another vote.

7a

Senate committee reviews
bill and makes
recommendations and full
Senate votes on each
article and on
recommendations. 

6

The King may ratify the
bill. In that case it goes
into effect when it is
published in the official
gazette.

8a

The King may also
reject the bill and
return it to the House
with justification. 

8b

A bill approved by both the
Senate and the House is
forwarded to the King.

7b

A bill can go between the House and the
Senate up to 3 times. If they cannot agree,
a joint session of Parliament is held.  The bill
must be passed by a 2/3 majority of each and
both houses. A 2/3 majority will also override
the King's veto.

---A bill rejected by both
House and Senate is
terminated. 

7c

7d
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Lobbying

Look for opportunities in the legislative process to influence decision makers: 

10
Representatives

House
Committee

LOBBY HERE!
Members of the ministries and their staff initiate the
legislative process and may hold consultations with
experts and stakeholders.  In Jordan legislative drafting is
often done by the ministry's secretary general or the
second highest official in the ministry.  The Cabinet will
likely have a committee reviewing the bill.

LOBBY HERE!
In addition to being drafted by the competent ministry,
a bill is reviewed by the Cabinet Legislation Bureau in
the Prime Minister's office.

LOBBY HERE!
Committee members may also open the
legislative process and allow consultation.

LOBBY HERE!
The Speaker of the House of
Representatives will be influential in the
legislative process.

Cabinet House of
Representatives
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King
Senate

LOBBY HERE!
Lobby the Speaker of the Senate.

LOBBY HERE!
Senate committee members will be
preparing recommendations that the entire
Senate will vote on. 

Senate
Committee

Joint 
House/Senate
Parliamentary
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p Government Structure of Palestine

The Palestinian National Authority (PNA) was established in 1994 as an interim
administrative organization that nominally governs the West Bank and Gaza.
The PNA is democratic and parliamentarian in structure and is based on the
principles of plurality and the guarantee of citizens rights and freedoms.
National sovereignty rests with the people, who are the source of power
through referendum, public elections or elected representatives.

President

Executive Branch Legislative Branch

Cabinet
Palestinian
Legislative

Council

Permanent
CommitteesMinistries

Agriculture Culture Economy 
and Trade

Education 
and Higher
Education Budget and

Financial
Affairs

Economic
Affairs

Education and
Social Affairs

Interior 

Jerusalem Legal 
Affairs

Natural
Resources
and Energy
Committee

Oversight of
Human Rights

and Public
Liberties

Political
Affairs

Refugee
Affairs

Territorial
Affairs and

Resistance of
Settlement 

Energy and
Natural

Resources

Environmental
Affairs

Finance Foreign
Affairs

Health Industry Information Interior

Jerusalem
Affairs Justice Labor

Local
Government

Affairs

Planning and
International
Cooperation

Public 
Works Social Affairs

Telecom-
munications

Tourism and
Antiquities

Transport-
ation

Waqf and
Religious

Affairs

Youth and
Sports

Prime Minister President 
of the PLC
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Supreme
Judicial 
Council

Supreme
Court of Appeals

and Cassation

Supreme
Constitutional

Court

Appellate 
Court

Court of First
Instance

Magistrate
Courts

Judicial Branch
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH 

The Palestinian National Authority (PNA) represents the executive branch
in Palestine. It is headed by the President who is directly elected by the
citizens. The President is the head of the state and assists the PNA in
performing its duties and exercising its authority in conformity with the
fundamental law. 

The PNA is the supreme executive and administrative body, responsible
for implementing laws promulgated by the PLC. It is constituted of the
Prime Minister and no more than 24 ministers. The government
elaborates general policy within the scope of its prerogatives in the light
of the program ratified in the legislative council. It implements the
general policies agreed upon by the concerned authorities. It sets the
general budget by presenting it to the legislative power. It prepares,
supervises and follows up the administrative body. It monitors the
implementation of laws and ensures the abiding by their regulations. The
PNA has the right to submit draft laws to the legislative council, issue
petitions and take the necessary steps to implement the laws.

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH
The Palestinian Legislative Council represents the legislative authority in
Palestine. The PLC is a unicameral body made up of 132 elected
members. The mandate of the legislative council is the transitional phase
(since the PNA was designed as an interim structure). Its main tasks
include:

1. Setting up and unifying the legal system.
2. Consecrating modern parliamentary traditions in accountability,

transparency and ensuring the separation of powers.
3. Promoting and building a basis for democracy and including

broader constituencies in decision making.
4. Mobilizing the broadest support as well as Arab and international

judicial assistance for the national political Palestinian positions.
5. Building political will to develop the work of the ad hoc

committees. 
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JUDICIAL BRANCH 
The judicial authority is independent, headed by the courts in their
different types and levels. Its form and prerogatives are set by law and it
issues its sentences in conformity with the law.

The Supreme Judicial Council gives opinions on draft laws that regulate
any issues related to the judicial authority, including public prosecution.

The Supreme Court temporarily handles all tasks given to the
administrative courts and the Supreme Constitutional Court, unless it
falls within the scope of another judicial side and in conformity with the
laws in force.

The Supreme Constitutional Court looks into the constitutionality of laws,
bills, rules and others, the interpretation of texts of fundamental laws and
legislations and the settlement of jurisdictional conflicts between judicial
parties and administrative parties with judicial competences.
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p The Legislative Process in Palestine

In order to conduct successful advocacy, it is important to understand the
reality of the legislative process in occupied Palestine, procedures for
approving or amending laws and lobbying activities that can be done at each
step. There are two options for introducing a bill in Palestine. Firstly, the
Cabinet can submit a proposal to the PLC. Alternatively, and PLC member or
committee can also proposal a bill.

Basic law allows the Cabinet of
Ministers to draft laws or amend
existing laws and submit them to
the Legislative Council for
consideration.

Any member of the
Legislative Council or any
committee of the
Legislative Council can
submit a bill or proposed
amendment to an existing
law to the Legislative
Council. Proposal must be
accompanied by
justification.

If the bill is rejected, it
cannot be re-submitted
to the Council during
the same session.
However, it can be
presented again at
a future session. The
Council holds two
sessions a year, in
March and September.

PLC forwards the bill
to relevant PLC
Committee, which
studies the issue and
prepares
a recommendation. 

1a

PLC votes to accept or
reject the bill as
a whole. In case of
acceptance, there is no
immediate discussion
of the details of the bill
at this point.

3a 3B

1b

2
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First reading. The bill
is read article-by-
article in a full session
of the PLC. Members
vote to pass, reject or
request changes to
articles.

A Second reading
must take place
within one month
of the First
reading to debate
and vote on
articles that were
singled out for
modifications
during the First
Reading.

After the Second
Reading, the
Cabinet can make
observations on
the draft law and
submit written
recommendations
for modifications.

A third reading is
held to discuss and
vote on any
additional
modifications.

The Legal
Committee is
charged with
putting the bill in
final legal form.
The final draft
must be
submitted to the
PLC not less than
three days before
the session in
which it will be
discussed.

The Legislative
Committee is
charged with
modifying the bill
as requested by the
PLC General
Assembly and
preparing it for the
second reading.

Members of
Parliament can
also submit written
recommendations
for modifications.

President signs bill
into law and
publishes in official
gazette within 30
days. It goes into
effect 30 days after
being published.  

The President has
the right to veto a bill
and return it to the
Speaker of
Parliament.  
A 2/3 majority vote in
the PLC is needed to
override
a presidential veto.

8a5 97

4

6

8b

10
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Lobbying

Look for opportunities in the legislative process to influence decision makers: 

Cabinet
of

Ministers

Member or
Committee

of PLC

Minister
Palestinian
Legislative

Council
(PLC)

Relevant PLC
Committee

LOBBY HERE!
Work to persuade a minister
that a new law or amendment is
needed. If convinced, the
minister will introduce the bill
to the Cabinet.

LOBBY HERE!
Persuade other ministers in the
government to support the bill so
that the Cabinet adopts the bill.
Then help prepare an explanatory
memorandum to accompany the
bill that provides the rationale for
the legislative change.

LOBBY HERE!
Lobby other members of
the Legislative Council to
persuade them to
support the bill during
the general debate.

LOBBY HERE!
If you fail to persuade a minister
or the Cabinet of the need for
a bill, lobby a Member of the
PLC of a PLC Committee. If they
can be convinced to submit
a bill or amendment to the
Legislative Council for
consideration, this is the easier
path to follow.

LOBBY HERE!
Lobbyists can work with the
Committee by attending Committee
meetings as simple observers, by
building strong relationships with
Committee members and by
providing compelling justification
for bill. This is important as the
Committee will prepare the report
for the entire Legislative Council
and that report will affect the views
of the other members of the
Council.
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CabinetPLC Legal
Committee PresidentPLC General

Assembly
PLC General

Assembly

PLC 
Members

LOBBY HERE!
Work hard to present persuasive arguments to the
members of the Legal Committee, their staff and
any experts advising them. Invite them to
workshops on the topic or organize events that
highlight demand for the bill. Do everything in your
power to persuade the Legal Committee before the
second reading!

LOBBY HERE!
Now is the time to persuade
a minister to submit observations
to the Council of Ministers. Work
with all members of the Council
of Ministers to persuade them to
adopt the observations and
submit them officially to the
Legislative Council for debate.
Experience shows that this
approach can be very effective.
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c. What Else Do We Need to Know about the
Legislative Process?

After understanding the legislative process, there are some additional points to
understand:  

Formal/Informal Decision-Making Processes. Decisions can be taken formally
according to required procedures such as voting within a committee - or
informally, in other words without an accountability requirement. We need to
know how decisions that concern our advocacy objective are made. Are they
taken in a committee for which minutes and votes are recorded? Or does the
committee chairperson take decisions informally outside of the committee
setting? If the decisions are made formally, we will work through the formal
system to get our issue placed on the committee agenda. If the decisions are
made informally, we will have to rely on behind-the-scenes lobbying of the
decision-maker or of a secondary target that can influence the decision-maker.  

Calendar. We need to identify calendar events that affect the decision-making
process in order to prepare our advocacy activities sufficiently in advance. If our
advocacy campaign is concerned with budget allocations, we need to know
when the national and local budgets are prepared. 

Related Events and Circumstances. Finally, we need to identify current events
and circumstances that may affect the outcome of our campaign. During
periods of civil tension, for example, issues such as women's rights tend to
receive lower priority. If a Parliament has been suspended, an advocacy
campaign that focuses on changing legislation will come to a halt. Legislators
may be more (or less) attentive to an issue if they are in the middle of an
election campaign. 

Analyzing the decision-making process and identifying events that can facilitate
or obstruct our campaign can help us time our activities to ensure maximum
impact. 

Now that we have understood the legislative process and the lobbying entry
points, it is time to think about which legislators we want target.
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d. How Do We Analyze Legislators?

Lobbying is the art of persuading public officials to support or oppose a law
and the enforcement of that law. In an advocacy campaign that seeks
legislative change, lobbying – meeting directly with legislators – is a critical
part of our advocacy activities. To lobby government officials, we must
identify the different types of legislators in positions of influence.

Advocates sometimes confuse the words
"lobbying" and "advocacy." Successful advocacy
campaigns use many activities such as
workshops, demonstrations, marches, and
meeting with government officials to achieve
their advocacy goals. Only meetings with
government officials are called lobbying.
Lobbying is just one of the methods we use to
accomplish our advocacy goal.

q IIMMPPLLEEMMEENNTT
LOBBYING STRATEGY

Legislative process

q Legislators
Arguments

Opportunities
Lobbying plan

MEDIA STRATEGY

COALITION STRATEGY
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Legislators can be divided up into five groups. Each group requires a different
communication strategy:

DESCRIPTION

Champions are legislators
who believe in our advocacy
campaign and actively
support it. They will deliver
our advocacy messages to
other legislators and be
visible spokespersons for
the campaign.

Allies are legislators who
support our advocacy
campaign but who have
not yet participated or
contributed very much.

Neutrals are legislators
who are uncommitted
to either side of our
issue.

Moderate opponents are
legislators who will
definitely vote against us
but do not have time,
resources or the desire to
work against us.

Strong opponents are the
people who will work to
defeat our advocacy goal.

COMMUNICATION
STRATEGY

Provide Champions with
reliable information that
they can use to convince
other legislators to join our
cause.

Try to convince Allies to
get more involved in our
campaign.

Neutrals are the main
targets of our lobbying
efforts. We need to use our
Allies and Champions to
win them over to our side.

Try to prevent the
moderate opponents of
our advocacy campaign
from becoming more
active and vocal.

We must give clear
reasons why other
legislators should not join
our strong opponents.

TYPE

Champion

(acting as
a champion)

Ally

Neutral

Moderate
opponent

Strong
opponents

Now we have understood the
legislative process and
identified which legislators we
want to target. The next step is
to prepare convincing
arguments that support our
advocacy position.

Whenever possible, we need to cultivate
a legislator's interest in our issue. For
example, if we are advocating for reducing
violence against women, a woman
parliamentarian who has suffered from
violence may be a good ally.

Champion

Friend

Fence-Sitter

Opponent

Enemy
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e. How Can We Prepare Convincing Arguments for
Legislators?

Members of government have the power to influence the legislative process but
they may not be familiar with our advocacy campaign. One of the challenges is
that legislators are usually very busy and do not have time to read documents.
Before we meet with them, we need to prepare materials that present our
advocacy position using convincing arguments such as a briefing paper,
executive summary (in reports), factsheet, or presentation. We prepare these
materials because we want the legislators to use them in their arguments. 

q IIMMPPLLEEMMEENNTT
LOBBYING STRATEGY

Legislative process
Legislators

qArguments
Opportunities
Lobbying plan

MEDIA STRATEGY

COALITION STRATEGY

BRIEFING PAPER

A briefing paper is a short document that summarizes
our advocacy position. It should not exceed 1-2 pages
and contain five elements:
1. Background of the problem
2. Personal stories related to the problem
3. Recommended solution to the problem
4. Requested action that the legislator should take to

address the problem
5. Contact information (names, phone numbers and

email addresses).

Campaign messengers should practice
reciting (ideally even memorizing!) the
five elements of our briefing paper so
that they can express themselves
naturally and confidently when meeting
with a member of government.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A report of any length should have at the start an Executive Summary. This
should be no longer than two pages and present all the main points of the full
report. 

FACTSHEET
Legislators need to be able to quickly access key information related to our
advocacy issue. A factsheet summarizes the main points of a briefing paper,
including a description of the problem, causes and impact and benefits of the
proposed solution. It should be drafted in simple language and highlight
statistics obtained from credible sources. Finally, a factsheet should present
data related to the problem and proposed solution in different contexts. 

PRESENTATION MATERIALS
It is important for us to think creatively about how to keep legislators informed
of our advocacy efforts and help them inform others. Anytime we can make it
easier for legislators to discuss our issue we increase the chance of a positive
outcome for our campaign. Making electronic presentations, including
diagrams and other visual aids, available to legislators is one technique for
achieving this. 

We have learned the legislative process and how to analyze legislation. We have
also identified our target legislators and prepared convincing arguments. Our
last lobbying task is to create opportunities to meet with them and present our
arguments.

f. How Can We Create Opportunities to Meet with
Legislators?

One of the best ways to communicate our advocacy message to our targeted
decision makers is through face-to-face meetings. Meeting with a member of
the government can be intimidating, so it is wise to prepare thoroughly in order
to make ourselves more confident. Here are four important steps to having an
effective meeting:

• Choose an APPROPRIATE TIME

• Understand their INTERESTS
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q IIMMPPLLEEMMEENNTT
LOBBYING STRATEGY

Legislative process
Legislators
Arguments

qOpportunities
Lobbying plan

MEDIA STRATEGY

COALITION STRATEGY

• Bring written MATERIALS

• Expect ACTION.

While in the meeting, remember to listen actively and
speak with confidence. Before leaving, give the member of
government a copy of the briefing paper and express
gratitude for the opportunity to meet. Afterwards, send
a follow-up letter restating what was discussed and which
actions they have agreed to take in the future. Remember
to hold them to those agreements.

Now that we reviewed all the components of lobbying, we
can move on to the second main advocacy strategy, which
is working with the media. 

What types of activities can we organize for
government officials?

• Write a letter or send an email.
• Make a phone call.
• Schedule a face-to-face meeting.
• Submit a petition.
• Invite officials to a public debate.
• Testify in a committee.
• Organize a breakfast meeting with

a presentation.
• Involve international stakeholders.
• Hold a rally or a march and ask officials to

come out and meet demonstrators. 
• Invite officials to visit the affected group.
• Hold a social/educational event on the grounds

of the Parliament.
• Establish a relationship with legislative staff.
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STRATEGY II: WORKING WITH THE MEDIA

When we cannot directly reach our primary target through lobbying, we can
focus our advocacy efforts on working with the media. In that case we need to
prepare a media strategy.

The media's influence on society is profound. As entertainment, an information
resource, and a communication tool, the media holds tremendous power to
shape the opinions and decisions of people in all spheres of society. The role of
the media is to:

1. Transmit information about society to a wide audience.
2. Investigate issues that an individual would not have time or resources

to research themselves. 
3. Influence public opinion through editorials and news coverage.
4. Question the government, organizations, and institutions on behalf of

the citizenry (also known as "civic journalism".)
5. Expose issues or problems that some people or organizations do not

want public or want to avoid discussing.

In order to work effectively with the media, we need to learn the following:

a. Why Should We Work with the Media?

b. How Do We Attract the Media?

c. How Do We Create Relationships With the Media?

d. What Tools Can We Use To Approach The Media?

e. Why it is Important to Track the Media?

Let us start with the first step: understanding why it is important to work with
the media.
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a. Why Should We Work with the Media?

There are many reasons why we should work with the media. It can:

• Give our campaign and organization increased
credibility and exposure;

• Encourage public debate on our issue;

• Improve our fundraising potential.

Although we can use other activities to communicate our
advocacy messages—distributing leaflets, organizing rallies,
or meeting with members of government—using the mass
media is the quickest method to access a large audience.

There are two types of media that we can use for our
advocacy campaign: Paid and Earned. Paid media means
that money is exchanged for publicity. Advertisements are
an example of paid media. Earned media means we have
convinced the media that the information is important
enough to justify free coverage. An article about striking
hotel workers is an example of earned media—the striking
workers do not pay to receive media attention. 

In order to benefit from earned media, we need to know how
to attract the media.

Earned media coverage may be free
but it does not come without an
investment of time, labor, and
resources from our group.

q PLAN
Goal and objectives

Indicators
Stakeholders

Targets
Strategy
Message

Strengths/weaknesses
Resources

q IIMMPPLLEEMMEENNTT
LOBBYING STRATEGY

MEDIA STRATEGY

qImportance 
of the Media

Attracting the Media
Creating Relationships

with Media
Media Tools

Electronic Advocacy
Tracking the Media

COALITION STRATEGY

ACTIVITIES

q EVALUATE
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b. How Do We Attract the Media?

A successful advocacy campaign does not wait for the media to notice their
activities. Instead, we must actively pursue opportunities to get the media's
attention. However, understanding how to attract the media with newsworthy
information is one of the greatest challenges for civil society organizations. All
too often, organizations invite the media to cover events that are not
newsworthy. A common example is asking reporters to cover a workshop that
has no news value.

What is Newsworthy?
Newsworthy information is anything that can be considered unique, mysterious,
ironic, dramatic or humorous. Newsworthy stories are often about:

• Controversy and conflict
• Injustice, deception, corruption, and exploitation
• Issues or events that involve a large number of people
• Issues that might make us rethink our positions or beliefs
• Personal stories that give a human face to a larger issue
• Celebrities who are personally affected by an issue
• Holidays and anniversaries of important events
• Local impact of national stories.

How can we make our advocacy campaign
newsworthy?
A newsworthy story must attract a large audience
and answer the questions, "who? what? when?
where? why? how?" clearly and quickly. 

One way to make our advocacy campaign newsworthy is to use a "hook" to interest
the reader. For example, holding a rally for children's rights on International
Children's Day (June 1) can increase the newsworthiness of our rally.

Framing is another technique to gain
media attention. The objective is to use words
to draw an image in the mind of the reporter and
the public.  For example, when we emphasize

A "hook" is a statement
designed to attract the

reader quickly and
convince them to
continue reading.

Framing means creating
an artificial but clear line

between us and our
opponent.
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q IIMMPPLLEEMMEENNTT
LOBBYING STRATEGY

MEDIA STRATEGY
Importance of the

Media

qAttracting
the Media

qCreating
Relationships

with Media
Media Tools

Electronic Advocacy
Tracking the Media

COALITION STRATEGY

ACTIVITIES

that our campaign against domestic violence is 'for the family' any opponents to
the campaign will be perceived as being 'against the family.' 

Now that we know what interests the media, we need to learn
how to communicate with them.

c. How Do We Create Relationships With
the Media?

To communicate information about our advocacy campaign
through the media, first we must...

• Be honest, accessible and professional.  

• Respect their deadlines and objectivity.  

• Speak confidently and knowledgeably about the
problem.

• Educate ourselves about their opinions and style.  

Then we must create a list of contact information for the
media. The list should have up-to-date addresses, phone
numbers, and email addresses as well as information about
all of our interactions with reporters, journalists, and editors.

SAMPLE NEWS HOOKS

Controversy: "Government still deadlocked"
Dramatic Human Interest: "Sex trafficking ring
discovered."
Celebrity: "Jackie Chan comes to Cambodia."
Holidays and Public Events: 

March 8 – International Women's Day
April 22 – Earth Day
May 1 – International Labor Day
June 1 International Children's Day
December 1 – World AIDS Day
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d. What Tools Can We Use To Approach the Media? 

With our media list we can identify the members of the media whom we want to
approach with information about our advocacy campaign. There are a number
of common media tools that we can use when approaching the media:

• Press Tour
• Press Briefing
• Pitch Letter
• Press Release
• Press Conference
• Interviews
• Opinion Editorial
• Press Kit
• Photo Opportunity
• Internet
• Mobile Phones and texting

A press tour for journalists from the local, national and even international
media can be a very powerful tool to gain support and visibility for projects and
programs. One of the main purposes of press tours is to present successes or
achievements in detail and/or to reveal the weaknesses and problems of
projects and programs. They can visually prove your point. 

A press briefing aims to keep journalists themselves informed rather than
directly informing the public through the journalist. This can be an effective
method of reaching reporters with story ideas and it is good opportunity for
your staff to meet reporters. A press briefing is often treated as informal
communication with the media. Holding monthly regular press can give
journalists information they can use for stories.  Consider organizing them at
the location of project work or in conjunction with other partners. Remember
that nothing is “off the record.” 

A pitch letter is a written proposal sent to encourage reporters and editors to
cover specific news events or story ideas. It does not contain all the information
about the story, but just enough to attract interest and thus must be well
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written and brief. It must be followed up by direct contact with the targeted
journalist, editor or radio/television producer. Pitch letters are particularly
useful if you want to get someone from your organization on television or radio
to talk about your work. 

A press release aims to deliver a message to the media and enable the media
to transmit it to the public. A good press release uses facts, statistics, and
quotes, but first of all has a newsworthy and timely story. A press release may
present a position, promote an event, disseminate research findings or deny
something. Press releases as a form of communication might be used as
a regular way to contact the media or as a part of larger media campaign. Above
all they must include newsworthy information. 

A press conference is common way to promote your
activities. It should be organized only if you have something
unique and important to communicate, something new to
tell, a new report or quick response to a breaking news story,
and you do not have the time to reach the media one-on-one.
Remember to imagine what you would like to see on TV or as
a quote in the newspaper. Do not limit your interaction with
the media to this format of communication.

An interv iew p r o v i d e s o p p o r t u n i t y t o c l a r i f y
misperceptions, clearly present programs or positions, and
make direct, positive contact with a broad audience. Keep in
mind that journalists like surprises and they will always use
the opportunity to ask you something else. Remember to
always remain in control of the situation. Plan your media
strategy in advance to decide what you want to achieve with
the interview. Remember to “repeat, repeat, repeat” your
message!

An opinion editorial, often called an Op-Ed, is a guest
essay written on particular issues of interest to the media's
audience. In newspapers, guest writers produce a column
giving their, sometimes expert, opinion on an issue or an
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event. Television and radio news programs often have time saved for guest
opinions as well. Op-Eds can help make your audience aware of a problem and
help send your organization's message out to the public. Call the editor and ask
for any specific requirements for Op-Eds as the policy differs with each paper.

A press kit is a folder that contains all of the information that a member of the
media might need to prepare a story about our campaign. It is important to give
them complete information because they may think about writing a story but
decide against it if they have to do research and their time is limited. Typically,
we assemble a press kit in preparation for a press conference or media event
or at the start of a new advocacy campaign. A press kit is usually sent only once
to each member of the media but the individual pieces of our press kit can be
used independently which allows us to be ready with information for the media
at all times. A press kit can include:

D Cover letter with our spokesperson's name and contact information as
well as the name and address of our organization.

D Press release about our event or activity.

D Background information on the issue and a description of our organization
and advocacy campaign.

D Quotes from important people involved in our campaign or a statement
from the head of our organization.

D A “question and answer” sheet that explains the issue in a simple, easy-
to-read way.

D A factsheet that presents problems, causes, statistics, proposed solutions
and counter-arguments in easy-to-read format.

D Copies of past media coverage about the issue, our organization, and our
advocacy campaign.

D Charts, photographs, or other visual evidence.

Photo Opportunity. Photographs can communicate messages that words
cannot express. All media, except radio, use photographs to help draw the
attention of their audiences. We can use photographs to convince the media and
our target audience of the importance of our advocacy campaign. The best
photographs are clear and compelling. If we do not expect to have an
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appropriate opportunity for a photograph, we can create one. Invite our
supporters to a place that is visually interesting and meaningful to our
campaign. Make large posters to reinforce our advocacy messages and take
several photographs so we will have a selection of images to choose from.

Press releases, interviews and press conferences are key media tools so it is
a good idea to review these subjects in more detail.

PRESS RELEASE

Though we will prepare only one press kit for each media outlet, we will send
many press releases. A press release is a short summary (no more than two
pages!) of an issue, activity, or news event designed to attract the interest of the
media. All media (print, radio, and TV) are accustomed to receiving press
releases and many depend on them to stay informed of emerging news. Be sure
to include our contact information so the
journalist or reporter can reach us to learn
more about the issue or verify the information. 

An effective press release answers the
"Who? What? When? Where? Why? How?"
quickly and clearly.

Who is the subject? The subject may be a
person, group, community, or event.

What is happening? Grab the reader's
attention quickly with simple,
compelling language.

Where is it happening? If it is an
event, where is it going to take
place? If it is an issue, where are
the people affected by the issue?

When does it happen? For an
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event, make sure the date and time are very clear. For an issue, focus on how often
or how long the problem has been occurring.

Why is it newsworthy? Consider the perspective of the reader. What would be
important or interesting to them?

How are we involved? How is our advocacy campaign affecting the situation?
Does the information in the press release affect society?

MEDIA INTERVIEWS

Actively seeking interviews with the media should be a part of every advocacy
campaign. Media interviews offer us an excellent opportunity to express our
advocacy messages directly to our audience through the media. Long before we
have an interview, we need to select one person from our organization to act as
a media representative or spokesperson. This person should have experience
dealing with the media and have credibility with our target audience. 

Our spokesperson should prepare
for an interview by memorizing our
advocacy campaign briefing paper
and then practice reciting the main
messages. Before any interview or
appearance is scheduled, the
spokesperson should practice
answering difficult or sensitive
questions. 

Practicing will help our spokesperson become comfortable talking about our
message and defending our advocacy campaign. Before having an interview with
a member of the media we should ask ourselves: 

Why does the journalist or reporter want to interview us? What do
they want to achieve? Did they request an interview because we are seen as an
expert on the issue? Does the journalist have much experience with this issue? 

Our spokesperson must be appealing
to our target audience – not to us!
The best spokesperson is the one
who inspires trust and transmits
a clear message. 
Remember, how they speak is as
important as what they say.
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RADIO OR PRINT

D Make sure you get your
message across. 

D Speak slowly and clearly.
D Stay positive and energetic.
D Be calm. Don't get offended or

upset by tough questions.
D Ask to have quotes read back

to verify their accuracy.
D If asked more than one

question at a time, answer the
one you consider most
important first.

TELEVISION

D Wear conservative clothing
preferably a solid color — no
stripes or dots.

D Bring a friend and a mirror to
make sure you look your best.

D Don’t wear bright jewelry or
excessive make up.

D Look at the interviewer not the
camera.

D Sit up straight and don’t fidget.
D Be prepared to repeat your

message if offered the chance
to say a few last words.

PRESS CONFERENCE

Although a press conference requires a larger investment of time and
resources than other activities, it greatly increases our chances of attracting
the media and getting coverage. Whether we are planning a press conference,
press briefing, press tour, public debate, or protest we must plan well in
advance.

What do we want to achieve from the interview? We may want to
draw attention to our advocacy campaign, the people affected by the issue, or
to discredit the arguments of our opponents. 

Who is their audience and what is their perspective on the
problem? Our advocacy messages need to address the concerns of the
audience that pay attention to this media. Find out their average age, gender,
geographic location, educational background, and political affiliation. Then
present the message in a way to convince that audience.

TIPS FOR INTERVIEWS
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Press Conference
CHECKLIST

Two Weeks Before
�� Decide on an appropriate location. Choose a space that is safe,

secure, and appropriate for public speaking. Get permission to use
the space for the conference and ensure that the space can
accommodate the media's technical needs - lighting, cameras,
microphones, etc.

�� Select a day and time. Choose a day and time that will not conflict
with other known newsworthy events or holidays.

�� Prepare the spokesperson and any other speakers. Begin to write
speeches.

�� Hire any additional technical equipment or staff.
�� Assemble press kits.

A Few Days Before
�� Re-visit the location and confirm that the facility is ready for the

conference.
�� Invite the press.  Send out press releases (and press kits to any

members of the media who may not have already received one.).
Make follow-up phone calls to confirm which members of the media
will attend the press conference

�� Rehearse speech with the spokesperson. Remember to have them
practice responding to challenging questions.

Day of the Conference
�� Arrive early to check everything. Test sound, video, and lighting

equipment. 
�� Assign one person to record contact information of members of the

media as they arrive and assist them with any issues. Begin within 10
minutes of stated time. Have extra copies of all materials, like press
kits, available. 

�� Assign one person to facilitate questions. Agree who will answer
what kind of question.
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Speeches. Most public events, like press conferences or protests, will offer
our spokesperson an opportunity to make a speech. A good speech, like a well-
written press release, will be short, simple, and convincing. A speech has three
major components: an introduction; two or three supporting points; and
a conclusion. Use anecdotes, statistics, personal stories, vivid details, and
humor to convince the audience of the importance of our advocacy campaign. 

It is important for the spokesperson to practice delivering the speech. Have
other people listen to the speech and offer constructive criticism. Practice until
the spokesperson is confident and can deliver the speech smoothly and
naturally.

Since the mid-1990s, a new way of working with the media
and communicating with audiences has appeared and is
becoming increasingly important for advocacy: it is our work
with electronic media.
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e. What is Electronic Advocacy?
Electronic or online advocacy means using information
technology as part of your advocacy campaign. Information
and Communication Technologies (ICT) include the internet,
email, mobile phones and other wireless technology. Since
the internet and other ICTs can reach huge audiences,
advocates cannot ignore their potential and need to weigh the
costs and benefits of including electronic advocacy in their
campaign. 

The most basic ICTs used in advocacy include email and
discussion groups (also known as newsgroups or listservs).
Email is the sending and receiving of electronic messages
from a computer and can
be used to inform and
mobilize target audiences.
The advantage of email is
that you can send the same
communication to a large

Electronic advocacy is not
an isolated activity. It
should be part of your
larger campaign strategy.
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number of people at a very low cost. Discussion groups make it possible for
advocates to receive current information and communicate with others
interested in their issue. 

Social media platforms
Electronic advocacy can be conducted through a social media platform such as
Facebook, MySpace, Twitter or YouTube – to name a few of the most popular1.
From an advocacy perspective, social platforms allow members to
communicate with others who share similar interests. Platforms present an
important way of identifying and engaging new supporters. Facebook and
MySpace allow you to create individual and group web pages to post
information, identify supporters and exchange contact information.
Campaigners often organize petitions through these platforms. These petitions
may not be formally recognized by government bodies, but they do have
a persuasive character when many signatures are attached. A 2009 survey of
nonprofits and social networks showed that while there are a few exceptional
communities on Facebook with more than half a million members, the average
membership size on that platform is approximately 1,300.  

With Twitter members can transmit news as it occurs to their 'followers' by
means of brief messages that can be received by internet or mobile phone. In
some countries it is quite popular and connects hundreds of thousands of
members. If motivated, Twitter users can communicate and organize
a response extremely quickly – within hours, eve – rapidly drawing attention to
an issue. However, since Twitter stopped offering free forwarding to mobile
phones in most countries, the platform may be less attractive to mobile phone
users, depending on how text messages are charged in a given country.
Websites like www.twitscoop.com allow readers to track and graph trends on
Twitter.

Any member of the public can upload videos to platforms such as YouTube.
While these can be funny homemade videos, they can also be much more
serious and important coverage of public events such as acts of government
repression at a demonstration. It is possible to send photographs and videos
taken from a camera directly to YouTube if one has a mobile email account.

Social media platforms have many uses. On the negative side, however, content

1 See: www. facebook.com, www.myspace.com, www.twitter.com, www.youtube.com. 
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on the platforms tends to be hard to find. Campaign organizers have less
control over the discussion because by definition it depends on the participation
of thousands of individuals. While social media platforms can play an important
role in advocacy today, they should not be relied on to work in isolation and
need to be part of a larger campaign strategy.

The few existing studies suggest that while social media platforms are useful
to a campaign, every electronic advocacy strategy needs to have an in-house
component. First and foremost this means a campaign website. Websites
provide much-needed visibility and legitimacy. In today's electronic world,
absence of a website is equivalent to non-existence: nobody can find you.
An in-house electronic advocacy campaign also requires maintaining mailing
lists and possibly establishing other platforms, such as an application that
allows supporters to send pre-written letters to decision makers or one that
allows citizens to monitor and report election irregularities.

Mobile phones
The use of mobile phones and SMS (short message system or 'texting') in
electronic advocacy continues to grow: mobile phones are more common than
computers, do not require internet access, and
can link people in isolated areas to the global
community. There are several uses for mobile
phones in electronic advocacy:

D Fundraising. Mobile phone users can make
small donations to campaigns that are then
charged to their telephone bill, as was done
very successfully in Kuwait, Bahrain, and
Jordan in 2006 to support victims of the
invasion of Lebanon. 

D Engaging supporters. Mobile phones are also
used to engage new supporters, particularly
youth, at concerts and other public events.2

One way of engaging supporters is by
conducting mobile polls.

2 For example, concert organizers will post signs or announce that people interested in fighting violence against
women enter a special code into their phones. Those who do will receive inquiries about joining a campaign. If
they agree, organizers can add those telephone numbers to their distribution list. Since many users are not
familiar with special phone features, campaign organizers place volunteers at events to teach potential
supporters how to enter the codes, etc. 
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D Collecting and disseminating information. Mobile phones are useful for
collecting information from the public (known as crowd sourcing),
although there can be concerns about reliability of information. It is also
possible to implement a peer-to-peer strategy using mobile phones
because people – and youth in particular – are usually willing to forward
information to their friends.

D Facilitating networks. Free software programs such as FrontlineSMS
enable users to send and receive text messages with groups of people
through mobile phones and laptops. 

D Lobbying. Telephone calls are considered more effective than email and
advocates can make it easy for users to phone their government
representative with one simple click. 

The challenge with mobile phones is that texting can be expensive. Some
electronic advocacy experts recommend transferring communication with
members recruited through mobile phones to email.

What are the benefits of electronic advocacy?
Electronic advocacy helps advocates to: 

• Provide an alternative source of information, particularly when people do
not trust government and commercial sources; 

• Reach larger audiences in a cost-effective way;

EXAMPLES OF ELECTRONIC ADVOCACY ACTIVITIES

D collect signatures for an electronic petition
D ask supporters to send pre-written letters to decision makers 
D organize a boycott of consumer products 
D organize a spontaneous demonstration 
D report sightings of decision makers 
D text supporters to visit their representative
D ask supporters to post campaign logo on their website and in their

emails to show they support your cause
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• Receive and transmit information quickly and document events; 

• Engage supporters, mobilize volunteers and facilitate event logistics; 

• Allow crowd sourcing (reporting by the public), including geographic
monitoring of human rights violations, election processes, and the
environment;

• Circumvent government attempts at electronic censorship;

• Publicize public opinion.

What are the disadvantages of electronic advocacy? 
Electronic advocacy has the following disadvantages:

• Electronic advocacy requires at least some access to the internet or
mobile phones – not everyone has access to these services, so campaigns
that target just these people are necessarily targeting an elite;

• There are initial and recurrent costs related to hiring a service provider
and purchasing platform application(s) and since the industry is not
mature it is expensive for NGOs; 

• It is not cost effective for campaigns to handle the technical aspects of
electronic advocacy, particularly as platforms need to be updated
regularly;  
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• supporters suffer from 'email fatigue' and lose interest in the campaign
over time;  

• not everyone who joins your electronic group will be committed;

• government can track electronic advocacy such as text messages to
their location;3

• electronic advocacy has been used in the past to incite violence;

• government can interrupt SMS messaging and block access to websites.

How Can We Know if Electronic Advocacy is Successful?
It is difficult to assess the success of electronic advocacy but there are some
indicators that can be measured. For example, it is possible to keep track of
how many emails are opened by supporters and calculate their response rate.
This information is important in assessing whether people on your mailing list
are suffering from 'email fatigue' and whether it is time to update your list and
identify new supporters. 

It is also possible to estimate the number of volunteers and supporters
mobilized by the campaign. We can also measure how many people sign
a petition and how many letters are sent to a decision maker (although proper
management of a letter campaign including counting how many electronic
letters are sent requires technical skills). However, it is difficult to measure the
impact of petitions and letters on decision-makers. What we do know is that
numbers count: when decision makers receive 30,000 emails, they pay
attention.  

The fact is that the field of electronic advocacy is still in its infancy and there are
few evaluation reports available to the interested reader. So far those reports are
telling us that fundraising tends to be low (although we know that it can be high
for campaign fundraising) and that people are more likely to volunteer in response
to an electronic appeal than contribute funds to it. As more campaigns add an
electronic component to their strategy, competition for the attention of supporters
among campaigns is likely to increase. The impact of well-organized electronic
fundraising efforts in the long term remains to be seen. 

3 This risk can be reduced by using a pre-paid SIM card and taking out the phone battery (not just
turning off the phone).
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TO LEARN MORE ABOUT ELECTRONIC ADVOCACY, 
VISIT THE FOLLOWING WEBSITES:

D DigiActive www.digiactive.org DigiActive is a volunteer organization dedicated
to helping grassroots activists use the Internet and mobile phones to increase
their impact.

D Facebook www.facebook.com Facebook is a free social media platform
where individuals can set up web pages, post their news and upload
photographs, and make contact with their friends. It is also possible to create
groups in Facebook.

D FrontlineSMS www.frontlinesms.com FrontlineSMS provides free software
programs to enable users to send and receive text messages with groups of
people through mobile phones and laptops.

D Global Voices is a community of more than 200 bloggers around the world
who work together to make available translations and reports from blogs and
citizen media from around the world. www.globalvoicesonline.org (English)
and http://ar.globalvoicesonline.org/ (Arabic)

D MobileActive www.mobileactive.org Mobile Actie is a network of people using
mobile technology for social impact. 

D MySpace www.myspace.com MySpace is another free social media platform
that allows users to post information about themselves, make contact with
their friends and keep up with them. 

D SMEX www.smex.org The Social Media Exchange provides training and
consulting to civil society and nonprofit organizations in Lebanon who seek to
use media to advance their missions.

D Tactical Technology Cooperative www.tacticaltech.org Tactical Tech is an
international NGO helping human rights advocates use information,
communications and digital technologies to maximize the impact of their
advocacy work.

D Twitter www.twitter.com Twitter is a free micro-blogging platform where
individuals can transmit news as it occurs to their 'followers' by means of
brief messages that can be received by internet or mobile phone.

D YouTube www.youtube.com  YouTube is a free platform to upload and share
audio and video content.

Understanding newsworthy events, creating relationships with reporters,
developing media tools and preparing an electronic advocacy strategy are not
the only important aspects of our work with the media. Another important
aspect is tracking the media to see how well our media campaign is doing.
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f. Why Do We Need to Track the Media?

One of the most important activities in our advocacy campaign is to regularly
watch, read, and listen to the media. Tracking the media helps us evaluate how
the media is describing the problem we are trying to solve, how people perceive
the problem, and how the problem is changing over time. By tracking the media
we can assess if our issue is not getting enough attention and whether there
are misconceptions or negative attitudes that need to be changed. This will help
us understand whether we need to do more media activities and what those
activities should be. 

To track the media effectively we must create a media file.

Media File
A media file is a list of all articles, radio broadcasts, or TV shows about our
advocacy activities or other information relevant to our campaign. Depending
on the type of media, the media file can include:

• Type of media

• Name and contact information of the media outlet

• Date and time of publication or broadcast

• Author/reporter

• Title of the story/article/show

• Location of the article (section and page number)

• Brief summary of the coverage

• Physical copy of the article, newspaper, magazine, video or audio
recording, or webpage called a "clip."

From our media file we can see how journalists and reporters are reacting and
responding to news. Their ideas, opinions, and influence often determine what
kind of news is covered by the media.
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Monitoring the Media
In order to evaluate the success of our media activities, we
must analyze the coverage that our advocacy campaign
receives. Our media file is an important source of
information. We will use the media file to identify five
important things:

1. The impact of our media campaign efforts.
2. Incorrect statements or factual errors that require

correction (usually through a Letter to the Editor.)
3. Members of the media who are most interested in

our issue.
4. Issues, information, or advocacy messages that

need more media coverage.
5. How the problem is changing or how our work is

transforming public opinion.

The media is a powerful and influential force in society. No
other communication tool is as efficient and effective.
Working together with the media we can transmit
information about our advocacy campaign quickly and
broadly, persuade people in power, and create real change
in our communities.

Now that we have learned about working with the media, we
can move to the third main strategy, which is working in
coalitions.
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STRATEGY III: BUILDING COALITIONS

It is unlikely that our organization alone can influence decision makers so we
may need to focus on creating and sustaining a coalition with other
organizations in order to strengthen our ability to influence decision-makers
and advance the goals of our campaign.

In this section we look at:
a. What is a Coalition?
b. Why Should We Form a Coalition?
c. What Are the Essential Elements of a Coalition?
d. How Can We Promote Leadership in a Coalition?
e. How Can We Make Fair Group Decisions?
f. How Can We Manage Conflict Within the Coalition?

a. What is a Coalition? 

A coalition is a group of individuals and organizations working together to
pursue a single goal. Whenever possible, our organization should seek to
increase our influence by building or joining a coalition. Here we explore
methods of creating and sustaining coalitions that will assist us in advancing
our advocacy goals. 
Let us start by clarifying the different types of groups of organizations.

Definitions

A coalition is a group of diverse organizations and individuals working
together to pursue a single goal. Members join the coalition because they
realize that the only way to solve the problem is by working together and
benefiting from the power of numbers. In coalitions, all members make
a commitment to share responsibilities and resources. Members are often
from different sectors and have opposing views on an issue, which means they
are more likely to experience conflict.
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An alliance is usually made up of similar organizations that come together to
protect and promote a common interest. This can be for a one-off event or it
might be a longer term relationship. Alliances tend to be made up like-minded
organizations, so there is less reason for conflict than in a coalition. 

A network consists of people or organizations with similar interests or
concerns that share information and ideas and support each other. Each
person or organization remains independent.

An umbrella organization is a grouping of organizations with different
concerns that come together to share information. Eventually the umbrella
organization could transform itself into a union or alliance.

There are two ways of getting
involved in a coalition: join one or
build one ourselves. Before building
a new coalition to advance our
advocacy campaign, check to see if
one already exists!

b. Why Should We Form a Coalition?
Coalitions allow us to share information, ideas, and
resources with other organizations as well as distribute the
risks and responsibilities of our advocacy campaign among
members. In addition, coalitions offer us:

• Safety against threats

• Increased access to decision makers and other
contacts 

• Improved credibility and visibility 

• An opportunity to broaden public support 

• A chance to strengthen civil society and practice
democratic processes.
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Organizations have different areas of expertise and resources and they attract
different stakeholders. Building a diverse coalition increase our chances of
success and proves to decision makers that there is broad social support for
our desired policy change. Decision makers are more likely to pay attention to
coalitions, thus a coalition of several organizations working together can
advocate more effectively than a single organization.

Disadvantages
Despite the advantages, we need to carefully consider the disadvantages before
joining a coalition. Disadvantages include: 

• The level of effort required by the coalition can distract our organization; 

• Uneven workload among members creates resentment;

• Unequal power or resources can cause tension (a few powerful NGOs
might dominate, even if NGOs with fewer resources have a lot to offer);

• The reputation of the other members may be adversely affected if one
member has problems or behaves badly;

• The objectives of the coalition may require compromises that may not be
acceptable to some members. 

Common problems faced by coalitions
Managing coalitions is particularly difficult because members may have very
different value bases and opinions. Problems within the coalition are a common
reason why advocacy campaigns fail. Some of those problems include:

Communication barriers. Without good, ongoing communication, some
members will be excluded from decisions and will leave the coalition.

Competition between a coalition and its members.

Undemocratic decision-making. A coalition works better when the
decisions are made democratically otherwise some members will feel
marginalized and withdraw.

Money tension. Money is often a source of distrust and one of the most
common reasons for the break-up of a coalition. 

The ABCs of Advocacy
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Expectation of unity. Coalition members often assume they share the same
principles, perspective and priorities just because they have come together for
a common goal. Disagreements based on unrecognized differences may be
viewed as ideological betrayals. 

In view of these potential problems, we need to make sure that our coalition has
all the essential elements of success.

c. What are the Essential Elements of a Coalition?

Successful coalitions are built on trust, respect, and
a commitment to working together. In order for a coalition to
remain strong, participating organizations must respect
each other and the decisions made by the coalition
leadership. All successful coalitions share:

1. Clear goals and objectives. It is important for
members to reach a common understanding of why
they are coming together and for whose benefit they
are working. This will help them to develop clear
objectives and define their message when talking to the
media. The objective – like any advocacy objective –
should be very specific.

2. Diverse membership. At least some of our members
should be linked to the community.

3. Participatory processes in planning and
developing a shared understanding of terms.

4. Skilled leadership and open and fair decision-
making. A coalition starts out as a democratic
structure and requires open and inclusive decision-
making such as group discussion, procedures for
conflict resolution and a scheduled rotation of
leadership to move the campaign forward. 

5. Trusting relationships. Civil society professionals
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tend to downplay the importance of trust. Coalitions need to make sure
that members are open and trust each other. Trust can be build through
ice breakers, group discussion, social events and open decision making. 

6. Reliable system of communication and conflict resolution. Since
coalition members have very different backgrounds and world views,
conflicts are not unusual. For this reason, it is important to make every
effort to ensure good communication and to be prepared to resolve
conflicts quickly to the satisfaction of all members.  

7. Balance of campaign identity and organizational autonomy.
Sometimes members must sacrifice their own interests to promote the
interests of the coalition. At the same time, they need to maintain their
own institutional identity and autonomy. Coalition leadership needs to
ensure a proper balance between the two.  

Now that we have reviewed the essential elements of a coalition, we can look
more specifically at how to ensure good leadership.

d. How Can We Promote Leadership in a Coalition?

Good leadership is not about commanding or ordering! A good leader has
a personal vision and knows how to make others share that vision. A good
leader creates an environment where everyone enjoys working, problem-
solving, and accomplishing goals together.

Good leaders are excellent listeners and respect the ideas and opinions of
others – even when they do not agree. Most importantly, leaders are
comfortable giving and receiving feedback.  

Leaders change their leadership style depending on personalities and
circumstance. To accomplish tasks, leaders use their understanding of
people's skills and experience to choose one of the following leadership styles:
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DIRECT

A direct leadership
style works best
when:

• The task must
be completed
quickly and only
the leader knows
what needs to be
done and how to
do it.

• Coalition
members lack
experience or
expertise. 

COACH

A coach encourages
people to think for
themselves but still
maintains overall
control. This
leadership style
works best when:

• Coalition
members have
excelled under
a direct leadership
style.

• Coalition
members are eager
to work
independently but
still require periodic
supervision.

SUPPORT

When leaders
support independent
actions and problem
solving, coalition
members gain
confidence and
experience. This
leadership works
best when:

• Coalition
members have
demonstrated their
competence and
expertise in the past.

• Coalition
members are
comfortable thinking
for themselves. 

DELEGATE

By delegating
problem-solving and
decision-making
authority, leaders
are helping them
become leaders
themselves. This
leadership style
works best when:

• Coalition
members are
mature,
experienced, and
motivated to perform
the delegated task.

• Coalition
members are able to
analyze a problem,
determine what
needs to be done,
and execute the
task.
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e. How can we make fair group decisions? 

Making decisions as a group is one of the most important skills of working in
a coalition. If members of your coalition feel ignored during the decision-
making process they are less likely stay involved and motivated. Any decision-
making method should encourage participation and equality.

The two major types of decision making processes are voting and consensus.

Though consensus may take more time than voting, a decision that every member
supports will be easier to implement. We can create consensus by actively listening
to the ideas and opinions of our coalition members and integrating their thoughts
into a decision that is acceptable to everyone. If the leaders do not make an effort to
ensure that a decision is acceptable, they may be unaware that dissatisfied members
have begun to withdraw from the coalition.

Part of making decisions is creating priorities. This means weighing the
advantages, disadvantages, and potential consequences of
each proposed solution to a problem. The solutions with the
fewest disadvantages and most favorable consequences are
the ones our coalition should implement.

The final aspect of coalition building is learning to manage
conflict... 

VOTING

Members create and choose from
a list of priorities. The priority
with the most votes will be
implemented.

CONSENSUS

Members work together to reach
a unanimous agreement.

Rotate leadership
responsibilities to
create a sense of
ownership among
members.
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f. How Can We Manage Conflict in a Coalition?4

Conflict is natural and unavoidable. People’s unique experiences lead to
differing opinions and perspectives. Due to their size and complexity, coalitions
often have difficulty managing conflict. 

Successful coalitions plan for conflict and understand when to work through
differences and when to agree to disagree. There are four steps to effectively
managing conflict in a coalition:

1. Identify the problem. Discover the root cause of the problem and create
opportunities to discuss the issue openly. 

2. Discover mutual interests. Despite contradictory
positions on various issues, members may be
surprised to discover mutual interests that can help
generate mutual goals and options for resolving
conflict. They should focus on their mutual interests
and adopt a positive attitude.

3. Generate options. After identifying areas of mutual
interest, we can generate options for resolving the
conflict. Take the time to explore all of the possible
solutions to a problem.

4. Build consensus. Building consensus means
creating agreement between coalition members
through actively listening, working through
differences, finding areas of compromise, and
convincing individual members that this solution is in
the best interest of the coalition.
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4 Search for Common Ground, Cooperative Problem Solving: A Guide For
Turning Conflicts Into Agreements, June 2003,
http://www.itrainonline.org/.
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SAMPLE ADVOCACY ACTIVITIES
Once we have decided on a strategy, it is important to choose activities
that can be accomplished based on available time, resources, and
personnel. Avoid activities that require a lot of work but yield limited
impact.  The best activities will have the greatest impact at the lowest
cost. Focus on a mix of low, medium and high intensity activities that
will have the greatest chance of helping you reach your goal.

The table below characterizes a few sample activities.

LOW INTENSITY

Letter to the Editor
Opinion-Editorial
Press Release
Internet Website
Bookmarks/stickers/ma
tchbox
Electronic newsletter
Ribbons (symbolic)
Flyers
Networking
Meetings
Petitions
Press briefing

MEDIUM INTENSITY

School essay or art
contest
Press Conference
Interview
Briefing with
Parliamentarians and
local leaders (lobbying)
Postcard/petition
campaign
Press tour
Paid advertisement
(newspapers)
Inserting dialogue into
popular soap opera, radio
or TV program
Training workshop
Demonstration/strike
Poster Campaign

HIGH INTENSITY

Musical concert
Charity event
Filming a documentary
TV/radio dramas
Radio jingles
Paid advertisement
(billboards)
Awards banquet
Policy Research
Theater
Survey

Now that we have reviewed the three main advocacy strategies, we are
ready to move on to the final advocacy step: evaluation.
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STEP 5 Evaluate   

In addition to a well-built and realistic action plan, all successful advocacy
campaigns have a strong commitment to evaluation and monitoring. 

Definition

Monitoring refers to gathering information about our activities at regular
intervals over the course of the campaign.

Evaluation refers to analyzing the information we have gathered at a specific
point in time.

Planning for monitoring and evaluation
needs to take place at the start of our
campaign. When we plan our activities
we also decide on indicators that will
allow us to measure progress in
reaching our objective.

Why do we need to monitor and evaluate our campaign?
Monitoring and evaluation allow us to assess the progress of our campaign to
understand if we need to make any adjustments. Advocacy evaluation helps us to:

• produce credible reports for donors and supporters;

• check whether our advocacy work is on track;

• check whether any changes need to be made to the strategy;

• determine whether the objectives have been achieved; and

• learn from our experiences to avoid making the same mistakes in future
campaigns. 

It is through monitoring and evaluation that we can adjust our action plan to
reflect lessons we have learned mid-campaign.
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Types of Evaluation

There are three main types to advocacy evaluation:

Process evaluation looks at the short term to see if we are implementing
activities well. You may ask, for example: 

• Do journalists attend press conferences?

• Is our issue receiving more/less coverage in the media?

• Does the public attend special events?

• Is our group receiving more inquiries about the issue?

• Are we able to get meetings with key decision makers?

Outcome evaluation looks at the medium term to see if we are reaching our
objectives. You may ask, for example:

• Is public opinion changing in favor of our issue?

• Are decision makers changing their position to support our proposed
solution?

• Has the policy been changed?

Impact evaluation looks at the long term to see if the policy change has had
the desired impact. You may ask, for example:

• Is the new/changed policy being effectively implemented?

• Have people's lives been positively/negatively affected by the new policy?

• Are society's attitudes changing because of the new policy?

In addition, during an impact evaluation we can ask ourselves:

• Has the public policy decision-making process become more open
because of our campaign?

• Have we empowered a group of citizens to become more involved in the
decision-making process? 
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In order to conduct monitoring and evaluation, we must establish criteria for
the changes we want to measure. Whether we are interested in citizens,
journalists, or policy makers, there is a range of indicators to measure change.
These relate to changes in knowledge, attitudes, behavior and skills.

Knowledge

Saliency

Attitude

Norms

Self-Efficacy

Behavior Intention

Behavior

Skills

QUESTIONS

What do they know about the issue? Have they learned
anything new?

How important is this issue for them? What other issues
are more important?

Is there attitude towards the issue negative or positive?
What influences their attitude?

How does society, their community or their immediate
working environment affect their attitude and behavior
about the issue? Is the environment changing?

How much control do they feel they have over the
problem? Are they more or less convinced that they can
help solve it?

Have they expressed any intention of supporting the issue,
whether in a public opinion poll or during a lobbying
meeting? 

Have they taken any concrete action to support your policy
proposal – like joining a demonstration, writing
a newspaper article or sponsoring a draft bill?

How have their own skills changed during the campaign?
As citizens have they been empowered to organize
themselves and speak up for themselves? As journalists
have they improved the quality of their coverage of the
issue? As policy makers are they better able to present
arguments on the issue? 
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In order to learn basic lessons for
future advocacy initiatives, you need to
question what went well and what did
not go as well as expected. Don't forget
to document your recommendations,
which will be very useful for next time!

We have reviewed all the steps in an advocacy campaign. The next section
presents examples of real campaigns that took place in Jordan, Lebanon and
Palestine.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the Arab World, advocacy campaigns are rarely documented. This represents
a loss for all advocates since the lessons learned cannot be transmitted to other
committed civil society leaders. By documenting our advocacy work, we provide
those working in similar fields with important lessons to guide their own work.  

The following cases were collected from experienced organizations in Jordan,
Lebanon and Palestine in mid-2009 to illustrate how campaigns have been done
and to demonstrate how the various strategies can be applied in different contexts.
Each case follows a similar format, although not every case has all of the
elements. These include: 

• objective
• structure
• strategy
• challenges
• factors of success
• lessons learned
• impact 

OBJECTIVES
As we see from the cases, advocacy objectives can be broad or specific in scope,
ranging from a campaign desiring gender equality that targets amendments of
various laws to one aiming to establish a municipal library in a small community.
The key is for the advocacy objective to express what you want decision makers to
do differently. 

STRUCTURES
Our cases show that campaigns seldom have formal structures; few campaigns
develop a strategic plan and only two of the cases presented here had an
evaluation component. In cases where monitoring has been integrated into the

Introduction
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campaign design, such as the Lebanon disabilities campaign, organizers end up
working much more closely with government to ensure implementation of a law. 

STRATEGIES
Lobbying is the most common strategy used, with media and public education
activities following closely behind. Research is only used in some cases. Less
frequently do advocates turn to public mobilization, use of the judicial system,
negotiation and piloting and monitoring of projects. 

CHALLENGES
Campaigns that encountered no significant challenges tended to be well
connected to their community or had established relationships with relevant
government agencies. They knew when to expect opposition and learned to work
around it. Some of those who encountered opposition openly admitted that they
had not analyzed the interests of decision makers sufficiently or had failed to
anticipate certain outcomes.  Others recognized that they had not done enough
preparation work and that segments of society were not ready for the proposed
changes. 

Perhaps the most difficult challenges have been (1) political upheaval that
disrupted campaigns in Lebanon and Palestine, (2) complete lack of political will
by government officials, and (3) lack of public interest. Even though organizations
are highly committed to a cause, campaigns are challenged by their lack of unity
which dissipates their efforts. What is remarkable is that even when campaigns
have failed, the organizers have never given up and continue to work on their
issues to this day.  

FACTORS OF SUCCESS
The cases presented use various approaches. However, it is possible to identify
some common factors of success mentioned by the campaign organizers:

D Frame a proposed solution as a means to protect part of society rather than
placing blame for the problem on anyone's shoulders. 'Protecting the family'
or 'protecting the child' are examples of framing.  

D Go beyond a proposed solution to accompany the process and ensure proper
implementation of an agreement.  

D Ensure diversity, solidarity and a high level of coordination within the
coalition. 
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D Establish contacts with high-level decision makers (and their spouses);
make sure that they are knowledgeable about the issue; and inform them
well ahead of time of your intention of leading a campaign on the issue.  

D Have members of the media on the campaign committee and implement an
effective media campaign.

D Engage constituents (e.g. the disabled, families of the disappeared, women
who have had their children taken from their custody at a young age) and
keep campaign organizers engaged. 

D Foster public debate around a sensitive issue, usually through mass media
programs or extensive public education initiatives and always using a careful
approach to sensitive issues. 

D Propose solutions that do not contravene religious doctrine.

D Use research to inform the campaign strategy. 

We hope that the following cases will help inform your campaign design by
providing concrete examples of what has worked and what has not worked.
Although each campaign situation is unique, the challenges of negotiating complex
political landscapes, influencing decision-makers, and getting people to care
about an issue remain the same everywhere. 

Child Custody Age - Lebanon
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Under Lebanon's 18-confessional system, 15 different religious codes
regulate the age mothers retain custody of their children in divorce
cases1.  Some allow a father to assume custody of a child as early as the
age of two. In 2005 a group of 25 associations, lawyers and activists came
together as the Family Rights Network to advocate for mothers to keep
their children with them for a longer period. The campaign organizers
invited women affected by the current laws to join the campaign. 

OBJECTIVE
The objective of the campaign is for the Lebanese confessions to
standardize the minimum age of maternal custody, setting it at 13 for
boys and 15 for girls. 

STRUCTURE
The campaign has an informal structure but two years ago registered the
Family Rights Network as a non-governmental organization. Members of
the coalition meet once a month for about three hours. Minutes are
always taken. Members meet often to deal with emergencies. 

STRATEGIES
The campaign focused on two main strategies, promoting public
awareness and debate on the issue through a media campaign and
lobbying the leaders of the various confessions. 

Media Campaign

The first step of the campaign was to launch a television program
dedicated to maternal custody. In 2005 Hiyya TV Station offered the
campaign a weekly 60-90 minute talk show. The program invited
specialists and women affected by the problem to speak each week,
masking the faces and voices of some to protect them. Their dramatic
stories attracted considerable attention.  

Beirut
Lebanon

1 Three confessions share their legal system with other confessions. 

CHILD CUSTODY AGE National Level 2005-present
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Lobbying

In preparation for its lobbying activities, the network researched the
issue. Lawyers reviewed legislation in Arab countries and prepared draft
provisions. These did not contravene the codes of any of the confessions
thus decreasing the probability of opposition based on religious grounds.
Advocates visited the heads of all the confessions on various occasions.
They presented each with an information packet and reviewed the
contents with them. They also sent regular updates to their targets. 

Some concerned members of the network convinced the head of the
Shari’a Sunni courts to meet with the network and he agreed as a result
of the organized media campaign and lobbying. No one expressed open
opposition during the meeting, but the organizers assumed that some
Sunni religious men were against the campaign. The meeting lasted for
four hours. Lobbying the Shi'a confessional was challenging because of
the various factions: Sistani (Iran), Hizbullah, Fadlalla and Qaballan. The
campaign organizers met with the head of the Hizbullah Parliamentary
block who promised to submit the file to the person in charge of religious
issues. They also paid visits to the Fadlallah and Qaballan factions. When
the president of the network was invited to Iran by Mrs. Fatima
Rafsanjani on the occasion of a Muslim women’s conference, the issue
was also raised there.

As the campaign gained steam a number of young women who had
suffered from early separation joined the initiative. They opened
a Facebook group page and collected two thousand signatures on
a petition, demonstrating demand for change. 

CHALLENGES 

D The Lebanese context is particularly complex and requires strategic
planning and a lot of effort, coordination and staying power.

D Opposition of religious leaders to an optional civil code, which would
include custody issues. Some religious leaders are strongly opposed
to giving families the option of having their case heard by a civil
rather than religious court.  
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FACTORS OF SUCCESS

D Framing the proposed
changes as being beneficial
to the child. Religious
leaders are wary of the
women's movement so
presenting this as
a children's issue makes
it less threatening to some.

D Strong coalition and careful
preparation at each step. Advocates used a consultative process to
plan their activities and agree on the best person to attend lobbying
meetings. 

D Sending constituents to lobbying meetings. The majority of those
who attended lobbying meetings were members of that confessional
when they visited the Maronite Patriarch, the majority of the lobbyists
were Maronites, including women who had suffered from the current
law. 

D Establishing relationships with the wives of influential individuals.
Members would try to call an official directly, but if they could not get
through, they would call the official's wife. 

LESSONS LEARNED

D Impact requires consistency of message. The campaign benefited
from the television program. It drew attention to a large audience as
people heard about it and began to watch regularly. 

D Patience is a requirement. It takes a long time to effect change in
such a complex political environment and activists need to avoid
becoming discouraged. 

D The organizers did not document the campaign sufficiently and
neglected to take pictures, although they have photographs taken

Meeting with the Prime Minister Fouad Seniora
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with Prime Minister Fouad Siniora and tapes of some of the
interviews they conducted. The only archives of the television
program are at the TV station. 

IMPACT
The Orthodox and Evangelical confessions have already been working
on revisions relating to the issue of child custody, facilitating the work of
the campaign. 

In July 2006, the Sunni Superior Court adopted a 13/15 law as well as
a provision called el Maher. Traditionally in Islam the groom presents
a gift to the bride that is payable upon marriage, death or divorce. The
amendment set the value of the dowry according to the value of gold at
the time of marriage. There were also amendments pertaining to
alimony.

The Superior Higher Council of Islamic Judges, which is made up of
Druze, Sunni, and Shi'a leaders, has approved the changes in the Sunni
law, even though the Druze and Shi'a have not accepted to make changes
in their religious code. The draft has been signed by his eminence the
Mufti and submitted to the cabinet and signed by Prime Minister Fouad
Siniora who has forwarded it to the Parliament. It is now before the
administration and justice committee waiting approval and will be
submitted as it is to the plenary assembly of the Parliament.

When the war erupted with Israel, progress on the campaign came to
a halt. However, the campaign is by no means over and the organizers
are currently focusing on the Druze confessional. Progress is expected to
be easier with this confessional because the Druze courts are already
acting as if the law had been changed. The Network has decided not to
initiate any new projects until the advocacy objectives are reached. 

The network will not stop its work until the amendment becomes part of
the 15 laws in Lebanon and every Lebanese child comes under the
custody of its mother.
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BACKGROUND
The Lebanese Council of Women's Rights (LCWR) began advocating for
the rights of women working in industry and agriculture in 1947. The
main objective of LCWR is the struggle for amending unfair laws related
to women.  Despite the efforts deployed by the committee alongside
other bodies concerned with women’s issues, little has been achieved.
Women were given the right to vote and to run for elections in 1953.
However, in 1975, the civil war broke out and in 1982, Israel invaded the
Lebanese territories and the South and its soldiers reached the
Lebanese capital, making it impossible to undertake women’s rights
related activities.

The war was still going on in 1979 and Lebanon was not present to sign
the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women (CEDAW). LCWR continued to attend international conferences
and to keep the issue of Lebanese women's rights alive in the
international arena. After a long struggle led by Lebanese women’s
bodies, Lebanon signed this convention in 1996 with three reservations: 

D nationality (Lebanese women could not bestow nationality on their
child or spouse), 

D personal status (there are in Lebanon 19 personal status laws and
the committee is struggling to have a civil code for personal status),
and 

D referral to the international court in the event of any problem with
variance with CEDAW.

In 1996, the president of the committee was elected president of
Lebanese Women’s Council. The first world conference on quota was
held in 2000 in which representatives of Arab and international women’s
bodies were present. The objective of the participants was to clarify the

Beirut
Lebanon

COMPLIANCE OF

LEBANESE LAW WITH

CEDAW
National Level 1996-present
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quota concept, which is
considered provisional until
Lebanese society becomes
accustomed to having
women in decision-making
positions. The conference
issued recommendations,
some of which were
addressed to the Lebanese
government for the
promulgation of the women’s
quota right.  

OBJECTIVE
In 1999, LCWR
commissioned a comparative
study of CEDAW and the
Lebanese Constitution. It
noted that five Lebanese
laws needed to be changed
to comply with CEDAW
articles approved by the
state. These laws included:
Labor Law, Penal Code,
Commercial Law, Personal
Status Law, and Social
Security/Civil Servant Code.

LCWR then held a press
conference calling for civil
society bodies concerned
with women’s issues and
democracy to work together
in order to implement the
international conventions
and lift the reservations.

Compliance of Lebanese Law with CEDAW - Lebanon
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In a broad meeting, it was agreed to form a body called the National
Conference for the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against
Women.  

STRUCTURE
The National Conference holds meetings every month and general
assembly meetings every three months, more often if necessary.
Secretariat functions are assumed by LCWR. The National Conference
collects membership fees but these are not sufficient to cover activities
such as the printing of brochures, research, etc.

STRATEGY
The National Conference uses research, coalition building, lobbying,
public mobilization, and media activities as strategies in their campaign
to amend Lebanese law to reflect international conventions on women's
rights. It is worth noting that the campaign was able to cooperate with
a number of MPs who supported the suggested amendments and who
also have the right to submit draft laws to the Parliament. The National
Conference organizes demonstrations, sit-ins and many other public
events.

CHALLENGES

D There are varying opinions in the Lebanese women's movement as
to which issues should be prioritized with relation to the personal
status and nationality laws. One example is whether the nationality
movement should focus on allowing a woman to bestow her
nationality on her spouse and children or only on her children. This
kind of strategic difference within a movement is common and
indicates that the central actors have not been successful in
developing a common language and common objectives – thus
leading to the weakening of the movement as a whole, as indicated
by the fact that the nationality issue has still not been addressed by
Lebanese lawmakers.  
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D The LCWR and the national conference consider that the bestowing
of the mother’s nationality on the children is an acquired right,
whereas the bestowing on the husband needs a naturalization
decree. Based on the CEDAW, the committee suggested the slogan:
“Since they are my children, my nationality is their right.”

LESSONS LEARNED

D It is important to understand how to translate theory into practice.
LCWR's extensive field experience has aided to ground its advocacy
in a realistic approach.  

D Others have done research; take advantage of it. One can save effort
and learn from the experience of others by conducting a literature
review before initiating an activity. Preparation is important and it is
not always necessary to do all the work oneself.  

IMPACT
The National Conference has succeeded in changing a number of
provisions related to Labor code. For instance, in the past it was
possible to fire a woman before she reached her fifth month of
pregnancy. Today an employer cannot fire a pregnant woman. 

With regards to honor crimes (Article 562 of the Penal Code), what was
amended was the “excuse of exemption,” which exempted the
perpetrator from all sanctions if he proved that he killed in order to
preserve honor. The excuse of mitigation remained in the
aforementioned article.

The campaign proposed amendments regarding all articles of the Penal
Code related to sexual harassment, kidnapping a girl against her will,
sexual relationships, etc. Advocates are still following the issue,
especially with regards to honor crimes, and are demanding the
elimination of Article 562 because murder, be it for defending honor or
for any other reason, is a crime whose perpetrator must be punished.

Compliance of Lebanese Law with CEDAW - Lebanon
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Public policy in Lebanon has historically taken an exclusionary approach
to disabilities, for example establishing special schools for people with
disabilities rather than facilitating their integration into the regular
school system.2 The Disabilities Law passed in 2000 following a 10-year
campaign guarantees citizens the right to participate in all aspects of
society. When the government began reviewing the electoral law in 2005,
advocates recognized an opportunity to press for provisions to improve
accessibility to the voting stations. 

OBJECTIVE
Government integrates provisions for increased access to voting polls for
the disabled in the new electoral law.

STRUCTURE
Many organizations in Lebanon provide services for people with
disabilities although few focus on advocacy. The Lebanese Physical
Handicapped Union (LPHU) partnered with the Youth Association of the
Blind (YAB) to organize the "My Right Campaign" campaign. LPHU has
various branches and more than 1,300 members around the country. YAB
is a rights and advocacy association that was established in 1987 and
works on the implementation of the Lebanon's disabilities law.
Organizers invited NGOs from each region to join the campaign and
worked with the Lebanese Democratic Association and other election
organizations.  

STRATEGY
Strategies included raising awareness of the public, people with
disabilities and NGOs, lobbying government officials and political
candidates and implementing a general media campaign.

2 The Government of Lebanon estimates that 2% of the population has some form of disability, while the
UN sets that figure at almost 10%.

Beirut
Lebanon

"MY RIGHT" (HAKKI)
CAMPAIGN FOR PEOPLE WITH

DISABILITIES TO VOTE WITH

DIGNITY AND INDEPENDENCE

National
Level

2005-2008
ongoing
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Public Awareness
To create demand for accessibility, the
campaign held sessions about the electoral
law and disabilities laws for their members
and discussed the right to vote with dignity
and with independence. They encouraged
members to join the campaign as monitors
during the election. 

Lobbying
The campaign organized televised public debates with political
candidates to discuss their commitment to disabilities. Candidates
received information on campaign priorities for the implementation of
the Disabilities Law. Advocates submitted recommendations to the
National Election Law Reform Commission and met with all its
members. They also lobbied the Ministry of Interior, municipalities and
mayors. The campaign was suspended after the unfortunate events of
2005 and the dialogue resumed in 2007. No progress was made until
2008: as politicians prepared to depart for the Doha talks, the coalition
organized a sit-in at the airport. "We waited for them the whole day. It
was the only event held during that tense time so we received front page
coverage in all the newspapers. They were even talking about it in Doha."

Media Campaign
The campaign worked closely with the media, even brainstorming with
them on a name for the campaign. Activities included building media
capacity to report on accessibility, airing TV and radio spots, and posting
billboards and posters all over Lebanon. The organizers had such good
relations with the media that reporters would inform them of sightings of
the Prime Minister at polling stations, enabling advocates to rush over
and conduct live interviews on the spot. The Minister of Interior was
forced to conduct a press conference twice to explain why the stations
were not accessible. The presence of international observers turned out
to be a really good tactic to attract media attention. To thank the media
for its support, the campaign held an appreciation ceremony for them at
the press syndicate building. 

"My Right" - Lebanon
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Monitoring
The campaign organizers developed a guide to evaluating accessibility at
the polls. During the 2007 local elections they were able to pilot two
model stations and had various teams monitoring accessibility at other
voting stations. They also invited NGOs from the Arab region to observe
and learn from the Lebanese experience.

CHALLENGES

D Changing the attitude of government officials from an exclusionary
mentality to one of inclusion.

D Bringing political parities together for televised debates without
being identified with any particular party. 

FACTORS OF SUCCESS

D The campaign had clear constituents and existing networks to
communicate with them. They mobilized constituents to join the
campaign by monitoring accessibility at the stations.

D Officials and political candidates who received information packets
made a positive contribution. One deputy committed to publishing an
insert in the newspaper highlighting the work of the LPHU. To this
day LPHU regularly publishes a quarterly guide in the Nahar
newspaper. 

D Many MPs became supporters – and even champions – of the
campaign. Each party has a bench leader in the Parliament and the
campaign organizers met with all of them during the campaign. This
made it easier to work with them when it came to implementation. 

D Campaign organizers included provisions for monitoring and
evaluating the campaign from the start. Logistics and
communication systems were evaluated as well as individual
activities (e.g. the debates). NGO partners from the regions were
invited to participate in evaluation. 

D Monitoring the stations turned out to be very helpful in convincing
policy makers of the need to include provisions in the new electoral
law. 
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D Greater visibility and credibility of LPHU has put the organization in
a position to influence decision-makers, which greatly facilitates the
organization's work.

LESSON LEARNED

D Opening up election poll monitoring to all volunteers created a need
for greater supervision. It was critical to ensure that the volunteers
had no political affiliation that could damage the campaign. The
campaign created a multi-tiered structure to supervise the volunteers.

IMPACT
D The new electoral law was adopted by Parliament in 2008 and

included the recommendations made by the coalition. The
government currently allocates funds for disabilities, but these
remain limited. 

D The government also issued an implementation decree. Advocates
have worked closely with the Ministry of Interior to map and rate
accessibility of polling stations, build capacity of Ministry staff and
draft the implementation decree. In preparation for the 2009 election,
the campaign provided accessibility training to more than 3,000
volunteer election monitors. The campaign worked in record time to
equip the 17 polling centers that had the highest number of voters.  

D The campaign issued a global guide on elections in cooperation with
the Ministry of the Interior that included for the first time in Lebanon
a full chapter on the voting of people with special needs as well as
requirements for making the electoral process accessible to the
deaf. They also widely publicized an awareness guide on inclusion
criteria the day before the elections. The campaign’s manual
occupied six pages of the newspaper’s global annex on elections.

D On election day 30 media outlets covered the My Right campaign,
including 22 local and international TV stations and one radio station.

D The campaign noted significant participation of disabled voters in its
fixed centers where it recorded 541 votes, considered an increase in
the percentage of disabled persons voting. Volunteers reported 250
violations of the disabilities law on election day. 

Visit www.lphu.com and www.yablb.org

"My Right" - Lebanon
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Since the start of the civil war in 1975, advocates estimate that up to
17,000 people have been illegally detained in Lebanon. Some have been
released, but most remain missing. The general consensus is that Syria
was behind the disappearances, which touched all groups in Lebanese
society. The Our Right to Know campaign was launched by the relatives
and friends of the disappeared to raise awareness of the problem and
ensure that government officials use legal channels to detain and
prosecute individuals. 

OBJECTIVE 
The original campaign was launched in 1990. The objective of the
campaign was for the Government of Lebanon to establish a national
commission for enforced disappearance. The commission must have
a mandate that allows it to do three major things:

1. Produce a mapping of the victims of enforced disappearance to make
an accurate count of missing people and their names available to
government and civil society and to identify and indicate places of
mass graves throughout Lebanon.  

2. Classify the victims according to the party responsible for the
enforced disappearance. Many Lebanese went missing at the hands
of the local Lebanese militias, but at the same time others went
missing at the hands of the regional powers that were present on the
Lebanese soil namely the PLO, Israel and Syria.

3. Establish a DNA database for the families of the missing.

The work of the commission must have the objective of maintaining the
right of families to know the fate of their loved ones, to make all findings
public and to recommend compensation for the victims.

Beirut
Lebanon "OUR RIGHT TO KNOW" National Level 1990-present
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STRUCTURE
Since the 1990s various organizations have worked on the issue of the
disappeared, each with its own emphasis: individuals detained by
Lebanese militia, those thought to be in Syria, and those whose
disappearance was tied to Israel or Palestine. Some of the groups
currently working to draw attention to the disappeared include the
Lebanese Center for Human Rights (CLDH), Support of Lebanese in
Detention and Exile (SOLIDE), and Committee of the Families of the
Kidnapped and Disappeared in Lebanon (Committees). 

Under Syrian occupation from 1990 until 2005, SOLIDE was considered
a menace to the Lebanese-Syrian relations and was harassed
continuously by security forces. NGOs could not join forces to work on
the issue. The situation has changed since the Syrian withdrawal in April
2005 and today civil society organizations are joining forces to tackle
human rights issues. 

In July 2008, a united action plan signed by 17 NGOs was presented to
the President of the Republic, indicating that most NGOs working on the
issue have agreed on a single course of action to resolve the problem.
The Rapporteur of the Human Rights Committee at the Lebanese
Parliament, Ghassan Mokhaiber, signed the action plan.

"Our Right to Know" - Lebanon
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STRATEGY
The campaign has used a combination of lobbying, media activities and
public education to achieve its goal. Campaign organizers are also
preparing to use the court system as part of their strategy.  

Lobbying
Lobbyists have met with key government officials and representatives
from all the main political parties to obtain their support for their cause
to learn the fate and whereabouts of the detainees. While the tone of the
meetings is always positive, follow-up is rare. Additionally, for four years
supporters of the campaign have gathered daily outside the United
Nations ESCWA Building in Beirut to protest the disappearances. The
campaign organizers have also attended two sessions of the UN Human
Rights Committee which in its report on Syria of April 2001 mentioned
'allegations of extrajudicial executions and disappearances of many
Lebanese [...] nationals.'

Advocates traveled twice to Syria, in 2002 and 2003. The first time 56
family members traveled by bus to meet with the Syrian Minister of
Interior who asserted that there were Lebanese detainees in the country.
He asked for a list of missing persons and a grace period of three
months to follow up with the list. The response to various follow-up
efforts was an invitation for the campaigners to return to Syria for
a meeting. Another attempt by a small group to enter the country in 2003
was successful but they were not permitted to meet with any officials
during that trip and thus the trip was not productive.  

Campaign organizers regularly attend national and international
conferences and have established contacts with international human
rights organizations, UN agencies and embassies that might help them
draw attention to the issue. 

Media
In the past the members of the campaign have broadcast their message
on television and radio, calling on people to come forward and report the
disappearance of their loved ones. Today, the campaign also conducts
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sessions in schools and university classes to raise public awareness of
the problem. Press conferences are held regularly to keep the issue in
the eye of the media. 

Legal System
As lobbying and media efforts are not producing the desired effects,
advocates are turning their sights on the court system as a way of having
their case heard. In a May 2009 press conference, campaign organizers
renewed their demands for government compensation to the families of
victims of enforced disappearance based on the violation of their right to
know and threatened to bring the motion before the State Consultative
Council if the government does not take action. 

CHALLENGES

D Lack of political will from Lebanese officials. The same government
officials who were in power before, during and after the civil war are
still in power today. 

D Lack of public interest. The campaign organizers have been
unsuccessful in drawing the attention of the public to this issue. 

D A call for the establishment of an International Commission of
Inquiry has failed and is deemed politically unrealistic. However,
campaign organizers believe in trying all local remedies. 

D There is no agreement allowing international organization to visit
Syrian prisons. Although the International Committee of Red Cross
(ICRC) signed a memorandum of understanding with the government
of Lebanon in 2002 allowing it to enter Lebanese prisons, no such
agreement exists with Syria.

FACTORS OF SUCCESS

D The campaign organizers have kept their cause alive and on the
national agenda in the face of intimidation, harassment, negligence
and denial. They attribute this success to their faith and persistent
campaigning. "We have managed to move forward in small steps. We
have a long way to go but when you knock the door will eventually

"Our Right to Know" - Lebanon
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open." Family members dedicate long hours to campaign activities and
their commitment has not weakened even with the passing of years. 

IMPACT
Progress on the
campaign has been
slow, but there have
been some
achievements. In 2000,
a first National Commission of Inquiry for the Missing was established to
collect the stories of the family of the missing. The findings of the
commission were published in a short report that concluded that every
person who had been missing more than four years should be considered
dead. A second commission was established in 2001 with a similar mandate,
however, this time families were required to present evidence of the fate of
their missing loved ones. The mandate was renewed five times but no official
report of its findings was ever published. A third joint Lebanese-Syrian
Commission of Inquiry was established in June 2005 although it has not
published their findings to date. In May 2009, Human Rights Watch issued
a report urging the commission to make official all the information the body
has received in the last 4 years.

In 2006, the UN Secretary General's Special Envoy included the problem of the
Lebanese detainees in Syria in his report on the implementation of UNSCR
1559 that was presented to the UN Security Council. In other countries, such as
Italy, parliaments have begun to acknowledge the problem.  

In early 2009, advocates met with the Lebanese Ministry of Justice, the
Minister of Interior and the President to renew discussions about the
establishment of a National Commission and a national DNA database.
The Ministers of Interior and Justice both agreed to the proposed NGO
action plan and forwarded it to the Prime Minister. The government took
no action but campaign organizers are hoping that the new government
elected in 2009 will help establish the National Commission and put the
issue of enforced disappearance on the right path towards a serious
resolution to the problem.

Visit www.solide-lb.org and www.solida.org
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Jordan has sound laws related to a citizen's basic
rights and responsibilities when someone is being
searched or placed under arrest. However, proper
enforcement by police and the courts is lacking.
Citizens are often unaware that they are allowed to
have a lawyer present when they are detained. Citizens
– and sometimes the police – do not know that the
maximum period of detention without charging
a person is 24 hours. Foreign refugees face the
problem of having their identification cards confiscated. 

OBJECTIVE
The objective of the campaign was for Jordanian government officials to
develop legal and practical guidelines on national standards, to educate
the public on a person's rights when detained and to educate members
of the police and security forces on national and international standards.  

STRATEGY
The campaign focused on lobbying and public education. Knowing that
the problem was aggravated by lack of information on rights and
responsibilities, Mizan decided to focus on educating two target
audiences: police officers and members of the public, in particular those
with limited education. First, they needed to engage relevant government
officials so that they would support the educational materials and
activities. 

Lobbying
Collaborative Planning. In order to produce and distribute educational
materials to police officers and the courts Mizan would need relevant
government institutions – in this case the Ministry of Justice's
Department of Public Security and the semi-autonomous National Center
for Human Rights – to assist with the preparation of the materials and
endorse the final product. 

Bill of Rights - Jordan

BILL OF RIGHTS National Level 2006 
(6 months)

Amman
Jordan
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To bring everybody on board, Mizan organized an introductory workshop
for human rights and legal NGOs and relevant government agencies to
explain their goals to benefit the public and reduce violations and
brainstorm on what action was needed. 

In preparation for the introductory meeting, a representative from the
Judicial Council was asked to identify the most important articles related
to detention; an NGO was asked to identify those related to search; and
the Public Security Department was asked to identify those related to
arrest. Before the meeting, participants received an agenda packet that
included copies of the most important articles and samples of
educational materials developed in other countries to use as a guide in
the discussion. 

The meeting reviewed the articles to be highlight and agreed on a public
education media strategy that would include a brochure and flyer and well
as radio and TV spots presenting a popular version of the Bill of Rights.
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An important tactic in this campaign was to avoid stating the problem in
a way that would prove offensive to Jordanian government officials and
reduce their willingness to cooperate. Thus it was never a question of
'lack of enforcement' but rather of 'highlighting and reinforcing key
points of the law.' Referring to lack of enforcement was bound to cause
government officials to assume a public stance and say, 'of course the
law is being enforced.' 

Public Education and Media
Mizan then organized a series of meetings to simplify the wording of the
materials. Once this was done, the next step was to talk to the
Department of Public Security and NCHR to secure their agreement to
endorse the brochure. This was followed by a press conference to
present the popular version of the Bill of Rights and announce the
launching of the campaign. The event was covered by the Jordanian
News Agency Petra and the Jordan Times. 

Earlier Mizan had organized a contest in the hope of receiving creative
ideas for the campaign graphics, but the results proved modest and
finally a graphics design company was selected to develop the materials. 

With the materials ready, Mizan wrote an official letter to the directors of
PSD, NCHR and the Judicial Council asking that they distribute the
brochures on their premises, e.g., at police stations and in courthouses.
They agreed to do so. Additionally, whenever Mizan lawyers visited
courthouses or police stations they distributed copies. Mizan also
provided materials to international and national organizations interested
in rights issues and ran dozens of radio and TV spots on popular local
stations. 

Mizan organized many lectures and workshops based on the issue of the
Bill of Rights. Campaign organizers appeared on many local radio and
television programs in addition to other Arabic TV stations such as Al-
Arabieeyeh. However, the high cost of broadcasting limited the
campaign's ability to use mass media as an educational tool.  

Bill of Rights - Jordan
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FACTORS OF SUCCESS

D Established relationships with
relevant government agencies.
Mizan has been working on
rights issues for a long time
and had already established
relationships of trust with the
two institutes involved in this
case, the Department of Public
Security and the National
Center for Human Rights. This
greatly facilitated the work. 

D The campaign organizers
intentionally avoided putting
government officials on the
defensive. Focusing on the
need to highlight and reinforce
the law while avoiding
terminology that implied that
the law was not being properly
enforced allowed government
officials to save face. Otherwise, it is unlikely that they would have
collaborated on the project. 

CHALLENGES

D There were no significant challenges. Since Mizan already had good
working relations with the relevant government institutions, they did
not encounter any serious challenges. 

IMPACT
The impact of the campaign has been to raise public awareness of civil
rights and making the legal national framework for arrest, being charged
and referrals to trial known to a wider public. 

Visit www.mizangroup.jo and http://www.ammonnews.net/
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During the mid-1990s, the minimum legal age of marriage in Jordan was
still 14 for girls and 15 for boys. The Jordanian Women's Union (JWU)
noticed that many (if not most) of the women accessing JWU services
because they had marital problems were married very young. Early
marriage obviously had negative consequences and it was time to do
something about it. 

OBJECTIVE 
The objective of the campaign was for the Jordanian Parliament to pass
a law setting the minimum legal age of marriage at 18 for both women
and men. 

STRUCTURE
The campaign did not have a formal structure - JWU facilitated a working
group on the issue. Other participants included SIGI and JNWC as well as
five members of the media and representatives of research institutes. As
the working group was in complete agreement on the issue, there were
no coordination difficulties. 

STRATEGIES
The strategies used in the Early Marriage Campaign, which was launched
in 1997, included a combination of public education, lobbying and media
activities.  

Public Education
Since girls subjected to early marriage were usually of school age,
educational institutions seemed like the most strategic place to start the
campaign. JWU organized public education activities in 600 schools,
including public, private and UNWRA refugee schools. The sessions
focused on talking to youths aged 14-17 on the negative aspects of early
marriage from the social, emotional, economic and health perspectives.
JWU also organized conferences for women at its 15 centers and 10
branch offices and at various universities. 

Campaign Against Early Marriage - Jordan

CAMPAIGN AGAINST

EARLY MARRIAGE

National Level
Local Level

1997-2000Amman
Jordan
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The emotional and economic arguments used by the campaign resonated
with youth and their parents. Educators pointed out that adolescence is
a particular difficult age due to the physical and emotional transformations
that surround puberty as teenagers seek to establish their identity.
Additionally, a young person who is not financially independent will likely
need to live with their parents or in-laws, which is not always a desirable
situation. JWU also argued that Jordan had ratified the International
Convention on the Rights of the Child, which specifies that individuals are
considered children until they reach 18. Thus, from a legal standpoint,
children could not be married off until they reached legal maturity. 

Lobbying 
From 1997 to 1998 activists collected the signatures from thousands of
men and women in support of the campaign. The petition was forwarded
to the Parliament and government officials. Another lobbying activity was
the convening of a congress for religious leaders, social scientists,
psychologists and key supporters such as Jordanian lawyer and activist
Asma Khader. The organizers presented testimonials by asking women
who had suffered from early marriage to tell their stories. The congress
resulted in a declaration in favor of setting a minimum legal age of
marriage that was re-affirmed by Princess Basma. Nevertheless, it was
difficult to convince certain conservative members of Parliament.

Media Campaign
The campaign used a media strategy to disseminate its main message.
The well-known Jordanian artist Jallal il Rifai drew the graphics for
a comic book and a poster that were particularly popular. These also came
out in the daily newspaper El Distour. Campaign leaders Amineh El Zoubi
and Asma Khader made numerous television appearances to discuss the
campaign and the need to change the law. As mentioned earlier, members
of the media were included in the informal campaign working group. 

CHALLENGES
The campaign encountered a number of key challenges:

D The issue of early marriage is culturally and politically sensitive.
Some people were strongly convinced that marriage should be
permissible at the age cited in the Koran. 
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D The campaign organizers did not anticipate that an exception clause
would be inserted in the bill.

D The ingrained culture of early marriage proved to be another
challenge to the campaign organizers. When educators asked
parents about marring their daughters at an early age the response
was invariable 'she wanted it.' Some parents said they had too many
children and could not afford to raise them, so it was better to marry
them off. 

FACTORS OF SUCCESS
The campaign used many good strategies to gain support:

D The campaign organizers started to prepare decision-makers well
in advance of the campaign. For example, they would meet with key
individuals and say, "we are starting to think about trying to change
the law.''  

D The campaign organizers understood the cultural sensitivity of the
issue and spent two years preparing public opinion.

IMPACT
The campaign was successful, with some reservations. The campaign
organizers obtained a commitment of the Lower House in 1999 to amend
the law the following year and the bill was ratified by the Senate and
signed into law by the King in 2000. The legal age of marriage in Jordan
is now 18 years of age for both men and women, but the final wording of
the bill was not satisfactory to activists. It includes an exception clause in
which a Sheikh is allowed to marry an under age girl if he judges it to be
in her interest. No criteria for what constitutes 'her interest' are
specified. As a result, the exception has become the rule. For example, in
cases of rape judges encourage early marriages as a way of avoiding
sending the man to jail. Opponents of early marriage estimate that there
should be no exceptions to the rule, in particular in the case of orphans.  

Visit www.jordanianwomenunion.org

Campaign Against Early Marriage - Jordan
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In 2006-2007, 132 cases of domestic violence were reported in Jordan,
with many women receiving severe injuries. The number of actual cases
was suspected to be much higher as many women did not report
incidents. Domestic violence was not criminalized and there were no
provisions for protecting a woman from her husband. 

OBJECTIVE
The objective of the campaign was for the Jordanian Parliament to pass
a Family Protection Law to protect family members against domestic
violence. 

STRUCTURE
The initiative began when members of a regional network decided to
work together, however, each organization worked for its local
community. In the case of Jordan, four people traveled to Egypt to attend
a workshop to learn how to supervise and evaluate a campaign.
Following the training, three priority issues were identified for Jordanian
society: early marriage, nationality and protection from domestic
violence. 

Social, legal and religious experts made decisions in a participatory way
and no particular group dominated decision making. 

STRATEGY
The campaign strategies focused on public education and lobbying.
Many organizations participated in discussions and supported the
campaign. 

Public Education
After producing a draft of the law, the organization SIGI lead an intensive
public education campaign with 10-12 educators working in the field over
a period of almost two years. SIGI integrated discussion of the law into

Amman
Jordan

FAMILY PROTECTION

LAW

National Level
Local Level

2006-2008
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all its field activities – which included hundreds of events – dedicating
a full day to the importance of a family protection law at longer events.
Education on the importance of domestic violence was tailored to
different target groups, such as housewives, students, civil society
leaders, lawyers, and members of Parliament. SIGI used questions and
examples to tackle the attitudes of high literacy groups like lawyers. For
low-literacy groups, facilitators use interactive techniques to illustrate
violence in the family. They asked women whether they would consider
a man preventing his spouse from visiting relatives or withholding money
from her as acts of violence. These techniques made the need for
a specific family law very real to members of the public.

Lobbying
Each member of the regional
network was requested to draft its
own family violence law for its
particular country. SIGI drafted
a family violence law tailored to
Jordanian society. SIGI solicited input
from lawyers, judges, and activists
before producing a draft. This in turn
was discussed with Mizan and other
civil society organizations at weekly
meetings. Representatives from
different official and unofficial
departments, social workers,
lawyers, judges, experts in Shari'a
law, and human rights activists also
attended the meetings. At the same
time, the Ministry of Social
Development was drafting a different
version of the law. SIGI worked to
combine the two versions into a final
draft that was submitted to the
Parliament. The Parliament
discussed the law and made what it

Family Protection Law - Jordan
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thought was suitable changes. Altogether 30 organizations participated in
the discussion of the draft. In addition to the weekly meetings, advocates
held two meetings a month in the field to promote the importance of the
draft. 

In addition to preparing a draft and generating consensus around it,
lobbyists presented research materials to targets and met with them on
a regular basis to discuss the draft. They organized activities to explain
the importance of the law to Parliamentarians so that they would agree
on a need for it in Jordanian society. The strategy purposely emphasized
how the proposed clauses sought to protect the entire family. One
argument was that in the event of a violent incident, the law would
provide an alternative to sending a husband to jail (where he would be
separated from his family) in the form of a restraining order. After the
law was endorsed and published in the official gazette, SIGI continued
organizing activities for different groups to help them understand how to
make use of the new law.

The campaign benefited from the leadership of renowned Jordanian
lawyer and activist Asma Khader, Secretary General of the Jordanian
National Council of Women and Chair of the SIGI Board of Directors.
Additionally, Princess Basma was an active supporter and spokesperson
for the campaign. 

CHALLENGES

D Including many voices into the discussion of the draft was difficult.
Sometimes there were too many people at the meetings.

D Most Parliamentarians believed the Penal Code was sufficient and
there was no need for a Domestic Violence Law. Opponents also
included those who denied domestic violence was a problem and
those who were afraid that the proposed law would start a trend of
giving women excessive rights. At the same time, these people also
enriched the discussion and broadened people's way of thinking. The
real challenge came from vocal opponents in the Parliament who
were able to reverse some of the progress the lobbyists had made.
But the activists never slowed down their efforts.   
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FACTORS OF SUCCESS
The main factors of success included:

D Framing the issue as protection for the entire family. By adopting
this argument, activists neutralized their opponents. 

D Conducting an extensive public education campaign. Bringing the
issue into the realm of public debate helped prepare the population
for the change and gain their support. 

D Approaching the subject carefully with the public. Domestic violence
is a sensitive issue in Jordan and people tend to shut down when the
subject is introduced. SIGI's educators would start a session by
presenting situations and asking participants if they knew of similar
cases. "If you started talking about domestic violence, people would
say, 'we don't have that problem here.' So we started our sessions
with examples. We told stories. When members of the audience
started to give their own examples, we knew the moment was right
to introduce the idea of the law." 

D Gaining access to high-level decision makers. The active
participation of the Princess was particularly helpful in gaining
access to decision makers. 

D The media was supportive of the issue and gave the campaign a lot
of coverage.

IMPACT
The impact of the campaign was that the Family Protection Law was
passed in 2008. Not all provisions demanded were included, however.
For example the detention of a husband for 24 hours following an
incident is considered too short a period to allow a woman to recover by
some advocates. 

Visit www.sigi-jordan.org and www.mizangroup.jo

Family Protection Law - Jordan
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Ma'an is a well-known conservative
community in southern Jordan
where girls are discouraged from
leaving the home alone and being
seen in mixed company. As a result,
they have limited access to
information services, such as
a library or the internet. For this to
change, families would need to feel that it was acceptable for their
daughters to go out and they were going to a safe environment. 

OBJECTIVES
There were two campaign objectives: (1) religious leaders encourage
parents to allow their girls to visit the library; and (2) the Ma'an
Municipality re-establishes the defunct municipal library with the
addition of internet services. 

STRUCTURE AND PLANNING 
After attending two workshops – the first on cooperative planning and
leadership and the second on advocacy skills under a program entitled
"Building a youth coalition for advocacy and civil participation for reform
in Jordan" implemented by Partners-Jordan and funded by the European
Commission in Jordan – two young men from Ma'an decided to organize
a campaign. They brainstormed ideas with a core group of ordinary but
committed residents of Ma'an made up of about ten people, including
three women. The group decided to focus on re-establishing the public
library which had closed a decade before due to lack of books and
visitors. Once the issue was selected, they made a list of all possible
stakeholders and met with representatives from various organizations to
introduce the topic and solicit ideas on how to proceed. After that they
developed an action plan. 

Ma’an
Jordan

ACCESS TO

INFORMATION SERVICES

FOR YOUTH AT MA'AN

CITY IN JORDAN

Local Level October
2007-

April 2008
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STRATEGIES
The campaign organizers focused mainly on lobbying. This included
lobbying the municipality to establish a facility that would meet the needs
of the young women and lobbying religious leaders and parents about the
need for young women to access information services. The organizers
also organized media activities and conducted awareness raising
activities in schools to encourage students to visit the library. Finally,
they mobilized the community to donate books to the library. 

Lobbying
(1) Lobbying religious leaders included meeting with Sheikhs in various
mosques and asking them to mention the topic during their Friday
sermons and to highlight the importance of girls' education and access
to information. They also produced and distributed educational materials
and organized a series of community dialogues around the issue. They
asked members of the public to support them. Some religious figures
were not in favor of encouraging girls to leave the house and could not
be persuaded to support the library. The organizers decided to focus on
those who were more open minded. 

(2) Lobbying the Ma'an Municipality included meeting with the head of
the municipality and with members of the municipal council on various
occasions. They also met wit other key figures in Ma'an, including the
head of the university and the director of the train station, known to be
an open-minded and supportive individual. The purpose of the meetings
was to get the green light for the campaign and avoid any obstacles. The
organizers had no trouble getting access to these decision makers. The
Municipality agreed to re-activate the defunct library and install an
internet station and was willing to record the decision in writing. After
the library was re-opened and it became evident that the facility was too
small, they returned to the Mayor who agreed to designate a plot of land
to construct a larger library in the future. 

Media
Media activities included broadcasting radio spots to encourage young
people to visit the library. The radio station did not charge them for the
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spots and also it aired an interview with the campaign organizers. They
organizers also performed skits in 12 girls' schools and hung posters
that they drew themselves to encourage students and teachers to visit
the library. 

Community Mobilization
The young advocates organized a community drive for book donations to
the library and raised funds for the internet station. The book drive yield
1,000 books from the community to get the library started. 

CHALLENGES

D The campaign encountered no great challenges. The main challenge
in the future will be to secure funding for the construction of a larger
permanent library.

FACTORS OF SUCCESS
The main factors of success were:

D The campaign organizers were from the area and known to the
community. They understood the culture and knew what their
behavior should be. 

D The organizers emphasized keeping members of the coalition
engaged in the campaign so that they felt they were accomplishing
something.

LESSON LEARNED

D The campaign organizers learned that every person has potential to
participate in an advocacy campaign. "In every person there is an
internal effort and we can draw it out to contribute to society." They
also felt that every person working on a campaign should have an
opportunity to share their ideas. 

IMPACT
The impact of the campaign was the opening of a small library in former
offices of the Ma'an Municipality in April 2008. Approximately 80-90
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people visit the library each day, with the
girls slightly outnumbering the boys. The
library has two computers but no internet
access yet. Additionally, the Mayor of the
Municipality has designated a plot of land
for the construction of a larger library in the
future. The organizers are working to
secure funds from different government

agencies for the construction of the larger library, but have yet to be
successful. 

The success of the campaign is all the more extraordinary because
Ma'an is known to be a difficult environment in which to work. The youths
had a strong commitment to the campaign and contributed their time to
the effort. Some of them now volunteer in the library. Partners-Jordan
provided basic campaign expenses, including travel, printing, materials,
meeting supplies and communication costs. 

For additional information visit: www.partners-jordan.org and
www.euronews.net/en/article/27/02/2009/women-s-rights-in-jordan/
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Ramallah
Palestine

AMENDING THE

PENAL CODE

National Level
Local Level 1999-present

When the Palestinian National Authority (PNA) was established in 1994,
Gaza and the West Bank had different legal systems. The legal system in
the West Bank was inherited from Jordan while the system in Gaza was
inherited from the British Mandate. In 2003, the Ministry of Justice
introduced a proposal in the Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC) to
harmonize the two Penal Codes. During the first reading of the draft
amended Penal Code, civil society organizations (CSOs) decided the time
was right to advocate for changes that would protect women and
children and respect human rights. With this aim in mind they formed
a coalition. 

OBJECTIVE
The objective of the campaign was for the Palestinian Legislative Council
(PLC) to incorporate into the Penal Code articles related to honor killings
and the protection of women and children and to amend all articles that
contravened human rights. Specifically, the campaign aimed to: 

D omit lesser sentences for men who kill women in the name of honor;  

D criminalize corporal punishment of children, particularly by
members of the child's family;

D eliminate the death penalty.

STRUCTURE
A coalition was formed of institutions and organizations working on
women, children and human rights issues – each with their particular
interest in modifying the Penal Code. The coalition was formed as soon
as civil society organizations (CSOs) learned about the draft Penal Code
and groups immediately met to discuss what could be done. Minutes
were kept of the meetings and roles were assigned for lobbying
activities. There was no written action plan and planning took place from
meeting to meeting. 
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STRATEGY
The main strategy used was to lobby the PLC members and the PLC
Legal Committee as well as relevant government institutions and key
officials. To a lesser degree, advocates used public education and the
media to raise awareness and draw attention to the campaign although
these activities tended to be conducted independently and not as part of
the coalition plan. 

Lobbying
CSOs began their campaign by studying the proposed draft and
conducting studies to justify their suggested changes. They organized
workshops with legal experts because at that time neither the PLC
members nor the civil society organizations were familiar with legislative
work. CSOs were challenged by their own lack of advocacy and lobbying
experience. They prepared recommendations and circulated them to the
Legislative Committee, PLC members perceived as open minded and key
members of political parties. With the approach of the 2006 national
elections, political issues took precedence and discussion of the draft
Penal Code was left to the incoming PLC members. 

After the Hamas Party won the election, CSOs began to take the pulse of
legislators and government officials. Whereas originally they focused on
only legislators who supported their views, they now began lobbying all
key figures, including the Ministry of Women's Affairs, the Director of the
PLC Legal Committee, Hamas party leaders and leftist PLC members.
The response from Hamas regarding gender-based violence at that time
was positive. Once again, however, the campaign was overtaken by
political events: just when a meeting was set with the PLC Legal
Committee, most of the people involved were arrested by the Israelis.
Political tensions rose between Gaza and Ramallah and the campaign
came to a standstill. 

Coalition members decided not to continue advocating for all the desired
changes but to focus only on articles related to honor killing. Palestinian
Basic Law permits the President to pass a law in the absence of the
Parliament. In 2008, CSOs learned that President Mahmoud Abbas
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planned to use those powers to pass the Penal Code that had been
circulated in 2003. The CSOs wrote to the President and his legal
consultants asking them not to pass the Penal Code without debate as
this was would send a dangerous precedent and arguing that the Penal
Code affects all aspects of life and that it is important therefore to have
an open debate. They lobbied the Ministry of Women's Affairs, the
President and his legal consultants and copied their original demands to
some of the PLC members. The initiative was finally suspended. For good
measure the CSOs sent their original recommendations regarding the
Penal Code to all key figures yet another time. 

In recent months Palestine has seen an increase in reports of honor
killings that has attracted media attention. The media coverage has been
very tough and particularly critical of the President and the Ministry of
Women's Affairs. The Ministry has decided to take action and is
preparing to amend articles related to women's issues in collaboration
with civil society organizations and members of the PLC. At the time of
this writing, CSOs are confident that the amendments will be passed. 

Public Education
The various members of the coalition conducted workshops with
members of their communities to raise awareness on the issues. 

Media
The coalition did not organize a unified media campaign. The individual
members conducted their independent activities, which included all kinds
of media work to raise awareness and draw attention to the issue. Other
activities included an art competition, public events on International
Women's Days, conferences in different towns, radio and television spots
and interviews and talk shows. 

CHALLENGES

D Initially CSOs did not analyze the interests of the PLC members
sufficiently and failed to identify mutual interests in order to build
support for their recommendations.
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D While there have been no problems within the coalition, the
President's initiative to change the Penal Code in the absence of
a Parliament has caused a mixed reaction from the CSOs. The
coalition members debated this issue and agreed to oppose the
President's initiative. 

D There has been some competition among the advocates. Some
members of the coalition considered they had more legitimacy and
wanted to act as spokespersons and meet with high-level officials.
A lot of negotiation was necessary within the coalition and a great
deal of time and effort was spent reaching consensus.  

D Not all CSOs support the recent initiative to amend articles focusing
on honor killings.

FACTORS OF SUCCESS

D The campaign has benefited from support government institutions
and high level officials such as the Minister of Women's Affairs.

D International organizations such as UNIFEM supported the issue and
could influence the Ministry of Women's Affairs, which it was funding.

D An increasing number of honor killings were being reported and
drew attention to the issue, giving the campaign relevance. 

D Combating honor killings does not contradict any religious doctrine
(unlike the issue of polygamy, which is more controversial).  

LESSONS LEARNED

D It is important to unify the efforts of all interested actors, including
government, NGOs and the media.

D Initially campaign organizers focused on educating PLC members
they perceived as being supportive. This proved to be an error
because as discussions progressed it became evident that some PLC
members understood the issues while others did not because they
had not attended any workshops or received any background
information. The campaign organizers learned the importance of
making sure all key actors understand the issue.  
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D Because a campaign can be very long, it is important to distinguish
between long-term and short-term objectives. Some goals can be
reached within a short time, but others take much longer and require
patience, planning and perseverance.  

IMPACT
As of May 2009, the PLC remains suspended and the new Penal Code has
not passed. However, the campaign organizers expect the President to
adopt articles criminalizing honor killings in the near future. 

Visit www.wclac.org
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Combating Violence Against Women - Palestine

With the increase in reports of honor killings in Palestine in the late
1990s, a group of civil society organizations came together in 2000 under
the name of Palestinian NGO Forum for Combating Violence against
Women (Al Muntada) to launch a campaign to change legislation related
to honor killings. This case study focuses on the organizational structure
and management of the coalition rather than on campaign activities.

OBJECTIVE
The objective of the campaign was for the Palestinian Legislative Council
(PLC) to become more sensitive to the issue of honor killings and amend
relevant articles of the law to protect women. 

STRUCTURE
The coalition began with a small group that met to discuss how they
could cooperate to draw attention to the subject of violence against
women. The founders initially invited only organizations providing
services to women victims of violence to join the coalition and
intentionally kept the group limited. By the end of 2000 the coalition had
12 members from all over Palestine and had developed overall goals and
established membership criteria. Membership was expanded to include
research, medical, and social service organizations. After the second
Intifada (uprising) it became increasingly difficult for organizations based
in Gaza to continue participating and some groups left the coalition. In
2007, three new members were invited to join for a total of 15
organizations. 

The Forum is not a formally registered body. Members pay an annual
membership fee of approximately US$100 to cover administrative costs
and expenses associated with organizing events and paying for media
coverage. Every two years a different organization is assigned
responsibility for hosting the Forum, coordinating the meetings and
maintaining minutes and other communication. Members meet on
a monthly basis, more often if necessary. During one period they met as
often as weekly. The group reaches decisions by consensus. 

COMBATING VIOLENCE

AGAINST WOMEN

National Level
Local Level

2000-presentRamallah
Palestine
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STRATEGY
The Forum began by conducting research on violence against women.
Forum members have also focused on lobbying, public education and
media activities. 

In order to conduct the initial study, entitled Crimes of Women's Killing in
Palestine (2004-2006), the host organization applied for funding to Oxfam
Quebec on behalf of the coalition. A steering committee was set up to
interview candidates for the researcher and field assistant positions. The
steering committee selected and supervised the research team and met
with the researcher on a monthly basis to discuss methodology and
progress on the project. The study reported 48 suspected cases of honor
killings during the three year period (including 32 official cases). The
report draws a number of conclusions, of few of which are highlighted
below:  

D There is a general consensus that honor killings occur because of
the absence of a law that penalizes perpetrators. 

D Suspension of police investigations into cases is another contributing
factor. 

D The Ministry of Health needs to improve the death registration
process so that honor killings cannot be registered as having another
cause of death. This includes changing the system so that village
leaders are no longer authorized to sign a death certificate. 

D Honor crimes need to be seen as a social rather than individual
problem. 

In 2008 the coalition conducted a second study entitle a Practical Manual
in Networking, Lobbying and Advocacy to identify successful advocacy
practices among its members. The process for the second study was
more difficult for various reasons: 

D The steering committee played exactly the same role as before, but
because it had new members it as if they were starting from scratch.

D The objectives of the study kept changing.
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D Coalition members perceived the exercise
as an evaluation of their performance and
felt defensive. 

In the end, the steering committee agreed
that the study would focus on specific areas of
work by members, such as the Family Law,
Political Participation, Early Marriage, the
Penal Code and the Campaign Against Honor
Killings. 

The study highlighted the need for the Forum
to develop a strategic plan, a process that is
currently underway. The exercise has opened
up a debate with the coalition as to whether it
should remain an informal organization or
formalize the relationship. One of the
realizations is that individuals representing
their organizations in the coalition (and not
just the coordinator) spend as much as 15-20
hours a week on coalition activities.
Regardless of its structure, the Forum will continue to work in the
influence policy and legislation relating to the gender-based violence.

CHALLENGES

D New representatives from member organizations tend to be less
knowledgeable about women's issues. The coalition is considering
establishing basic criteria for individuals who represent their
organization in the coalition. For example, it is important that at
representatives be able to speak English so they can speak to foreign
visitors. English language skills are also needed to conduct
fundraising and write proposals for the coalition. If only a few
coalition members speak English, they are overburdened with
requests to act as spokesperson for the coalition and write
proposals.
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LESSONS LEARNED

D Representatives in the forum should be decision-makers within
their organizations. While the original representatives had decision-
making positions within the organization, over the years there has
been a natural turnover of staff. The new people assigned to the
coalition tend to hold lower positions within their organization and do
not have the authority to speak on behalf of their organization. In
order to make decisions they need to go back to their organizations
and get authorization from their managers. As a result it takes
several meetings to make a decision. 

Visit www.sawa.ps
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The Palestinian National Authority (PNA), established in 1994, inherited
two separate legal systems: one in Gaza (from the British Mandate) and
one in the West Bank (from Jordan). Gender-based discrimination is
enshrined in both legal codes. When the PNA initiated efforts to
harmonize the two codes, women's rights activists decided the time was
opportune to launch a campaign to demand civil rights and equality for
Palestinian women. 

OBJECTIVE
The objective of the campaign was to change Palestinian laws –
specifically, discriminatory legislation between men and women –
through a series of actions. 

STRATEGY
The main strategy in this campaign was public education and mobilization.
The "Palestinian Model Parliament: Women and Legislation," was a two-
day forum held in both Gaza and the West Bank town of Ramallah in 1998
to demand civil rights and equality for Palestinian women. Women's
organizations prepared for the parliament by holding forums in cities and
refugee camps throughout the Palestinian Authority on the status of
women. The campaign depended on civic participation and used the
religious court as point of reference. Several workshops were conducted
to prepare women to put forward their issues. 

Preparation took place in 1996, and the campaign was launched in 1997
and grew in momentum in 1998 and 1999. A women’s coalition was
established to work on the Personal Status Law. The timing of the Model
Parliament experience coincided with a period when Palestinian
legislation was being drafted for the first time. It was important to start
advocating while there was a window, before legislation was passed. 

Palestinian Model Parliament: Women and Legislation

PALESTINIAN MODEL

PARLIAMENT: WOMEN

AND LEGISLATION

National Level
Local Level

1996-1998Ramallah
and West
Bank
Palestine
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The Palestinian Model Parliament aimed at effecting social change by
creating a space for dialogue within society and opportunities to expand
alliances. It highlighted the existence of discriminatory laws against
women (Jordanian laws in the West Bank and Egyptian laws in Gaza
Strip). A survey of legislation indicated that the Personal Status Law and
the Criminal Law required change. The Model Parliament also promoted
discussion on issues of equality between men and women through the
conduct of forums in various locations. Billboards were used in the
media campaign to instigate further discussions. 

CHALLENGES
The campaign encountered a number of challenges and took on
unexpected dimensions: 

D The topic created a heated debate within Palestinian society by
raising sensitive women’s issues and referring to the Islamic Sharia’
(religious) laws, creating controversy and confrontation with
traditional Islamic forces that viewed the campaign as anti-Islamic. 

D Political factions and forces used the campaign for their own
political purposes. A counter-campaign was launched against the
Model Parliament in mosques and the leaders of the campaign were
accused of promoting western concepts and of fighting Islamic
concepts. Some opponents went as far as to say it was acceptable to
kill the women leading the campaign. 

D A heated debate took place in the media, which the leaders of the
campaign were not prepared to handle.

D The ideas and principles proposed during the campaign did not
reflect the real and true rights of women.

FACTORS OF SUCCESS 

D The campaign highlighted the existence of a spectrum of opinions
(varied and pluralistic) on women’s issues. 

D The PNA had to take a decision and accept that the only legislating
authority was the Palestinian Legislative Council. 

D Palestinian society played an important role in advocacy.
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LESSONS LEARNED

D The Model Parliament failed to form alliances and coalitions with
the political forces and the existing women's movement. This failure
reflected negatively on the campaign. 

D The campaign organizers were not sufficiently prepared and lacked
the grassroots base to raise social-religious issues. When advocating
on issues that counter dominant cultural norms, education and link to
the grassroots are essential for success. If the grassroots level and
the women’s movement were not ready such a battle should not have
been started or the objectives need to be changed.

D The campaign lacked a clear vision, specific legal terms of reference
and adequate research to support its arguments. The objectives
needed to be smaller in scale to increase the likelihood of success.

D Organizers needed to anticipate obstacles and take into
consideration the prevailing social concepts and traditions, without
challenging them. Other ways in which the chances of success could
have been improved was by choosing the right timing for launching
the campaign and having a proper media strategy. 

D The campaign suffered from lack of planning on how to manage the
work with the media and how to respond to attacks from the media.
Campaign managers lacked training in addressing the media and
getting the message across. They also were not poised and
comfortable during media appearances. One of the lessons learned
was the need for a media campaign to run parallel to the social
campaign. One of the most important elements of advocacy is the
message that we want to get across and the person who is going to
deliver it. 

IMPACT
Although the campaign did not result in any immediate changes of
legislation or policy, it fostered considerable social debate and dialogue.  
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Critically ill patients in Gaza require special authorization to travel to the
West Bank and Israel for medical attention. Referrals are processed by
the Palestinian Ministry of Health's External Treatment Department. In
March 2009, the Ministry of Health in Gaza took over the operation of the
department over a dispute with the Ministry of Health in Ramallah. All
referrals were halted and hundreds of patients, especially those in need
of chemotherapy, radiology and bone marrow transplants, found their
treatment interrupted. In the first three weeks after the March events,
10 patients from Gaza died as a result of lack of medical care and the
health of more than 800 severely deteriorated. 

OBJECTIVE
Keeping patients out of the political conflict and restoring the referral
system became a critical issue for Gaza health and human rights NGOs
and they decided to organize a campaign. The objective of the campaign
was for the Ministries of Health in Gaza and Ramallah to end the dispute
over the External Medical Treatment Department of the Palestinian
Ministry of Health so that the Department could resume patient
referrals. 

STRUCTURE
The campaign was launched by the health sector of the Palestinian NGO
Network (PNGO). They established a special committee for the campaign
with cooperation from the World Health Organization and were soon
joined by other Palestinian and international NGOs, UN agencies,
academics, a former Minister of Health and various national figures. The
number of supporters kept growing and ultimately 70 organizations
signed the appeal to Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas. The
campaign was aided by the fact that the organizations had established
working relationships and a history of cooperation. 

Gaza
Palestine

PATIENTS' RIGHTS National Level March-April
2009
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STRATEGY
The primary strategy of the campaign was to lobby key Palestinian
government and political party officials. The coalition also launched
a media campaign to draw attention to the issue and pressure decision
makers. 

Lobbying
Lobbying activities included meetings with the representative of the
President during a visit to Gaza, the Ministry of Health in Gaza, the
Ministry of Health in Ramallah and key influential figures. The committee
proposed the formation of a Higher Medical Committee for External
Treatment composed of individuals approved by both political parties to
review and approve the referrals. The referral system would be changed
to eliminate the required signature of the Director General of the
hospital. Instead, referrals would be signed by the attending physician
and the head of the relevant hospital department. The advocates also
recommended that health and human rights organizations monitor the
committee to make sure it was on the right track and to receive patient
complaints and help them with appeals. 

The lobbying process required intensive effort and considerable
diplomacy by the campaign organizers. On various occasions when an
agreement was imminent new objections or conditions were introduced
by one side or the other. On more than one occasion negotiations were
stalled by petty objections. When the organizers became frustrated with
the process they submitted an appeal by 70 NGOs to President Mahmoud
Abbas to pressure the Ministry of Health in Ramallah to reach an
agreement. 

Media
The campaign organizers prepared media materials on the issue,
highlighting the problem, relating human interest stories of the suffering
of patients and proposing the formation of non-partisan committee to
handle referrals. They issued press releases on a regular basis and
organized demonstrations to pressure key figures to intervene to find
a solution. Media activities were aimed at decision makers and not the
general public.  
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CHALLENGES

D Although all media materials were carefully prepared to be non-
partisan, media outlets affiliated with the disputing political parties
used the coverage to accuse the campaign organizers of supporting
the other side. 

D The campaign was not able to mobilize the support of the Palestinian
general public. Due to the internal political conflict, Palestinians do
not engage in such issues, mainly because they are afraid. The
organizers were familiar with this situation and the media campaign
was mainly intended to raise awareness of decision makers about
the suffering of the patients. 

D Since the problem was set off by a political dispute, the negotiations
were often frustrated by the political parties.

FACTORS OF SUCCESS 

D Collectively the diverse membership had extensive contacts. This
enabled them to use multiple channels to increase their influence
and apply pressure. Additionally, one of the members of the NGO
health committee was also a Member of Parliament, which facilitated
access to high-level decision makers. 

D The arguments were based on a universal human rights perspective
and deliberately avoided placing responsibility on the political
parties involved. The organizers were careful to use language that
was open and non-accusatory. This helped to avoid attacking any of
the groups involved, to reduce tension and to increase willingness to
cooperate.

D The media was very supportive at local, regional and international
levels and used the material produced by the campaign, in particular
the personal stories of patients, in their coverage. 

D When the resumption of referrals took place, the campaign
organizers sent a press release expressing satisfaction their
satisfaction with the resolution. Congratulating the target groups for
their work is a good strategy for promoting positive relations in the
event of a future campaign.  
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D The campaign organizers proposed a specific solution and
accompanied the negotiation process.

D The campaign went beyond reaching an immediate solution to
ensuring proper implementation of the agreement.

IMPACT
The two Ministries of Health reached an understanding and the External
Medical Treatment Department resumed referrals on April 27, 2009. By
29 April, some 40 referral cases had been processed. Within a week the
backlog of referrals was processed and new cases were being reviewed.
The civil society organizations involved considered the campaign a great
success.

LESSONS LEARNED
The campaign organizers learned that civil society organizations can
make meaningful progress on difficult issues related to internal
problems. This has given them confidence and motivated them to
continue to continue this type of effort and negotiation.  

The organizers learned the importance of having a good understanding of
how advocacy works, preparing a sound plan and coordinating the work.

Since there is no newspaper published in Gaza, the organizers
disseminated information through their mailing list, which turned out to
be an effective way of getting their message out.

The campaign organizers decided not to be distracted by criticism and
avoid reacting to it. Instead they focused on solving the problem. 

When some groups began to work on their own in an uncoordinated way,
the campaign organizes made sure to bring everybody back together.

Some advocates became frustrated by the difficulties of negotiation and
wanted to announce that the campaign had failed. It was important that
the organizers were able to bring them back on track.

Visit www.pngo.net
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The Palestinian National Authority (PNA) was established 1993 and it
appointed local councilors until the first local elections could be held in
staggered polls in 2004 and 2005. At the time, the PNA was not obligated
to systematically include women in local government and only about 67
women were counted among the first 3,600 local representatives. The
low proportion of women councilors propelled civil society organizations
to organize a campaign for a women's quota for local structures.

OBJECTIVE
The objective of the campaign was for the Palestinian Legislative Council
(PLC) to pass a measure setting a women's quota of 30% for all local
structures. (The campaign organizers were asking for 30% in the hope
that they would obtain 20%.) 

STRUCTURE
In 2002 interested organizations founded a National Committee to
Develop Women's Participation in Elections composed of representatives
from a dozen interested organizations. The committee assigned
a coordinator (that did not rotate) and met on a regular basis every two
weeks. The coordinator was responsible for setting up meetings and

Ramallah 
Palestine

WOMEN'S QUOTA FOR

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

National Level
Local Level

2002-2005
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disseminating minutes. The committee developed a unified action plan
and used consensus to agree on the wording of correspondence to
decision makers and to decide who would attend lobbying meetings.
Members of the committee implemented individual activities in addition
to organizing various public events together. There were no serious
problems within the coalition because the roles were clearly assigned
from the start. 

STRATEGIES
The main strategies used included lobbying the PLC and working with
the media to increase public awareness and debate on the issue.
Additionally, all organizations raised public awareness with their
constituencies through their regular activities. 

Media activities included producing and broadcasting radio and television
spots on women's political participation in local councils, unions and the
legislature. PWWSD produced a sticker with an effective slogan:
"Partners in the resistance, now partners in decision making." The
committee members organized public events such as sit-ins in front of
the PLC and the Cabinet headquarters. On two occasions they launched
petitions and collected up to 1,000 signatures each time. They also
organized press conferences to update the public on campaign activities.
In general, there was not strong public support for the campaign,
although public opinion shifted in favor of the proposed measures over
time and many women decided to run for elections and to vote.   

Lobbying activities included meetings with PLC members, members of
the PLC legal committee, and the President. Advocates organized forums
for PLC members – both opponents and supporters – to express their
views in public. They also submitted letters and petitions to the PLC and
the President in the name of the committee. The organizers felt that the
submission of the petitions helped them obtain the meetings with the
President. They were able to convince some opponents (which included
some women members of the PLC) to support the campaign and were
fortunate to find several champions within the PLC to advocate on their
behalf. In retrospect, it is difficult to know whether people who claimed
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to support the campaign voted in favor of the quota as the legislative vote
was not made public. 

CHALLENGES
The final outcome of two women on every council did not ensure the
ultimate goal would be reached and even presented some obstacles to
women's political participation for the following reasons: 

D The Palestinian Legislators were not prepared for the elections.
Legislators did not have expertise in drafting election law and as
a consequence the law was too vague.  

D The two-seat minimum was not equivalent to a percentage minimum.
The organizers wanted a percentage of all seats to be reserved for
women. Since most of the councils have around nine members, the
current two-seat minimum does not provide for proportional
representation of women.  

D Election of women did not guarantee participation, much less
meaningful participation, of women. Council meetings in rural areas
were sometimes held in the evening, when women could not attend
and women were often were excluded from important decisions. In
some cases a husband would attend the meetings instead of his
elected wife. There was no provision to protect the right of elected
women to participate.

D The electoral system undermined the selection of qualified women
candidates. Local elections in Palestine are based on party lists that
tend to be drawn up according to tribal factions. Often women
candidates were assigned as concessions to powerful families – even
though they were not qualified and would never have won an election
on their own merit. In some cases they were subsequently removed
from the council and replaced by a male relative. On the other hand,
qualified women candidates who wanted to stand for office but were
not affiliated with powerful families were not selected for the party
lists. The organizers had not anticipated these outcomes and in some
ways the quota helped to legitimize a male-dominated political
system. 
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FACTORS OF SUCCESS

D There was strong consensus between the committee members who
were all convinced of the need for the campaign. 

D There was a high level of coordination between the members at the
operational level. 

LESSONS LEARNED

D The campaign had unanticipated outcomes. When they set the
campaign objectives, the organizers did not think through the
implications of obtaining their demands. It was only after the
campaign was concluded and a partial victory achieved that they
realized that a quota alone would not ensure full participation of
women. In retrospect, organizers would have insisted on the
proportional representation of women and call for measures to
ensure the full and meaningful participation of women on the
councils. Since the campaign, participating organizations have set
about learning more about meaningful participation of women and
are conducting a study on the quality of the current participation of
women.
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IMPACT
The campaign was successful in obtaining a women's quota for local
authorities, but not the original 30% demanded. The PLC passed
a measure requiring that at least two candidates on the party list be
women. The amendment specifies that the 4th, 7th, 10th and 14th
candidates on the party list must be women. Although in theory the two-
seat minimum is equivalent to 16% representation, in practice the
number is lower. The campaign encountered some unintended
outcomes, but also some important successes. For example, three
women were elected mayors, including Janet Mikail who was elected
Mayor of Ramallah, the first woman to hold this post. 

For more on women's political participation in Palestine, see Women and
Local Authorities: Reality and Challenges (May 2009) 

visit www.ppwsd.org
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BACKGROUND ON 
THE PROBLEM 
AND CAMPAIGN
The world’s constitutions
are full of articles on
combating discrimination
based on ethnicity, religion,
language, and sex. If we
examine all discrimination
forms stipulated in
constitutions, we will find
that they have included
every possible area of
discrimination, except for
the most important and
common one which is
discrimination on the basis
of disability. The Jordanian
Constitution has either
forgotten or deliberately
omitted the mentioning of
disability as a basis one is
prohibited to discriminate
against. This situation is
similar with numerous
constitutional legislators
around the world. This by all

Takafo Campaign  - Jordan

TAKAFO CAMPAIGN TO

ENHANCE THE RIGHT TO

VOTING OF THE DISABLED

PEOPLE IN THE 2010 

National Level 2010
Amman
Jordan

We are a group of disabled activists who
were unified be a common cause before
being unified by our personal relationships.
The first time we tackled the right to
political participation was in March 2010,
when more than 60 activists who have
various disabilities and come from various
areas from across the kingdom gathered
to participate in a meeting on the
situation of disabled people in Jordan.
In this meeting the topic of elections and
political participation of disabled people
was one of the topics of discussion. The
strange thing is that this topic was not
even listed on the agenda and was added
in the last moments, and what is stranger
is that this topic was given the least time
for discussion.  Despite this, the voices of
participants were stronger and louder
while discussing this topic. The session
was concluded by asking the attendance
about the extent of their willingness to
form a small group to follow up on
discussion on elections, 19 people
registered their names, announcing the
appearance of the light of Takafo. For
more information, please contact 
Mr. Raa’fat Zetwai
alzetawi@gmail.com  or 
Mr. Shaman Al Majali smajali@ssc.gov.jo 

Jordan Civil Society Program (CSP)
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means this reflects a special understanding of disability that in itself is
considered far more dangerous than the fact that the constitution does
not state disability as a basis prohibited to discriminate according to. 
It is  likely that the legislator forgot to mention disability as a basis
prohibited from  discriminating against because the legislator
himself/herself he does not consider it a form of discrimination that
requires enacting a clear and explicit article that bans it. This
interpretation reflects an entrenched societal culture that makes
disability a subject to charity, doing good deeds, atoning vices, and
cleansing one of sins.

In light of this reality, a perseverant movement has become
internationally active. It aims at creating a revolution in concepts and
legislative systems at the international level as this is considered a basis
for change on the national and regional levels. Efforts were combined
and there were various initiatives, many statements and resolutions as of
the beginning of the eighties and until the beginning of this century,
which have resulted in the enactment of a Convention on the Rights of
People with Disabilities in 2006, which is considered a binding
international document that obliges the signatory parties to respect the
rights of disabled people and amend their laws and practices in a way
that achieves the goals of the convention and its general principles.

Jordan was among the first countries that rushed to ratify the convention
and publish it in the official gazette in 2008. This was coincided with or
even preceded by noticeable action and movement on the national level
which were crowned by calls by the Ministry of Political Development on
the civil society organizations to review the law on the Welfare of
Disabled People No 112 for year 1993. The law was reviewed and a new
draft law was formulated in line with the principles and regulations of
the convention. However, the draft law was very limited and did not
reflect the reality of change taking place on the international level in the
fields of human rights and the rights of people with disabilities. The draft
law that has become an effective law since 2007 did not even respond to
or reflect the commitments made by Jordan by ratifying the convention
and publishing it in the official gazette. 

Jordan Civil Society Program (CSP)
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Among the discriminatory practices that disabled people face is the right
to vote in the parliamentary and municipal elections. According to the
election law, people with visual impairment vote following the same
regulation for illiterate voters. The disabled voter announces the name of
his/her candidate to the head of the committee, who then shows the name
of the candidate that was chosen by the voter to his colleagues and then
the head of the committee casts the paper in the ballot box after writing
the name of the candidate on the ballot paper on behalf of the voter.

This odd practice constitutes a flagrant violation to the principle of
confidentiality and privacy, not only for the people with disabilities but for
illiterate voters as well. This has led many disabled voters to abstain
from participating in the municipal and parliamentary elections, so as to
avoid facing such a violation and regulated discrimination. In addition to
the lack of reasonable accommodations, including  sign language for
voters with hearing impairment which clearly demonstrates  the extent
of discrimination and marginalization that disabled people face in  public
and political life, which has led a number of disabled activists to think of
launching an advocacy campaign for this sake.

Coinciding with a large meeting held in March 2010 that included more
than 60 disabled activists which t was organized by the Academy for
Educational Development’s “Civil Society Program” on the occasion of a
visit  by the US Mobility International Organization, 19 activists, most of
them  independent and not affiliated with any  organizations, agreed to
form an advocacy group  to create  a framework to enhance disabled
people’s exercising of their electoral right on the basis of equality with
others. This was the starting point from which the group launched into
what is currently known as Takafo campaign. In light of the prevailing
political ambiguity, filled with polarization and discord among political
streams regarding mechanisms needed for reform and the lack of clarity
of the government’s vision and intentions regarding the elections law and
the expected amendments to it, the Takafo Group had to study its options
and the objectives of its strong campaign carefully. 

With the disabled people’s realization that they are part of the decision-
making process and not mere recipients of services, the group decided

Takafo Campaign  - Jordan
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that change happens through proving that disabled people are an
effective electoral power that has its weight in political life, an issue that
can only be achieved through active participation in the parliamentary
elections, whereby political platforms can be influenced and at a later
stage the decision-making process. Achieving that entails the provision
of an environment of equal opportunities, whereby disabled people can
vote in a confidential and independent manner and on the basis of
equality with others.  

THE GENERAL OBJECTIVE OF THE CAMPAIGN
Disabled people should exercise their right to vote in an independent and
confidential manner and on the basis of equality with others

The Specific/ Sub- objectives

Instructions were issued by the Ministry of Interior, which lead to:

D Voters with visual impairment should vote with privacy and
confidentiality by having a personal escort that the voter freely and
independently chooses

D Voters with physical impairment should vote in privacy and
independently through the provision of reasonable accommodation in
and around polling centers.

D Voting by people with hearing impairments should be done in privacy
and independently through providing any instructions in sign
language  and professional sign language translators to facilitate the
communication between the committee and deaf voters 

WORK STRATEGY

D The Campaign adopted a strategy that is based on advocating and
lobbying distancing itself from any sympathy seeking sympathy; a
strategy that commonly dominates all aspects of the field of disability.
As a general strategic framework, the campaign depended on accurate
legal analysis supported by arguments and justifications that cannot

Jordan Civil Society Program (CSP)
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be refuted and that adhere to constitutional principles and
international obligations.

D Intensive media mobilization and appearing in media outlets such as
newspapers, radios, and TV programs to present the demands of the
campaign and emphasize it and build pressure relevant  entities

D Building partnerships with various NGOs and relevant national
institutions.

D Enlisting the campaign’s demands in the agendas and proposed
programs of the various organizations and institutions through
participating in their activities and opening channels of communication
with them.

D Sending implicit and explicit messages that vary between optimism
about the government’s openness to the campaign’s demands, and
hinting at resorting to the judiciary and the public boycotting of the
elections, in the event that of no response to the campaign’s demands.

D Community organizing and mobilizing were among the campaign’s
main strategies. These strategies aimed at attracting various
segments of the society not only as supporters and advocates for the
campaign’s legitimate demands, but to make them part of the Takafo
Campaign and future campaigns.

D There were two strategies that were amongst the most important and
effective analytical strategies that were adopted by the campaign
throughout its duration:
- First, the consistent linkage made between the confidentiality of
voting  through  a personal escort and respecting the independence
and privacy of the voter through reasonable accommodation; which are
considered elements of exercising the right to vote; similar to the
provision of ballot paper to non-disable voters
- Enhancing the political participation and combating discrimination on
the basis of disability or on the basis of the cost and the incapability of

Jordan Civil Society Program (CSP)
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providing reasonable accommodation for exercising the right to vote.

WORK STEPS
The campaign identified the requirements for achieving the goals it set
and was determined to achieve them within six months, which is the
period between the date of the session for setting goals and the date for
holding the parliamentary elections in November 2010.
The most important steps that had to be taken focused on the following:

D Setting a comprehensive work plan that constitutes the campaign’s
framework during the six months period between April and the
beginning of November 2010.

D Setting a media plan in line with the campaign’s activities and
potential reactions by the relevant entities

D Having official communication with the Ministry of Interior and
coordinating efforts among the national and international
organizations/entities and among the concerned governmental
organizations so as to arrange for meetings between the campaign’s
members and the Ministry of Interior’s electoral team and present
the campaigns’ demands.

D Holding direct meetings with certain officials and public figures

D Forming a small committee of lawyers from the campaign’s
members so as to come up with an accurate paper of legal analysis
that clarifies the legislative basis for the campaign’s demands and
current discriminatory practices

D Forming a small committee of experts from the campaign’s
members for the reasonable accommodation and sign language so
as to put a list of the standards and requirements for such
accommodation and ways to achieve them.

D Participating in the various activities organized by entities,

Jordan Civil Society Program (CSP)
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organizations and institutions who deal with elections so as to list the
campaign’s demands on the agendas and presented programs

D Designing special materials that include the campaign’s logo,
brochures, and banners that express the various demands of the
campaign in a simple and creative way

D Forming a committee that represents the campaign before the
Ministry of Interior.  Committee members had the legal experience,
had a balanced representation of disabilities and gender, possess
negotiation, analytical and presentation skills. 

D Identifying the training needs for the campaign’s members according
to the campaign’s phases and planning ways to meet such needs

D Providing specialized training to 100 monitors of the national team in
charge of monitoring the elections, and which works under the
umbrella of the National Center for Human Rights (NCHR) on ways to
monitor the polling process for disabled people, identify and
document violations through developing a ten-question- form that
accurately covers aspects and steps of the polling process for the
disabled people

D Enlisting a set of questions in the NCHR’s public forms that cover the
essential stages for the polling process of disabled people in order
for these questions to   be a guideline to the national monitoring
team, which has 1256 monitors dispersed in 1200 poling centers

D Providing training to around 180 volunteers, including disabled
volunteers on ways to monitor the polling process of people with
various disabilities after they cast the ballots. This monitoring is done
through filling forms “exit polls” that were specially prepared for this
process and through providing training on how to communicate with
deaf voters and deal with media outlets on the Election Day

Jordan Civil Society Program (CSP)
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CHALLENGES AND WAYS TO RESPOND TO THEM
The SWOT analysis ( strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats),
which was adopted by the Takafo group members from the very
beginning,  helped in identifying the main challenges and obstacles that
might face the campaign while endeavoring to achieve its demands, and
drawing up a number of possible scenarios and ways to respond to each
scenario. Among the expected challenges that faced the campaign on the
ground

D The Ministry of Interior’s reluctance to implement the proposed
amendments and especially those related to the personal escort.
Through utilizing  the legal experience and negotiation skills of the
campaign’s members, in addition to presenting certain existing
practices and ways to change them if the campaign’s demands are
met, the campaign could overcome this main challenge

D The growing feeling of competition among certain institutions and
organizations, which caused some of them to take credit for and
benefit from the campaign’s gains and activities. The campaign
studied all possibilities and arranged for a session and presented the
campaign’s members in a meeting with the Ministry of Interior and
by that those who were out of the context were excluded.

D An additional internal challenge was the withdrawal of one of the
campaign’s members against the backdrop of competition. The
campaigns dealt with this challenge in a balanced manner by not
turning a blind eye to it nor take it out of proportion. The campaign
always stressed that the door is open for all of those who withdrew
to rejoin and play an effective role in the campaign’s journey.

D The time limit has always been a problem, concern and stress factor.

OUTCOMES

D On 16 September, the Ministry of Interior – through the Mayor of
Amman as deputy to the Minister, announced in a massive meeting,
attended by a number of disabled activists, members of the Takafo

Jordan Civil Society Program (CSP)
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campaign, Prince Ra’ad bin Zeid, and a number of statesmen: “The
Ministry of Interior will prepare a polling center in each constituency,
and will provide sign translators. The Ministry acknowledges the
right of disabled people to voting through a personal escort chosen
by the voter with his/her free and independent will.”

D On 9 November 2010, disabled people exercised their right to voting
for the first time with confidentiality, privacy, and independence and
on the basis of equality with others. The change has constituted a
reality that was seen by the disabled people as a practice on the
ground that has established for a new era in which those who have
rights do not beg for them but snatch and entrench them so as to
become fixed practices.

There are other outcomes of the Takafo Campaign that are just as
important the aforementioned, including:

D Building experience in the fields of negotiation, advocacy, and
strategic planning

D Adopting the disability cause by the civil society organizations,
national institutions, and the international organizations working in
the field of elections, through coordinating efforts, participating in
activities, and investing in the training experience that those
organizations, entities, and institutions have

D Creating a large social movement through the campaign’s activities
carried out across the kingdom’s governorates. Those activities were
embodied in unofficial meetings with the local community
representatives in the governorates. Those meetings included
familiarization with the campaign and its objectives through using
Public Narrative and drama that embodies the campaign’s demands
and at the end calls for joining and supporting it so as to make sure
that the demands are implemented on the ground. Investing in the
campaign members’ talents and experience and the accurate usage
of Public Narrative, through which the members narrated their
campaign’s story in less than 10 minutes in a way that showed the
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humanitarian dimension and self motivation that led each one of
them to join the campaign and believe in its demands had a great
effect in mobilizing unprecedented social support which translated
into around 180 volunteers joining the Takafo campaign within a
short period.

D Following up on achievements and that demands were met through
monitoring the polling process of disabled people by the campaign’s
members and volunteers, through distributing exit polls which
include information on the personal escort, various types of
reasonable accommodation and the availability of sign language

D The campaign issued a detailed report for the first time in Jordan in
which it presents the results of monitoring the full details of the
polling process of disabled people

D Forming a trained team of monitors who have knowledge in human
rights and disability issues, whose efforts can be invested in for
future campaigns

D The emergence and spreading of a disciplined and professional media
language in tackling disability issues and presenting disabled people
in a developed manner away from the negative stereotypes which the
media used to present them in – addressing them in a way that highly
sympathizes or commends them. Media used to depict them either as
super heroes regardless of their achievements or as poor people who
have no say regardless of the nature of difficulties that they face. The
reasons for those difficulties are mainly because the state is not
carrying out its duties and not because of the disability

LESSONS LEARNED
Among the most important characteristics of the Takafo Campaign is the
clarity of vision and the stability of its strategy; the backbone of which was
ensuring that polling by disabled people is done in confidentiality,
independence, and privacy without affecting the freedom of the person in
exercising his/her constitutional right to elect or abstaining from doing so due
to political, social, and economic beliefs that have nothing to do with disability. 

Jordan Civil Society Program (CSP)
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Among the most important lessons learned:

D Takao’s experience proved that advocacy in accordance with human
rights conventions is effective and yields results. Contrary to some
people’s claims that there are considerations and security, social and
political contexts that prevent making change.

D The need to expand the base of participation before launching the
advocacy campaign, as this was not done the way it should have been
done due to time constraints. The campaign members could not
solicit the opinions of wide segments of disabled people on
identifying the priority upon which they should work or advocate for.
Furthermore, at its launch, the  campaign was not able to present
itself and its rationale to a wide base of disabled people and their
organizations in order to demonstrate  how responding to the
campaign’s demands could have  positive effect on the movement of
change and development in the disability field, enhancing the rights
of disabled people, and ensuring their freedoms.

D The need to balance between the campaign’s identity that is
considered an independent civil society movement, and the institution
that is supporting it financially and logistically.

D The need to identify the means and mechanisms for persevering the
motivation of the participants in the campaign who have a strong
desire to keep on making change and call for reform and
empowerment to exercise rights and enjoy freedoms and build on the
dynamics and harmony and friendship that developed as an outcome
of their joint work together 

D The need to find a clear and effective mechanism before starting to
set an advocacy plan, through which we can stress the independence
and impartiality of the campaign in a way that ensures that there is
no contradiction or conflict between individual or institutional
interests and the campaign’s goals and achievements.

D Although the  Takafo Campaign was not satisfied with the mere
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response the Interior Ministry to its demands and went further to
follow up on the implementation of those demands on the ground
through the monitoring process inside and outside the polling
centers, however, the results of this monitoring process and what
could have been developed with them, is one of the issues that
should gain sufficient planning and prior preparation in the future

D The Takafo campaign is not a mere announcement of achieving
demands within a record time, during which the campaign’s
participants had negotiations, discussions, and skirmishes at all
levels and fronts, but it is an embodiment of a reality that we have
been taught as young children and we feared as adults, which is “You
can not lose your rights if you demand them.” “One can not achieve
his demands by wishing, but one should fight for his demands.
People can achieve their goals if they are courageous enough.”
Change is then the result of an honest will, strong determination,
and the reading and analysis of reality in an illuminated and clear
manner.
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INTRODUCTION
The northern Mazar District is located
in the northern part of the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan. It was given this
name as it was a station for visitors
because it hosts a number of the
prophets’ shrines. It is located 80 km to
the north of Amman, parallel to Ajlun
Mountains, however it belongs
administratively to the Governorate of
Irbid. According to governmental
studies, the district is considered one of
the poverty pockets due to the absence
of investment projects. Unemployment
is considered one of the main
characteristics of the district with the
number of unemployed people
amounting to 4500 people; most of
them are females. In addition, most of
the health centers are rented and violate
the standards of health services.

The General situation in the district is reflected on all aspects of the
educational reality that suffers from a shortage in the various
educational requirements, in addition to the unavailability of the basic
needs that support the educational process. Problems related to schools
and their services increased steadily, which has created an extra burden
on the citizens to handle such problems that need radical solutions and
not temporary ones.
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North Villages Center for Training and Projects Management  - Jordan

THE RENTED SCHOOLS IN THE

NORTHERN VALLEY DISTRICT

LACK A SAFE EDUCATIONAL

ENVIRONMENT

NORTH VILLAGES CENTER

FOR TRAINING AND

PROJECTS MANAGEMENT

National Level 2010
Amman
Jordan

North Villages Center: Aims at
enhancing the capacity of the
local community and solving
citizens’ problems through
dialogue, in addition to
enhancing the role of
individuals in the decision-
making process through
participating in activities that
contribute to making positive
and constructive change. It
also aims at training
individuals on necessary skills
so as to create a developed
society that is capable of
facing challenges
For more information, please
contact Mr. Zakaria Bani Amer,
zakarianvc@yahoo.com
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THE PROBLEM IN BRIEF
42 public schools lack the simplest conditions of health and safety. Most
of these schools suffer from overcrowding and the absence of many of
the educational services. Official studies confirm that most of the
district’s schools do not have any fences, playgrounds or yards. Among
these 42 public schools, the standards and facilities of the12 “rented
schools” in the district do not meet the educational requirements and
conditions in terms of rooms’ size, ventilation and illumination. These
rented buildings are old and narrow, with no space for queuing; they lack
playgrounds, sports areas, yards, and fences.  Consequently they lack
the conditions for a safe educational environment, for which the Ministry
of Education calls.

In light of this situation, the status of students is continuously
deteriorating. Problems related to poor academic achievement and low
educational levels have arisen. These problems constitute a real barrier
and a source of parents’ concern about the academic and scientific
future of their children. The phenomenon of skipping school and school
drop outs has noticeably increased in light of the unavailability of
measures to implement the Compulsory Education Law. It is noticeable
that the level of violence among students has increased, in addition to
violence against the teaching staff, which is in general due to the
students’ disrespect to the educational environment, which has
negatively affected the performance of teachers and students. 

ADVOCACY CAMPAIGN FOR ESTABLISHING NEW SCHOOLS
IN THE DISTRICT
Due to the massive complaints expressed by citizens because of their
children’s presence (more than 1200 students) in rented schools that
lack a safe educational environment, the North Villages Center and in
collaboration with other organizations arranged an advocacy campaign
and an action plan, calling for the establishment of new schools. The
campaign’s main characteristics are that the parents are a main partner
in the campaign and in its planning process, having a specific demand for
the campaign, cooperation among the various entities and organizations,
and coordination with the government. The campaign was not confined to
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a time frame but set a comprehensive work plan that was amended
according to the circumstances of the campaign’s various phases.

PROJECT/ CAMPAIGN’S OBJECTIVES
Building modern schools equipped with all of the requirements of the
educational process in the villages of the Northern Mazar District to
replace the rented schools

WORK STRATEGIES

1. Engaging the biggest number of parents in the programming and
planning process and gaining their support before contacting
Ministry of Education’s officials. 

2. Coordinating with various governmental and civil society
organizations, including the Ministry of Education’s directorate in the
region, the Mayor, the elected municipality members, and the District
Officer so as to gain their support and cooperation to solve this
problem.

3. Engaging media outlets and ongoing media coverage of the campaign

4. Allowing the voices of students to reach officials and making use of the
various stories of suffering through publishing them in media outlets.

WORK STEPS

1. A questionnaire was prepared to identify the most important issues,
from which the citizens in the Al-Mazar al-Shamali District suffer.
500 copies were distributed in the villages of the Al-Mazar al-
Shamali District by volunteers, who were well-trained for this
purpose. The analysis of the questionnaire’s results showed that the
issue of education and specifically the issue of rented schools is one
of the priorities for the citizens of the area.

2. Four discussion sessions were held in the district’s villages: in Habka
and Juhayfa societies, and in the Al-Mazar Municipality.
Representatives of civil society organizations, citizens, and District
Officers attended the sessions so as to discuss this issue and gain the
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parents’ support before contacting the Ministry of Education’s officials.

3. Six roundtable discussion were held with the Mayor and the elected
municipality members who represent the district’s villages and the
District Officers so as to gain support and advocacy and cooperate to
solve this issue.

4. Five rented schools were visited by the project’s work team so as to
check on their status. The work team also met with schools
principals so as to familiarize themselves with the existing problems.

5. An expanded meeting was held with the Ministry of Education’s
director in the Second District of Irbid and the official in charge of
education at the District. The meeting was attended by the Mayor,
municipality members, and representatives of the local community,
in addition to 40 school principals in the District. The reality of the
educational situation and rented schools was discussed.

6. A number of meetings were held with the District Officer during the
project implementation period so as to show him the project’s
current activities and coordinate future activities with him.

7. A meeting was held with 38 District Officers in the district’s villages
to coordinate with them as they constitute a pressure group that
influences officials and decision-makers.

8. A petition was signed by more than 450 citizens, parents, District
Officers, and other civil society organizations in the district, calling
on the Ministry of Education to build new and modern schools
instead of the rented schools.

9. The ongoing media coverage of the campaign and its activities

OUTCOMES AND EFFECT

1. Building a new school in Inba Village in 2010 according to modern
standards instead of the rented school there.

2. Receiving promises to build a new school on Irhaba village instead of
he rented school by the beginning of next year.
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CHALLENGES AND WAYS TO OVERCOME THEM

1. Some officials did not accept the proposed solutions as they
constituted an embarrassment for them before citizens especially
regarding putting a new budget with a high- cost. This issue was
overcome through forming a pressure group from representatives of
the civil society organizations, meeting those officials and trying to
convince them through organizing discussion sessions attended by
citizens and representatives of civil society organizations.

2. Claims by the Ministry of Education Directorate that the Ministry of
Education does not possess a piece of land to build a new school on.
When we checked with the Land Registration Department, we figured
out that the Ministry of Education possesses more than 10 spacious
pieces of land that are appropriate for building new schools in
various villages of the District. When we met with the Ministry of
Education Director, we informed her of this piece of information,
exerted pressure on her and pushed her to build new schools instead
of the rented schools. 

IMPEDIMENTS AND WAYS TO OVERCOME THEM

1. Difficulty to meet certain officials due to their prior engagements,
which led to delaying or cancelling a certain activity.

2. Inability to get data and information during certain work phases,
including the numbers of students, who are studying at rented
schools, in addition to the plan of Ministry of Education to build new
schools during the next period.

3. Unavailability of sufficient financing to cover the costs of some of the
project’s activities, in addition to the deadlines set by the donors to
carry out the project’s activities.

4. Responses by the Ministry of Education officials that building schools
needs financing and that the Ministry is incapable of building new
schools within a short period of time this year.

5. The officials kept changing at the Ministry of Education Directorate
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and especially the Directorate with which we were coordinating our
work before the end of the project.

SURROUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

1. Through this campaign we were able to gain the trust of citizens and
officials in our region.

2. Creating many partnerships with other organizations.

3. We sensed high cooperation from citizens, who were extremely
enthusiastic to work with us.

LESSONS LEARNED

1. Those carrying out advocacy campaigns, should have the necessary
capabilities like the financial support, having a team of administrative
people and trained volunteers in a way that matches the nature of
this work so as to effectively deal with all representatives of various
segments of society and with relevant officials.

2. The need to communicate with citizens and civil society organizations
as they constitute a pressure group on decision-makers, which helps
in achieving the aspired outcome.

THE END
Through this project we were able to gain the trust of citizens and
officials in our region, create many partnerships with other organizations
because of our credibility in dealing with people and our seriousness
about following up our work. We sensed high cooperation by the citizens
who were extremely enthusiastic to work with us. They considered that
building new and modern schools is a great achievement that deserves
cooperation by everybody so as to achieve it because building a school
means salvaging their sons and improving their academic level 
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INTRODUCTION
The Lebanese Organization for Studies and Training (LOST) is a civil,
social, and developmental organization founded in 1998 in the neglected
tourist city of Baalbeck. Baalbeck is located 88 km from the capital
Beirut, and its citizens live in dire economic conditions. LOST has more
than 200 registered volunteers in four branches throughout Baalbeck’s
Caza (Baalbeck, Al Ain, Beit Shama, and Hermel). Through its work,
LOST aims at raising social awareness and promoting the concept of
citizenship, especially for youth, in an attempt to activate their
involvement in civic affairs. Identifying youths' crucial role in holding
officials accountable, LOST's youth launched the initiative We want a
more beautiful Baalbeck with an aim to improve their city's condition
both economically and socially.

BACKGROUND
The project was part of the Municipal Academy that LOST organized in 2010,
which provided youth with trainings on citizenship, conflict resolution,
forgiveness, the concept of municipal works and its origins, dialogue skills,
and community needs assessment. Following the workshops, the youth
launched the campaign We want a more beautiful Baalbeck that aimed to
change citizens’ behavior and the town's internal policies towards
assessing and meeting citizens' needs. A needs assessment conducted in
the framework of this initiative pointed to the road conditions as one of the
key problems facing the residents of Baalbeck.

17
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Municipal Academy - Lebanon

MUNICIPAL ACADEMY National Level Nov 2009
April 2010

Baalbeck
Lebanon
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PROBLEM
Major roads in Baalbeck are in
bad repair.

GOALS

1. Re-paving four major roads
and in this way enabling the
improvement of Baalbeck’s
economy and tourism
industry

2. Motivating youth to
participate in community affairs through better understanding of and
improved communication with the municipality

STRATEGY
The advocacy strategy for the initiative was built around four pillars:

1. Creating a strong message in order to show how poor the road
conditions are, how they affect the well-being of all citizens, and
what should be done to improve the situation

2. Working with media to present the problem and its significance to a
wider audience

3. Collaborating and networking with a range of civil society
organizations and activists, as well as local educational and business
entities, in order to widen the base of support

4. Advocating to the mayor of Baalbeck to change municipal priorities
and focus on renovating the major roads 

ANALYSIS OF THE STRATEGY

1. The youth of LOST decided to frame the road conditions issue in the
economic and development frame. This approach is often the most
successful, even when used by rights advocates (for example, by
showing how missed work days and sick leave compensation are the

One of the photos taken by the LOST youth,
presented to the media and citizens of Baalbeck.
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cost of violence against women, or how much of the national public
health budget goes to cancer treatment due to the lack of anti-smoking
laws, etc).  The youth outlined the link between potholes in major roads
in Baalbeck to the damage they do to local business and lost tourism
revenues. In addition, they decided to use pictures and film as the most
effective media (research shows that people believe TV and video much
more than the written word).  They also decided to use numbers to
illustrate the issue by counting the potholes in the main roads – the
numbers highlighted the severity of the problem and provided the
media with ready-made headlines. All of these components created a
strong message that pointed to the need to improve the road conditions
for the benefit of the whole Baalbeck community.

2. When planning advocacy initiatives, advocates often face a dilemma:
should they first approach the authorities or the media? Both
approaches have advantages and potential disadvantages, and it is
difficult to weigh the two. In case of the LOST project in Baalbeck,
this dilemma did not exist. Roads were not on the mayor’s agenda, at
least not for the current fiscal year. Also, fue to political
considerations, access to the mayor was limited and difficult for civil
society organizations and in particular LOST. For these reasons, the
youth from LOST decided to supplement their needs assessment
data with anecdotal evidence (interviews with business owners and
citizens) and to reach out to the media and make a case publicly
before contacting the mayor. They believed that the public attention
and buzz created about the road conditions would open the doors to
the mayor’s office. This strategy is often referred to as ‘building the
case,’ ‘putting the issue on the public agenda’ or ‘setting the ground
for approaching public officials’ and is more frequently used in
environments characterized by non-approachable authorities.

3. The needs assessment clearly pointed to the roads as one of the key
concerns of citizens, but the initiative had more of a chance of
succeeding if it was undertaken by a number of civil society groups
rather than by one NGO. LOST youth understood the importance of
broadening the base of support for their initiative very well and
decided to approach other groups to join. In addition, by creating a
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coalition of NGOs to join and feel ownership of the project, potential
rivalries were prevented. An increased number of members in an
initiative makes it more difficult to coordinate and will mean more
time is needed for the implementation, but this extra effort pays off
later on in terms of stronger political legitimacy and significance.

4. The decision maker that can bring about the change in this case was
clearly the mayor and through him the municipal council. The Mayor
had to be part of any possible equation to finding a solution. What
was specific in this case is that the issue had been put on the public
agenda prior to contacting the mayor, for the reasons explained
above.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

1. The youth from the Municipal Academy conducted a needs
assessment in Baalbeck in which poor road conditions surfaced as
the key issue among citizens.

2. The youth met with business representatives most affected by the
poor road conditions. While some were interviewing business owners
on camera, other youth were video taping the neglected streets and
recording the complaints of local citizens.

3. To further highlight the severity of the problem, the youth team counted
the number of potholes in the targeted streets; the total was 300.

4. The youth developed messages on the impact that the 300 potholes
have on the economy and tourism in Baalbeck.

5. They approached civil society organizations and individuals in
Baalbeck interested in the well-being of the community and invited
them to join the campaign to improve economic conditions in the
town by tackling the road issue.

6. The mayor of Baalbeck was informed about the upcoming campaign.

7. A press conference was organized, and media and citizens were
shown footage recorded on the streets as well as the interviews with
business owners and citizens.

OTI Advocacy Case Study, No. 2, November 2010
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8. Media outlets published a number of articles that had a major impact
on the municipality.

9. The municipality paved the roads two weeks after the launch of the
campaign. 

OTI Advocacy Case Study, No. 2, November 2010

HOW THESE CHALLENGES
WERE ADDRESSED

1. Inclusion and transparency:
Numerous meetings were held
with the community to clarify
that the campaign was apolitical
and civic in nature, and meant to
address the needs and the
problems of the citizens at large. 

2. Ignore attacks, send positive
messages: The team decided on
moving forward with the
campaign and not retreating
regardless of any pressures
exerted by the political powers
and parties present in
Baalbeck. They repeated their
message on why the roads are
important and how the
community would benefit from
their improvement.

3. Communicating with the
municipal council: Through
numerous interactions,
members of the council were
convinced that the campaign was
in their interest, as it highlighted
a problem facing their city and
also provided a solution.

CHALLENGES

1. Politicization: Some members of
the municipal council framed the
road initiative as part of an
alleged LOST campaign for the
municipal elections that were only
few days away.  The initiative was
presented as political and not for
the benefit of all citizens 

2. Lack of understanding of the role
of municipality: Both members of
the municipal council and the
citizens have poor knowledge of
the roles and responsibilities of
the council and/or citizen
participation. Some council
members understood the
initiative as an attack on them.

3. Time constraints: The initiative
timeframe was very tight and
there was not enough time for
networking with more civil
society organizations and
officials in Baalbeck. 
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RESULTS
• Road conditions were eventually put on a municipal council meeting
agenda.
• The mayor made a decision to pave the four roads in question.
• The roads were paved two weeks
after the campaign was launched.

IMPACT
The project had the following impact on
the community:

1. Change is possible: The campaign
boosted the youths' self esteem and
confidence in their ability to raise public
issues and make a change.

2. Role of civil society: The initiative
provided a case on the potential positive role of civil society in
tackling community issues.

3. Officials’ accountability: The initiative provided an example if how
citizens can hold the municipality accountable. 

4. Roles of municipality: The campaign made it clearer to both the
citizens and local authorities what are the roles and responsibilities
of the municipality towards citizens. 

5. Civic-business-public partnership: The project provided a precedent
in collaboration between civil society, the private sector and local
authorities. Shop owners were very positive about the role of citizens’
initiatives, especially as the campaign targeted the roads that
affected their businesses.

LESSONS LEARNED
The project had the following impact on the community:

1. Surveys are important: It is important to choose an issue that affects
most citizens, and surveys are instrumental in this. In addition,
scientifically developed data is crucial in gaining access to authorities
who might not be willing to meet with civil society representatives

“Our voice has to reach the public
officials and the decision makers,
because the road conditions are
just intolerable and we cannot
remain silent.” 

- a youth, member of the Baalbeck
Road Initiative Team.
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who lack data proving the
community’s concern about
the issue.

2. Networking is important: By
linking with other
organizations and
institutions, LOST youth
rallied support for their
cause and the Road Initiative
became an initiative led by civil society, not by one NGO. Broader
support from other civil society actors made political framing by some
opponents less valid in the public eye.

3. New media are an important advocacy tool: “A picture is worth a
thousand words,” says a Chinese proverb. Photos and short movies
have a strong impact on citizens, media and public authorities who
see them. Easy to develop and inexpensive, they should be used
more often in advocating for change.

4. Media are instrumental in achieving change: More often than not,
advocates will have to make a case and put their issues on the public
agenda in order for decision makers to consider them among their
priorities. Media are instrumental both in putting the issue on the
agenda and shaping the public discourse about the issue.

5. Civic education is important: The roles of the municipal council and
mayor, how decisions are made, and what are the means for citizen
participation are the key questions to answer in order to enable successful
citizens initiatives and fruitful interaction with decision makers.

“We consider road potholes a dark
page in our records. Therefore, we are
working on getting rid of them via a
true partnership between the citizens
and municipality.” 

- The mayor of Baalbeck, on the
decision to pave the roads.
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Visit LOST website www.lostlb.com or contact the project coordinator Dr.
Rami Lakkis, email: rlakkis@loslb.com.
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INTRODUCTION
Youth Committee of Ouzai was founded in 2008 with a core group of 20
active members in the southern suburb of Beirut with the objective of
reducing youth's vulnerability to potential involvement in street and
political violence.

As youth from areas surrounding Ouzai with similar demographic and
socio-economic background started to join the group in 2009, it changed
its name to Lebanon Youth, to reflect its broader focus.  By the end of
2009, Lebanon Youth had around 40 active youth members aged 15 to 18.
Neighboring Borj Al Barajina and located at the southern entrance of
Beirut, Ouzai is a deprived and marginalized suburb with thousands of
people living under dire conditions of poverty, overpopulation, and lack of
infrastructure and urban underdevelopment. The majority of Ouzai
residents are internal migrants from the Bekaa Valley and South Lebanon
who fled their villages during the different wars seeking refuge and job
opportunities. Ouzai is a highly conservative area leaving little room for
extracurricular activities or any initiatives for change in the community.

BACKGROUND
In 2009 Lebanon Youth launched a six-month project After-School
Activities for At-Risk Youth at the Shoreline Academy in Ouzai, with the
objective of engaging 300 youth in extracurricular activities in seven
clubs:  painting, folkdance, street dance, internet, sports, citizenship, and
journalism. The project also provided 200 Shoreline Academy students
with intra-curricular citizenship classes which were tailored to promote
civic responsibility and leadership among these youth in one of the most
marginalized areas in Beirut's southern suburbs. 
The youth from the Citizenship Club decided to undertake a community
needs assessment to identify problems that the community faces in
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everyday life. They
conducted street
interviews with
residents and found
road conditions to be
one of the most
pressing problems.
The youth filmed
these interviews and
later on incorporated
them into a film that
was shown at a public
forum with
participation of the
mayor.  

PROBLEM
The roads in Ouzai are in bad repair.

GOAL
To have two key roads paved before the 2010 municipal elections to be
held in May 2010.

STRATEGY
The advocacy strategy for the initiative was built on the following
decisions:

1. Taking into consideration as wide as possible community opinion and
needs when deciding on campaign objective

2. Setting up a SMART campaign objective

3. Using video and newsletter in sending the message

4. Targeting the mayor of Borj Al Barajina as the decision maker who
can make the change and bringing him together with the villagers to
discuss the road conditions and advocate for their improvement

Member of the Lebanon Youth Journalism Club interviewing      
a amily in the Ouzai neighborhood.
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5. Using parents as a leverage in lobbying for change

6. Developing and maintaining positive attitude towards the real and
possible opposition

ANALYSIS OF THE STRATEGY

1. A community needs assessment was undertaken using a
questionnaire.  Given the poor literacy rate in Ouzai, instead of the
usual written questionnaires to be filled out by the residents, the
youth organized one-on-one interviews on the streets.  By
interviewing a number of residents, the youth collected data
relatively representative of the community’s needs. The interviews
provided an independent review, free of political affiliations, of the
urgent issues in the community.

2. The youth opted to advocate for two main roads to be repaved. This is
an example of a SMART objective. Each advocacy initiative should
have SMART objectives, decided upon at the planning phase.  

• S stands for “specific” (you should clearly outline what you
want to achieve, i.e. have the key roads paved); 

• M stands for “measurable” (two key roads); 
• A stands for “achievable” (objectively,  two roads can be paved); 
• R stands for “realistic” (even if your initiative is technically

achievable, is it realistic that your advocacy efforts will have
them as a result?); 

• T is for “time” (you should set a clear timeframe, i.e. before the
elections)

3. Since Borj Al Barajina does not have any local media, the Lebanon
Youth Journalism Club decided to develop their own newsletter
tackling community issues through articles, interviews and
photographs. Questionnaires provide statistics on a number of
community members supporting an initiative. Although powerful,
statistics are sometimes “dry” by not telling personal stories behind
numbers. Video and photography can show that behind statistical
numbers are people from all walks of life, with different social and
political backgrounds.  

OTI Advocacy Case Study, No. 3, December 2010
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4. The mayor was identified as the key decision maker. The youth
recognized the window of opportunity that the upcoming municipal
elections created.  They requested that the mayor improve the road
conditions before the elections.

5. Parents of youth project participants are often the most logical
starting point for outreach in a closed community that may be
suspicious of new ideas and initiatives.  Parents were invited to the
Lebanon Youth Citizenship Club meetings where they met trainers,
social worker and project facilitators.  They saw the youth in action,
and learned about the project and its aims.  This was a crucial step in
building trust in the community, where such initiatives were unheard
of in the past.  Through the parents community members were
invited to come to the public forum with the mayor.

6. Possible, perceived and/or real opposition to the project was
addressed in a very transparent way.  Everyone’s concerns were
heard.  Developing dialogue, inviting the opponents to various activities
and including them in the decision process whenever possible was the
strategy that slowly reduced tensions in the community. 

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

1. After completing training on municipal roles and responsibilities, the
youth were inspired to see how they could effect change in their own
community.  They decided to go to the streets to interview community
members to assess the most urgent community needs and collect
ideas for improvements.  Those interviews were recorded on camera.
Poor road conditions proved to be among the highest community
concerns.

1. Using the footage taken on mini digital cameras, the youth produced
a short video highlighting the failures of the municipality in terms of
road maintenance.

2. Representatives of the Citizenship Club visited the mayor and invited
him to an open discussion forum with the public about the role of the
municipality and specifically about the road conditions. 

OTI Advocacy Case Study, No. 3, December 2010

After-School Activities for At-Risk Youth - Lebanon
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3. The mayor accepted the invitation and the youth facilitated the public
forum.  This event included a presentation about municipal roles and
responsibilities; a small sketch that explained to the audience the
significance of the municipality and its role; presentation of the video
and exhibition of photos of the roads in Ouzai that urgently need
paving; and discussion.

4. The community members discussed the road condition with the
mayor for two hours and tried to lobby/convince him, with the help of
the Moukhtar, that pavement of two key roads is urgently needed.

5. Following the event, in an interview to the Newsletter produced by
the Journalism Club,  the mayor committed to repairing roads in the
community, and advised the youth, "you should hold me accountable
if in maximum two months’ time no serious work is done to get the
roads paved."

6. The youth were planning to shoot a second video a few months after
the forum, to see if the municipality took action.

7. Two weeks after the public forum with the mayor, the two roads of
Ouzai were paved.

8. Lebanon Youth is now working on transferring its experience to new
communities that socially and economically resemble Ouzai.

“You should hold me accountable if
in maximum two months’ time no
serious work is done to get the
roads paved” 

- City Mayor of Borj Al Barajina in
an interview to members of

Journalism Club of Lebanon Youth,
hours after the public forum at

which the issue of Ouzai roads was
discussed
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HOW THESE CHALLENGES
WERE DEALT WITH

1. The youth used the survey
results to show that their
initiative was based on priorities
identified by the entire
community.  Every opportunity
was used to explain the goals of
social and development work
that the Ouzai youth are doing,
as well as the direct benefit that
such a project has on everyone in
the community.  By emphasizing
that everyone, residents and the
mayor, will benefit if the roads
are paved, the youth created a
win-win situation.

2. In order to eliminate fears of
the new, the youth decided to
target their parents and
through them the rest of the
community.  The project
coordinators and trainers who
have good reputation in the
village also helped in the
outreach efforts. 

3. The high team spirit and
enthusiasm among the youth,
matched with the feeling that
they are doing something new
and important for the
community, helped them to

CHALLENGES

1. Politicization: The campaign
initially encountered public
mistrust.  Some community
members feared the NGO and
campaign had a political agenda,
especially given the United
States Government funding. 

2. Resistance to new ideas: Public
gatherings on community issues
were not a common practice and
were not welcome in the past,
especially without notifying the
dominant political party. In this
context, making the community
interested in meeting the mayor
and attending a public forum
was difficult.

3. Limited resources: The youth
were using poor quality pocket
digital cameras to record and
photograph the roads, which was
reflected in the low quality of the
movie.
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RESULTS
• Two roads in Ouzai were paved as a result of the initiative. 

IMPACT
The project had the following impact on the youth and the community:

1. The youth increased self-confidence: The youth proved that they are
able to communicate with citizens of various backgrounds, to interact
with local decision makers and to advocate for change.  This
knowledge and experience increased their self-confidence in dealing
with everyday problems and in interaction with local decision
makers.

2. The youth realized change is possible: The youth moved away from
just complaining against the status quo and inefficient public officials
to develop alternative solutions and become a group of advocates for
change and claimers of public rights. They realized that change is
possible, what is needed are deeds and action, not words and
complaints. They now feel free to express themselves and talk about
their needs in front of each other.

3. Society became more appreciative of the youth: Local decision
makers and community members were surprised by the youths’
devotion to the community, and their ability to initiate and maintain
dialogue and motivate people to be more socially proactive. 

cope with the existing
circumstances and use whatever
resources at their disposal.
Although the film was not of best
technical quality, it was
presented with lots of
enthusiasm and proved to be a
powerful medium.

“I thought it is possible to get to
you, and that I need a wasta
(“connection”) to get to talk to you.
Now I know it is possible and I will
visit you at the municipality and the
ministry” 

- a woman from Ouzai addressing
the City Mayor at the public forum

on road conditions, organized by
Lebanon Youth
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4. Access to decision makers opened up: For the first time in Ouzai, the
youth brought together a mayor and the community for an open and
honest discussion about community needs.  Citizens realized that
direct interaction with decision makers is possible without wasta
(connections).

5. Importance of unity identified: Citizens realized that, if they are
united around a common goal and with a clear unified voice, they can
effectively influence decision makers.

LESSONS LEARNED

1. Interpersonal communications training is important. This initiative is
an example of work in a community without mainstream local media,
where outreach and advocacy were handled through interpersonal
communication: meetings, discussions, round tables.  Interpersonal
communications skills and techniques such as message
development and sending, being brief, the art of listening, bridging,
keeping focused, and building on common ground are very important
in such cases. The communications workshops that Lebanon Youth
organized also motivated the youth and helped them build self-
confidence and overcome some of the obstacles they were initially
facing while implementing the campaign and interacting with the
community.

2. Reputation is important. The reputation of civil society organizations
behind an initiative is always important, and even more so in small
and closed communities.  The presence of a social worker, team
leaders and trainers with good standing in the society played an
important role in the success of the Lebanon Youth initiative.
Assistance from parents was also very important. NGOs and youth
groups should constantly work on improving their reputation as it is
an investment in the future. An NGO’s reputation can be built by good
communications skills, ethical and professional conduct, by
appreciating opponents, developing dialogue, and informing the
community about success stories and achievements through
different media.
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3. Surveys are useful. Needs assessments are useful for several
reasons.  First, they are the only way to find out about real
community needs.  Everyone moves in more or less closed circles
and people tend to think that they “know” what communities need,
but needs assessment will often give completely different results.  In
addition, surveys provide independent, scientifically collected data,
and as such they give legitimacy and substantiate an initiative.  Local
officials (i.e. the mayor, council members) will be more likely to meet
NGO representatives who have collected data through a
questionnaire and therefore can represent the will of the community.
The more interviews are made in a needs assessment, the better!

4. Visual media should be used whenever possible. They are an easy to
use, inexpensive, yet effective tool. People believe what they see
more then what they hear or read about. The youth used basic
cameras, and although the technical quality of the resulting video
was very low, the impact it had on the viewers and decision makers
was strong.  

5. Newsletters are a powerful medium. In communities where there is
no mainstream medium (radio, TV or a newspaper) to cover local

Member of the Lebanon Youth Citizenship Club speaking out at the public forum with
the mayor and representatives of the community of Ouzai and Borj Al Barajina.
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issues, launching a simple newsletter with photos, stories and
reports developed by the youth and tackling local issues is likely to
achieve a strong impact.  OTI has ready-made and easy to use “how
to” tools, training sessions and trainers who can help in the design,
print and targeted distribution of newsletters.

6. Objectives need to be SMART.  Every initiative should have clear and
SMART objectives set up at the planning phase.  Objectives are
important to develop the rest of the strategy for the initiative: they
are needed in order to be able to identify the decision makers, target
audiences, and to develop clear and effective message and an action
plan.  Without SMART objectives a campaign would lack focus and
would not be possible to monitor it and measure its success. 

For more information about this initiative, please contact the project
coordinator Randa Ajami at randa.ajami@gmail.com. For your inquiries
or feedback about advocacy case studies, email us at
advocacy@otilebanon.com
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INTRODUCTION
Blue Mission, founded in 2002, has 50 members and 250 volunteers. It
aims at providing moral and social support to youth from marginalized
communities who face difficulties in their daily lives. The organization also
builds the capacities of youth and raises awareness on topics of
environment, health, human rights, social issues and psycho-social
support. Blue Mission engages youth in conflict resolution and dialogue
activities that build their self confidence as well as their leadership and
communication skills. The youth are encouraged to be active citizens and
take part in decision making through advocacy initiatives that seek to
change local social behaviors and improve official and institutional policies.

On 29 June 2009, Blue Mission launched a project titled "From Village to
Village" from the city of Saida. The project aims to motivate youth to
participate in public affairs by building their capacity and empowerment
and engaging them in civic initiatives in their villages. In the first phase of
the project, 300 surveys were prepared and distributed to youth of
various age groups in the city in order to assess youths’ needs. The issue
of the public library appeared to be a top concern for the youth of Saida.
The youth wanted to have a library where they can host activities and
share experiences among their peers. Since the public library in the
Municipality of Saida was not accessible to youth and almost not
operational, the Blue Mission youth there launched an advocacy
campaign to reopen the library and make it more accessible.  

BACKGROUND
In 2007, the Saida Public Library was rehabilitated and a number of new
computers and books were provided. The municipality assigned an
employee to administer and overlook the library. However, the employee
did not have appropriate job qualifications and training, which was
reflected in how the library was managed. For example, the books were
not catalogued and searching through the titles was very difficult. In

Saida 
Lebanon

FROM VILLAGE

TO VILLAGE

National Level
Local Level

January-April
2010

OTI Advocacy Case Study, Saida Library Initiative
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addition, the opening hours of
the library were from 8 am to 2
pm, when most of the youth
who are potential users of its
services are at school and
university.  

PROBLEM
The public library is not well
organized and youth are
discouraged from using it, due to
its inappropriate management,
lack of available services and inadequate operating hours.

GOAL
Enhance the role of the library in the community by:

1. Extending its opening hours from the morning until the afternoon

2. Enhancing the quality of services it offers

STRATEGY
The strategy for this project was based on the following approaches:

1. Cooperation (not confrontation) with the municipality to provide the
library services 

2. Direct interaction and communication with the city mayor, and not
with political parties, to highlight the initiative’s apolitical nature

3. Partnership with library specialists including Al Sabeel, an
organization specialized in organizing public libraries

ANALYSIS OF THE STRATEGY

1. Several reasons existed for this strategy. First, Blue Mission has a
good reputation in the community, as its previous work was seen as
impartial and benefiting the whole community. They had solid
research data (300-strong needs assessment) that clearly showed
the library to be one of the key issues. The issue was not political and

From Village to Village - Lebanon

Library before…

OTI Advocacy Case Study, Saida Library Initiative
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would not harm any political side. In addition, the mayor of Saida was
very accessible and open to citizens’ ideas and initiatives.

2. Blue Mission’s approach in this instance represents an ideal
approach, which in this case was possible due to both Blue Mission’s
strong established reputation in the community and the mayor’s
accessibility and openness to new initiatives.

3. This partnership was probably one of the most important parts of the
strategy. Without the expertise brought by Al Sabeel, Blue Mission
would not have been able to develop alternative library services, and
likely the local authorities would not have been as open to discussing
service provision with them.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

1. Forty youth (males and females) 15-25 years old, from different
religious backgrounds, were trained on advocacy, conflict resolution,
leadership and communication.

2. The campaign team was created with assigned roles and
responsibilities for each member.

3. Three meetings were conducted with the mayor to explain the
motives behind this initiative and discuss practical steps to enable
the proposed changes. The mayor responded positively but explained
that the municipality had no resources to extend the library’s
working hours or provide training for the librarian.

4. The youth sent the mayor a written letter that offered a solution to
the problem and proposed a partnership that gives Blue Mission the
responsibility of running the library. The letter also suggested ways
to improve existing services and introduce new ones, thus making
the library more accessible

5. The mayor responded positively to the letter and met with the youth
to discuss the issue further and negotiate the ideas presented in the
proposal. The mayor called a municipal council meeting and included
the issue of the library and Blue Mission’s proposal on the agenda.
The proposal was accepted.

OTI Advocacy Case Study, Saida Library Initiative
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6. Two specialists in managing and cataloguing the library were
contacted. One of them was from Al Sabeel, an NGO specialized in
library management. 

7. Blue Mission youth were trained by the specialists to organize the
books and operate the library. The training followed the official
standards for public libraries and included activities to be organized
in the library to motivate youth to read.

8. An opening ceremony was organized to celebrate the achievement.
Municipal council members, representatives from the Ministry of
Culture, the mayor, civil society organizations, the media, and
community members were invited to attend.

From Village to Village - Lebanon

OTI Advocacy Case Study, Saida Library Initiative

HOW THESE CHALLENGES
WERE ADDRESSED

1. Be inclusive and transparent:
Numerous meetings were held
with civil society organizations,
citizens and some political
parties to explain the goals of the
campaign, inform them about
practical steps, and invite them
to join the effort.  Ignore attacks,
send positive messages: Blue
Mission decided not to respond
to counter campaigns.  Instead, it
firmly repeated the message that
it is distant from all political
powers and organizations and
open to collaboration with
everyone. Instead of running
defense against the attacks, they
intensified their campaign using
positive messages.

CHALLENGES

1. Political divisions in Saida:
Opposition to the existing
municipal council was likely to
oppose the library initiative, which
constituted a major challenge.

Blue Mission youth conducting a cultural event in the
re-launched Saida Library
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2. Provide alternative
services/human resources:
Given the lack of human
resources in the municipality,
and a policy that makes the
training of municipal workers
impossible, Blue Mission opted
to provide alternative services
and human resources by
training volunteer youth to
manage the library.

3. Take responsibility: Blue
Mission youth took responsibility
and doubled their efforts to
highlight the importance of
volunteerism 

HOW WERE THESE
OBSTACLES DEALT WITH

1. The same meetings were held
multiple times to ensure the
attendance of all members
taking part in decision making.
Tasks were divided among
members so that their studies
were not affected 

2. Constant dialogue was
promoted and held among the
team members. The conflict
resolution techniques that the
team was trained on at the
begging of the project were very
useful in dealing with such
obstacles. 

2. Human resources and policies
in municipality: The absence of
human resource capacity at the
municipality and the existence
of a policy that makes the
training of public servants by
CSOs impossible presented
major challenges.

3. Lack of interest of CSOs to
provide help, and asking for
money in case they wanted to
help 

INTERNAL OBSTACLES

1. Absence of some members of
the working team as they were
busy preparing for official
exams and certificates

2. Disagreements among
members of the working team
when setting priorities 
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RESULTS
• A memorandum of

agreement was signed with
the Saida Municipality for
Blue Mission to run the
library for a period of five
years, renewable annually.
This agreement includes
organizing the library,
cataloguing the books, and
conducting cultural activities
with the approval of the mayor
and the municipal council. 

• The youth members were able to manage the library in spite of the
disapproval of the political parties in Saida.

• The library books are being catalogued, making access to them
easier and more efficient.

• Youth members now organize cultural activities at the library. 
• As soon as the library is fully organized and catalogued, it will be

open until 7 pm daily.

UNINTENDED RESULTS
• The library increased its book fund: A number of books were donated

by community members once they heard about Blue Mission’s
initiative.

• Blue Mission gained a reputation beyond the Saida Municipality:
Council members from some other municipalities contacted Blue
Mission and asked them to transfer their experiences and lessons
learned. 

• The Saida public library became a member of the Al Sabeel network
of public libraries in Lebanon. 

• During the project, Blue Mission started collaboration with the
Ministry of Culture, and they became a strategic partner.

…and after the Saida Library Initiative.
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IMPACT
The project had the following
impact on the youth:

1. Youth learned that change
is possible: By making this
initiative succeed, the youth
realized that change is
indeed possible in their
community when they
undertake an initiative,
provide a working solution
and remain impartial.   

2. Understanding the role of the municipality: Youth learned more
about the role of municipality, how decisions are made, how to
participate in public affairs and how to develop working solutions for
the benefit of the community.

3. Spirit of volunteerism boosted: The initiative motivated volunteerism
in the community, as illustrated by book donations from residents
following the initiative. 

4. Civic-public partnership: The Saida Library Initiative provides an
example of successful civic-public partnership and highlights the
possible role of civil society in assisting government in providing
services to citizens.  

LESSONS LEARNED

1. Surveys are important: Not only can surveys help assess citizens’
needs, but sometimes scientifically developed data will be crucial in
gaining access to authorities; this data might be the decisive factor
that opens the doors of municipalities or other decision makers.   

2. Organizational reputation is important: NGOs need to build their
credibility, reputation and standing in community step by step. In this
case, Blue Mission’s established credibility enabled them to speed up

“When we entered the municipal
building for the first time, people
were asking us: who are you? but
now, after re-organizing the library,
we became respected in the
municipality and among all citizens” 

- a youth member of the Saida
Library Initiative Team
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the pace of its work and to interact with officials. 

3. Technical expertise is important: The participation of librarian
experts and in particular Al Sabeel in the coalition opened the doors
for an agreement with the municipality whereby civil society would
provide the missing library services. 

4. The media should be engaged early on: It was a strategic decision to
approach the mayor before the issue was presented to the media.
However, as soon as the mayor was on the same page as Blue
Mission, they should have reached out to the media to explain the
problem and develop collaboration and participation. Without hearing
anything about the initiative earlier, the media were not interested in
attending the opening ceremony or covering the initiative, as they
believed it to be another purely ribbon-cutting event. 

5. Team building and conflict resolution training is necessary,
especially in cases where the CSO works with fluid youth
membership.

6. Being politically neutral is crucial: In situations and communities
where there is a high level of politicization, it is important for youth
groups and community initiatives to be as impartial as possible and
represent the needs of community rather than political ideas.

For more information, please check out the Blue Mission website:
www.bluemission.org or contact the project coordinator Hanadi Bizri,
email: bluemission@gmail.com, telephone:07-732636.  
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RESOURCES
General Advocacy Resources

ACT UP: Civil Disobedience Training, www.actupny.org

Advocacy for Immunization, Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunizations
(2001).

Advocacy Handbook: A Practical Guide to Increasing Democracy in Cambodia,
Cristina Mansfield, Kurt MacLeod, et al. Pact (2003).

Advocacy in Action: A Toolkit to Support NGOs and CBOs Responding to HIV/AIDS,
International HIV/AIDS Alliance (2003).

Advocacy in Action: A Toolkit to Support NGOs and CBOs Responding to HIV/AIDS,
International HIV/AIDS Alliance (2003).  

Advocacy in Cambodia: Increasing Democratic Space, Cristina Mansfield, Kurt
MacLeod, Pact (2002).  A New Weave of Power, People & Politics: The Action
Guide for Advocacy and Citizen Participation Lisa VeneKlasen with Valerie Miller,
World Neighbors (2002)

Advocacy Toolkit: Practical Action in Advocacy, Graham Gordon, Tearfund (2002).

Advocacy Toolkit: Understanding Advocacy, Graham Gordon, Tearfund (2002).

Advocacy Tools and Guidelines: Promoting Policy Change, Sofia Sprechman and
Emily Pelton, CARE (2001), www.careusa.org/getinvolved/advocacy/tools.asp.

Advocacy: Building Skills for NGO Leadership, The Center for Development and
Population Activities (CEDPA) (1999)

Advocacy: What’s it all about? WaterAid (2001)

An Introduction to Advocacy: Training Guide, Ritu Sharma USAID Office of
Sustainable Development. (SARA Project), 

Good Practice Participate, Office for the Community & Voluntary Sector,
www.goodpracticeparticipate.govt.nz

How to Communicate with the Media, Sally Broughton, Macedonian Institute for
the Media (2003), www.pr.org.mk. 

“How to Give a Strong Interview,” The Center for Reproductive Law Policy,
www.crlp.org

Managing Partnerships: Tools for Mobilizing the Public Sector, Business and Civil

The ABCs of Advocacy
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Resources

Society as Partners in Development, Ros Tennyson, The Prince of Wales Business
Leaders, Forum (1989).

Media Advocacy Toolkit - Resource Book, Media Institute of Southern Africa
(2002), www.misa.org.

Mind Tools, www.mindtools.com 

New Product Development Solutions, www.npd-solutions.com

Now Hear This: The Nine Laws of Successful Advocacy Communication, Kirsten
Wolf, Fenton Communications (2001).

SPIN toolkit: Media Tutorials, The SPIN Project (2002), www.spinproject.org.

UNESCO/APC Multimedia Training Kit, Search for Common Ground,
www.itrainonline.org.

Electronic/Online Advocacy Resources

A DigiActive Guide to Twitter for Activism. Andreas Jungherr, DigiActive (2009),
www.digiactive.org.   

A DigiActive Introduction to Facebook Activism, Dan Schultz, DigiActive (2008)
www.digiactive.org. 

A Mobile Voice: The Use of Mobile Phones in Citizen Media: An Exploration of
Mobile Citizen Media Tools and Projects.  Katrin Verclas and Patricia Mechael,
MobileActive.org (2008). www.mobileactive.org.   

Advocacy in Action: A Guide to Influencing Decision-making in Namibia. Legal
Assistance Center (2007). 

Cell phones for Civic Engagement Strategy # 3: Phones in Fundraising
Campaigns. Michael Stein, MobileActive.org (no year). www.mobileactive.org 

Cell phones for Civic Engagement Strategy Guide #2: Using Mobile Phones in
Advocacy Campaigns, Michael Stein, MobileActive.org (2007),
www.mobileactive.org.  

Digital Activism Survey Report, Katharine Brodoc , Mary Joyce  and Timo Zaeck,
DigiAvtice Research Series, DigiActive, (2009) www.digiactive.org.

eNonprofit Benchmarks Study Measuring Email Messaging, Online Fundraising
and Internet Advocacy Metrics for Nonprofit Organizations. Benjamin Smith,
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Karen Matheson and Sarah Dijulio. M+R Strategic Services, Advocacy Institute
(2006), www.e-benchmarksstudy.com. 

Mobile Activism: A Click Becomes a Political Tool. Stephanie Milan, Inter Press
Service. March 24, 2004. www.globalpolicy.org. 

Mobile Phones: An Appropriate Tool for Conservation and Development? K.
Banks and R. Burge. Fauna & Flora International, Cambridge, UK (2004).

MTC Group of Companies Launches Donation Campaigns for Lebanon.
AMEinfo.com, July 26, 2006, www.ameinfor.com.  

Nonprofit Social Network Survey Report. Nonprofit Technology Network,
Common Knowledge and The Port (2009),
www.nonprofitsocialnetworksurvey.com. 

Online Social Networking and NGOs. Johanna Moshman, article posted on the
website of the World Association of Non-Governmental Organizations (2009),
www.wango.org. 

Quick'n Easy Guide to Online Advocacy. Online Advocacy (no date)
http://onlineadvocacy.tacticaltech.org/ 

Using Online Advocacy: A Powerful Tool for Fundraising and Stakeholder
Engagement. Groundspring.org. (2004) www.groundspring.org. 

Wireless Technology for Social Change: Trends in Mobile Use by NGOs. Access to
Communication Publication Series Volume 2, Sheila Kinkade and Katrin Verlac,
UN Foundation and Vodafone Group Foundation, MobileActive.org (2007)
www.mobileactive.org.
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Glossary

GLOSSARY

Accountable: Answerable to an individual or organization. Decision-makers are accountable
when a group has the power to assess their performance and take action if necessary. 

Affirm: To support, confirm, or declare positively.

Alliance: An association of people, groups, organizations, or nations that come together to
achieve common objectives.

Autocratic: A person with unlimited power or authority who makes decisions for everyone.

Beneficiary: Someone who receives assistance, money, property, gifts, or other benefit.

Biased: One-sided rather than neutral or objective.

Brand: A distinctive visual mark, category, or name distinguishing a particular thing.

By-Line: A line at the beginning or end of a newspaper or magazine article indicating the
author's name.

Campaign: A series of activities linked strategically together to accomplish a common
purpose.

Capacity: Ability to perform or produce; capability.

Champion: A legislator who uses his or her position, profile or influence to promote a cause
or issue.

Clip: A short segment of a program. A story cut from a publication or a segment cut from
a  video or audiotape.

Coalition: A group of diverse organizations and individuals working together to pursue a single
goal.

Consensus: An opinion or decision reached by a group.

Constituent: A resident of a district or member of a group represented by an elected
official.People who authorize another person to act as their representative.

Consumer: A person who uses a product or services.

Credibility: The quality of being believable or trustworthy.

Crisis: A crucial or decisive point or situation.

Delegate: To entrust or transfer power, authority, or responsibility to another person or group.

Disenfranchised: People who are deprived of the rights of citizenship.

Disseminate: To spread, scatter, circulate or disperse.

Editor: A person who reviews and selects material for publication or broadcast.

Editorial: An article in a publication expressing the opinion of its editors or publishers.
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Empower: To equip or supply with an ability; to enable.

Framework: A set of assumptions, concepts, values, and practices that constitutes a way of
viewing reality.

Implement: A means of achieving an end; an instrument or agent.

Lobby: To try to influence the thinking of legislators or other public officials for or against
a specific cause.

Media Database: An organized list of contact information for all media outlets.

Media File/Log: A list of all articles, stories, radio, TV shows, or any other media coverage that
includes information relevant to our advocacy campaign.

Media: A general name for the people, businesses and organizations that make up the
communications industry.

Network: A group of people or organizations with similar interests or concerns who share
information and ideas.

Objective: Something worked toward or striven for.

Opinion Editorial (Op-Ed): A section in newspapers, near the "editorial" pages, where
readers can contribute their own opinions and perspectives on the news.

Opponent: A person who disagrees with another or others.

Position: A preferred solution to a problem.

Press Conference: An event where a large number of journalists and reporters can hear
information about an issue.

Press Tour: A press tour is a trip organized for reporters and journalists to visit locations and
observe advocacy activities that are of compelling visual interest.

Proxy: A person or thing authorized to act for another; a substitute.

Spokesperson: A person who acts as representative of our organization.

Stakeholder: Anyone who has a direct interest in the outcome of our advocacy campaign.

Target: For our advocacy campaign, targets are stakeholders with the greatest ability to
influence the success or failure of our advocacy campaign. Targets are people not institutions.

Transmit: To send or communicate from one person, thing, or place to another.

Values: A principle, standard, or quality considered worthwhile or desirable.
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